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Abstract 
 
 
Compared to the human genome, which is formed by approximately 
25,000 genes, the human proteome comprises over a million functional 
proteins and thus represents a much higher diversity. Although genetic 
research provides valuable information on the proteins which can be 
translated, a great task in the future will be the exploration of the entire 
protein interaction network. Understanding protein interactions will 
greatly help scientists to identify the mechanisms behind fatal diseases 
such as cancer, AIDS, and tuberculosis and, hopefully, provide new 
cures.  Hence, micro arrays containing proteins or small protein 
fragments in the form of peptides have become of great interest in 
proteomic research. Using these microarrays a large number of 
potential target molecules can be screened for interaction with a probe 
in a short time-frame. However, protein and peptide micro arrays are 
still lagging behind oligonucleotide arrays in terms of density, quality 
and manufacturing costs. A new approach developed at the German 
Cancer Research Center (DKFZ) has improved the synthesis of 
high-density peptide arrays. The current technology is capable of 
producing arrays with up to 40,000 different peptides per cm² by means 
of a micro particle-based solid phase peptide synthesis (mpSPPS). 
Similar to Ronald FRANK’s SPOT synthesis, the peptides are 
combinatorially synthesized directly on a solid support, whereby the 
exact location of each peptide is known. However, the in situ synthesis 
bears a conceptual disadvantage: The quality of the peptides is 
dependent on the efficiency of the synthesis. Inefficient coupling 
produces peptide fragments which are present in the
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among the desired full-length peptides. Thus, this PhD thesis dealt with 
the improvement of the peptide quality of in situ synthesized micro 
arrays. The central achievement is a new method allowing for the fast 
one-step purification of entire peptide arrays without loss of resolution 
or spatial information. The key principle is the transfer of an in situ 
synthesized array to a gold-coated polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) 
membrane, onto which only full-length peptides are allowed to rebind 
via an N-terminal cysteine. Peptides are synthesized on a solid support 
by means of mpSPPS using the acid-labile RINK amide (RAM) linker as 
an anchor group which allows for cleavage and removal of side chain 
protecting groups in one-step. After the synthesis, the array is brought 
into direct contact with the gold-coated PVDF membrane. The 
membrane is soaked in trifluoroaceticacid (TFA) transfer medium which 
immediately initiates the peptide release and at the same time catalyzes 
a thiol-gold bond formation. Specific transfer could be verified down to a 
resolution of 10,000 spots per cm². Only cysteine-terminated peptides 
which represent the full-length array members were transferred, 
whereas other peptides and synthesis fragments were excluded. The 
fluorescence signals on the target membrane appeared to be strong and 
almost background-free. Furthermore, no lateral diffusion was 
observed, which provides access to high-complexity and high-quality 
peptide arrays in an easy manner. 
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Kurzfassung 
 
 
Im Vergleich zum menschlichen Genom, das aus etwa 25 000 Genen 
besteht, bietet das Proteom mit über einer Million Proteinen eine 
größere biologische Vielfalt. Zwar werden in der Genomforschung 
wertvolle Informationen gewonnen, welche Proteine bei der Translation 
des genetischen Codes synthetisiert werden, jedoch liegt eine noch viel 
größere Herausforderung in der Erforschung und Aufklärung von 
Protein-Interaktions-Netzwerken. Ein tiefgreifendes Verständnis solcher 
Protein-Interaktions-Netzwerke würde einen enormen Beitrag zur 
Aufklärung von Mechanismen leisten, die hinter Krankheiten wie Krebs, 
AIDS oder Tuberkulose stecken, und möglicherweise neue Heilmittel 
hervorbringen. Ein großes Interesse in der Proteomforschung gilt daher   
der Herstellung von Mikroarrays, die Proteine oder Protein-Bruchstücke 
in Form von Peptiden enthalten. Mit ihnen kann eine Vielzahl möglicher 
Zielmoleküle innerhalb kürzester Zeit auf Wechselwirkungen mit einer 
Probe untersucht werden. Da die Herstellung von Protein- und Peptid-
Mikroarrays ungleich schwerer als die Synthese von Oligonukleotid-
Mikroarrays ist, besteht bezüglich Auflösung, Qualität und 
Produktionskosten jedoch noch großer Aufholbedarf.  
Eine neue Methode, die am Deutschen Krebsforschungszentrum (DKFZ) 
entwickelt wurde, hat grundlegende Probleme in der Synthese 
hochauflösender Peptidarrays gelöst. Mit Hilfe einer Mikropartikel-
basierten Festphasenpeptidsynthese werden derzeit Peptidarrays mit 
Auflösungen von bis zu 40 000 verschiedenen Peptiden pro cm² 
produziert. Ähnlich der Spot-Synthese nach Ronald FRANK wird die 
Synthese nach dem kombinatorischen Prinzip direkt auf einer 
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Trägeroberfläche durchgeführt, wobei jedes Peptid anschließend genau 
lokalisiert ist. Allerdings birgt das Konzept dieser in situ Synthesen 
einen konzeptionellen Nachteil: Die Reinheit der Peptide in einem Array 
hängt stark von der Syntheseeffizienz ab. Unabhängig von der Art der 
Aufbringung der Aminosäuren ergeben unvollständig ablaufende 
Kopplungen Peptidfragmente, welche mit den Peptiden im Array 
eingebettet sind. In der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit wurde daher eine 
Qualitätsverbesserung für in situ synthetisierte Peptid-Mikroarrays 
angestrebt. Zentrale Errungenschaft ist eine neue Methode, die die 
schnelle Reinigung ganzer Peptidarrays in einem einzigen Schritt 
ermöglicht, ohne dass dabei die Auflösung oder die räumliche 
Information des Arrays verloren geht. Grundprinzip dieser Methode ist 
der Transfer eines in situ synthetisierten Arrays auf eine gold-
beschichtete Polyvinylidenfluorid-Membran (PVDF-Membran), wobei 
nur vollständige Peptide über ein N-terminal angebrachtes Cystein 
wieder binden können. Der Array wird dafür nach dem Prinzip der 
Mikropartikel-basierten Festphasenpeptidsynthese direkt auf einem 
Träger synthetisiert, welcher mit dem RINK-Amid-Linker (RAM-Linker) 
funktionalisiert wurde. Der RAM-Linker erlaubt eine Abspaltung der 
Peptide vom Trägermaterial im Zuge der Seitenketten-Entschützung. 
Nach erfolgter Synthese wird der Array in direkten Kontakt zu einer 
gold-beschichteten PVDF-Membran gebracht, welche mit einem 
Trifluoressigsäure-haltigen Medium getränkt wurde. Dieser Schritt leitet 
gleichzeitig die Seitenketten-Entschützung der Peptide, die Abspaltung 
vom Synthese-Träger und eine katalysierte Ausbildung von Thiol-Gold-
Bindungen ein. Ein spezifischer Transfer von Peptiden konnte bis zu 
einer Array-Auflösung von 10 000 Peptiden pro cm² nachgewiesen 
werden, wobei ausschließlich vollständige Peptide mit einem 
N-terminalen Cystein übertragen und Peptide ohne Cystein entfernt 
wurden. Der Fluoreszenz-Nachweis auf der Zielmembran zeigte 
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deutliche Signale vor geringem Hintergrund, ohne dass eine merkliche 
laterale Diffusion der Peptide zu beobachten war. Die entwickelte 
Methode bietet somit einfachen Zugang zu hochkomplexen und 
hochqualitativen Peptidarrays.  
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I. Introduction 
 
 
I.1. General Introduction 
 
I.1.1. Proteins & Peptides 
 
Besides polysaccharides, lipids, and nucleic acids, proteins are the 
major players in organisms. They are essential building blocks and take 
on structural, mechanical, and informational functions in virtually 
every cell of a living system. In general, proteins are formed of amino 
acids connected by amide (peptide) bonds. The term protein usually 
refers to polypeptides built of more than 50 amino acids, whereby the 
exact sequence of amino acids is called primary structure. Due to 
formation of internal hydrogen bonds, proteins show a typical spatial 
arrangement of their amino acid residues which is referred to as 
secondary structure. Regular forms of secondary structure are β-sheet 
and α-helix. The spatial arrangement of the entire polypeptide chain 
which is dominated by alterations of the secondary structure as well as 
orientation of the side-chain residues of the amino acids is called 
tertiary structure or protein folding. The tertiary structure strongly 
depends on the conditions the protein is exposed to. For example, a 
protein with hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains tends to rearrange 
in aqueous media to minimize energetically unfavorable conformations. 
Polar side-chains will be exposed to the aqueous medium, whereas 
nonpolar residues will be gathered together in a hydrophobic core. The 
term quaternary structure describes the arrangement of structures 
formed by several “independent” protein subunits. Quaternary 
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structures can, for example, be stabilized by hydrogen bonds or disulfide 
bridges between the protein subunits.  
Non-covalent interaction of two or more proteins via electrostatic forces, 
VAN-DER-WAALS forces and hydrogen bonds enables the dynamic and 
reversible processes necessary for life. Hence, protein-protein or 
protein-peptide interaction is essential for almost every biological 
function such as enzyme activity, signal transduction and cell 
mechanics. Studying the set of expressed proteins and their interaction 
in a defined compartment of an organism, which is referred to as 
proteomics, has become a major field of modern biology. Especially in 
cancer research where many crucial interactions happen beyond the 
genetic level detailed understanding of processes in the human 
proteome would lead to immense progress. With an estimated number 
of 650,000 possible interactions just for the human proteome[1] and an 
even larger number of involved proteins, the demand for tools to study 
proteomics in high-throughput is apparent.  
 
I.1.2. Peptide Arrays 
 
Traditional molecular biology techniques provide valuable information, 
but they are often tedious and time-consuming: the more complex the 
investigated living system, the higher the demand for studies in a high-
throughput format. In genomic research, this demand has led to the 
development of oligonucleotide micro arrays (or DNA arrays), which are, 
at present, routinely applied to screen thousands of molecules for 
specific interaction with a sample in parallel. Furthermore, 
oligonucleotide arrays are the most prominent example of how modern 
array technologies have helped to advance an entire sub-field of 
molecular biology. The arrays are synthesized by means of 
lithographic[2], electrolytic[3], or electrophoretic[4] techniques. 
Photolithographic methods are capable of producing highly ordered 
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arrays with >250,000 oligonucleotides per cm².[5] Furthermore, 
randomly ordered bead arrays reach densities of >1 million features per 
cm² - combined with nucleic acid decoding strategies they are applied in 
whole-genome genotyping.[6-9] 
However, in humans most of the crucial interaction beyond gene 
expression happens on the protein level. Compared to the genome, the 
human proteome reaches a much higher complexity of biological 
functions. To enable screening for interactions within a reasonable time 
and at reasonable cost, great research effort is put into the development 
of high-throughput approaches. However, compared to oligonucleotide 
arrays the assembly of synthetic proteins and peptides in the form of 
high-density arrays is considerably more challenging. In a human 
being, the genetic code specifies 20 different proteinogenic amino acids, 
whereas only 4 nucleotides are involved in DNA. This means the 
combinatorial diversity must be much higher for synthesizing protein 
arrays than for oligonucleotide arrays (see I.1.6). Moreover, the length of 
functional proteins reaches from several hundred to thousands of 
amino acid residues which can each contribute to the molecule’s three-
dimensional structure and its function in the living system. Since the 
first protein array synthesis was demonstrated by MACBEATH and co-
workers in 2000, conservation of the native folding and site-specific 
immobilization on a support have remained critical parameters.[10-11]  
 
In contrast, synthesis and site-specific immobilization of peptides, 
which represent subunits of functional proteins rather than entire 
proteins, are more easily performed. Although peptide arrays cannot 
detect interactions which are supported by an extended region of a 
protein or a complex folding (i.e. conformational binders), there are 
plenty of applications in which peptide arrays help to improve and 
accelerate research in proteomics. For instance, many protein 
interactions are mediated by peptide recognition modules: domains 
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which incorporate peptides in their binding pockets such as the SH2, 
SH3, PH, EVH1, PDZ or WW domain.[12] Whenever a short amino acid 
sequence is essential for protein interaction, peptide arrays can be 
applied to explore the properties of the so-called epitope, e.g. to search 
for potential binders. Hence, peptide arrays play an important role in 
the characterization of antibodies (epitope mapping, serological tests), in 
the profiling of enzymes, in the screening for new protein biomarkers, 
and in the development of peptide-based drugs and vaccines.  
 
This PhD thesis dealt with the development of a purification method to 
improve the quality of peptide arrays. Particularly, the focus was placed 
on the purification of high-density arrays to pave the way for more 
efficient screenings and, thus, more challenging applications.  
 
I.1.3. Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis 
 
In the early 1960s Bruce MERRIFIELD revolutionized the field of peptide 
synthesis by inventing the solid phase technique.[13-15] Based on his 
solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) almost every peptide consisting of 
30 to 40 amino acids can today be routinely assembled.[16-17] Short 
proteins (>50 amino acids) are obtained by special protocols or chemical 
ligation of peptide segments.[17] Synthetic peptides are usually produced 
in so-called “peptide synthesizers”. Synthesizers are machines which 
automate the required coupling and washing cycles. They are loaded 
with a resin in the form of small polymer beads. These beads bear 
functional groups to which amino acids can be coupled from solution. 
The peptide chain is, thus, anchored on the surface of the beads and 
subsequently elongated with amino acids from solution. After the last 
amino acid has been added to the growing chain, a cleavable linker 
attached between bead surface and peptides allows for the cleavage of 
the crude product. Peptides are then purified by routine techniques 
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such as gel filtration, affinity chromatography, and high-performance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC). Although this process seems simple, a 
profound strategy is necessary to avoid formation of false peptides. 
Amino acids usually bear more than one reactive site which is why 
Merrifield invented an ingenious protecting group strategy to exclusively 
synthesize one sequence of amino acids. His protecting group strategy 
is referred to as the “orthogonal principle” because the technique makes 
use of different types of protecting groups which are cleaved under 
different conditions. Figure 1 schematically shows the MERRIFIELD 
principle in SPPS: Starting from a functionalized polystyrene (PS) bead, 
an amino acid is activated at its carboxylic end. Its N-terminus is 
protected with a protecting group (PG, red) which is different from the 
PG (yellow) used for the side-chain residue (R). When the amino acid 
has been coupled to the PS bead (Figure 1, B), first all unreacted 
functional groups are capped to avoid formation of incorrect sequences. 
Then, only the N-terminal PG (red) is cleaved, whereas the side-chain 
remains protected (Figure 1, C). The reaction is followed by another 
cycle to couple the next amino acid (Figure 1, D). The cycle is repeated 
until the desired peptide sequence is reached (Figure 1, E). After final 
deprotection of the N-terminal end, the side-chains are deprotected and 
the peptides are cleaved from the PS bead (Figure 1, F). 
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Figure 1 | Schematic: Protecting group strategy in MERRIFIELD’s SPPS (washing 
steps are not shown). 
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At present, mainly two orthogonal protecting group strategies are 
applied: The Boc/Bn (Boc=tertbutoxycarbonyl, Bn=benzyl) strategy 
which is based on a gradual acid lability, and the Fmoc/tBu (Fmoc=9-
fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl, tBu=tertbutyl) strategy which employs 
acid/base-labile protecting groups (see I.1.5).[18-19] 
In both strategies, the peptide is synthesized from the C-terminal to 
N-terminal end with the C-terminus anchored to the solid support (e.g. 
the polymer beads). The 
Boc/Bn strategy is based on 
MERRIFIELD‘s first procedures 
on SPPS, whereby Boc is used 
to protect the amino end of the 
peptide and Bn protecting 
groups[20] are attached to the 
side-chains. The invention of 
the Fmoc protecting group by 
the CARPINO and HAN paved 
the way for another strategy, 
which is now a common way 
to produce synthetic 
peptides.[21-22]  
 
 
Figure 2 schematically shows an orthogonal protected L-Lys linked to a 
PS bead. The N-terminal end can be deprotected with the comparatively 
mild base piperidine, whereas the side-chain protecting group Boc is 
only susceptible to acidic cleavage media such as trifluoroaceticacid 
(TFA). MERRIFIELD’s principle of SPPS and his orthogonal protection 
group strategy were first considered to be inferior to synthesis in 
solution because intermediates cannot be isolated, but this opinion 
expeditiously changed once the merit of MERRIFIELD’s invention was 
ON
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H
NH
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L-Lys
TFANH
O
O
Boc
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PS
 
 
Figure 2 | Schematic: Orthogonal 
protecting group strategy in SPPS. 
Fmoc-L-Lys(Boc)-OH anchored to a PS bead: 
The Fmoc protecting group is labile to 
piperidine, whereas the Boc protecting 
group can be cleaved with trifluoroaceticacid 
(TFA). 
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realized.[23] In conjunction with the invention of high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC)[24] by HORVÁTH and LIPSKI, which allows for both 
analytical and preparative purification of the crude product, SPPS soon 
became the method of producing peptides for multiple applications.[23, 
25-26] Today, not only peptides, but various molecules such as synthetic 
DNA or oligosaccharides are produced by solid phase techniques in 
industrial scale.  
 
I.1.4. Activation of Amino Acids 
 
Along with the rapid progress in SPPS, new activation reagents and 
protecting groups have been developed to yield higher coupling 
efficiencies and to minimize side reactions. In general, the longer the 
desired peptides, the lower the expected total yield and the greater the 
likelihood of unwanted reactions. Therefore, SPPS usually requires an 
excess of the protected amino acid and a potent coupling reagent for 
each synthesis step. Today’s routine couplings mostly involve 
benzotriazole- and carbodiimide-based reagents. However, a variety of 
“special” compounds exist, especially for difficult couplings. There are 
several detailed reviews summarizing the progress in activation 
strategies over the last years.[18, 25, 27-31] The following is a brief overview 
of important coupling reagents and protecting groups.   
 
In a typical peptide coupling reaction in SPPS, the carboxylic acid 
moiety of the amino acid is activated using a coupling reagent. It is then 
reacted with the amino group of the amino acid immobilized on the 
solid support (see Figure 1).  The right choice of coupling reagent is the 
key to efficiently activating the carboxyl group without promoting 
enolate formation which results in the loss of important chiral 
information. Figure 3 shows a selection of common coupling reagents in 
peptide synthesis.  
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Figure 3 | Common activation strategies in peptide synthesis. Selection of 
coupling reagents that are routinely applied in the activation of the carboxylic moiety 
(HBTU and HATU are depicted in the guanidinium form[32]) 
 
Acyl halides, acyl azides and mixed anhydrides (Figure 3, a-c) have a 
long history in classic peptide synthesis.[29] In general, acyl halides are 
most reactive but due to side reactions, e.g. loss of configuration or 
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formation of hydrogen halides, they are not regularly applied. However, 
acyl fluorides are a useful tool in sterically challenging couplings[29] 
because they are more stable to moisture than chlorides or bromides 
and can easily be prepared with cyanuric fluoride.[33] Reagents also exist 
to form acyl fluorides in situ such as 
1,1,3,3-tetramethylfluoroformamidinium hexafluorophosphate (TFFH), 
an air-stable non-hygroscopic salt.[33-34]  
Another major group is the active esters (Figure 3, d-e): nitrophenyl, 
pentafluorophenyl (Opfp), and N-hydroxysuccinimide derivates of amino 
acids are prepared in industrial scale because they can be stored in the 
form of crystalline powders. Opfp esters take on an important role in 
SPPS and, more importantly in the context of this work, in the 
production of amino acid micro particles (see I.2.1).  
To activate amino acids in situ, carbodiimides (Figure 3, g-h) such as 
N,N’-diisopropyl- (DIC) and N,N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) are 
widely used. These reagents are comparatively cheap and show high 
reactivity in most applications. The drawbacks are their toxicity, 
incidental rearrangement from O-acylurea to N-acylurea, and rarely, 
racemization of the activated amino acid. However, side reactions can 
be suppressed by additives and the use of solvents of low dielectric 
constant.[28-29] Using carbodiimides in combination with hydroxylamines 
such as 1-hydroxybenzotriazol (HOBt, Figure 3, i) and 1-hydroxy-7-aza-
benzotriazol (HOAt, not shown) has proven to be an excellent activation 
strategy in SPPS. In addition, storable active esters are standardly 
produced with the aid of carbodiimides. 
Aminium and the corresponding phosphonium salts are classes of 
expensive, but excellent coupling reagents. Compounds such as 2-(1H-
benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate  
(HBTU, Figure 3, j), 2-(7-Aza-1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-
tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HATU, Figure 3, k), and 
benzotriazole-1-yl-oxy-tripyrrolidinophosphonium hexafluorophosphate 
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(PyBOP, Figure 3, l) are useful for the activation of sterically hindered 
carboxylic components.[28] Although HBTU and HATU were historically 
named uronium salts, the reagents were recently reported to crystallize 
in the guanidinium N-oxide form.[30, 32]  
Furthermore, many variations of the discussed coupling reagents exist 
which differ slightly in terms of reactivity and designated use. For 
further details reference is made to the review articles.[18, 25, 27-31] 
 
I.1.5. Protecting Groups 
 
In addition to sophisticated activation strategies, the choice of 
protecting groups plays an important role in today’s SPPS. As 
mentioned above (see I.1.3), a fundamental aspect of MERRIFIELD’s 
procedure was the principle of orthogonality which he enhanced 
together with BARANY to yield protecting groups cleaved by completely 
different mechanisms.[35-36]  
In general, orthogonality refers to a set of different classes of protecting 
groups which can each be selectively removed in the presence of the 
other classes. In SPPS two strategies have become state-of-the-art: The 
Boc/Bn strategy and the Fmoc/tBu strategy. The Boc/Bn strategy 
typically works with a gradual acid lability of Nα-amino and side-chain 
protecting groups, whereas the Fmoc/tBu strategy is also 
mechanistically orthogonal because it uses acid- and base-labile 
protecting groups.  In our micro particle-based peptide array synthesis 
solely the Fmoc/tBu strategy is applied. Hence, the following paragraph 
gives a brief overview of important protecting groups in the context of 
this work. For a more detailed approach to protecting groups in SPPS 
reference is made to the literature.[19]    
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To avoid polymerization of activated amino acids, Nα-protection is 
mandatory. Furthermore, the choice of the Nα-protecting group 
determines the entire synthesis strategy, i.e. the side-chain protecting 
groups which may be used. Fmoc is typically removed under basic 
conditions using 20 % (v/v) piperidine in N,N-dimethylformamide 
(DMF).[37] In contrast, acid-labile protecting groups are applied to the 
peptide side-chains which remain unaffected by alkaline treatment. 
Table 1 provides a list of the standard acid-labile protecting groups for 
Nα-Fmoc Opfp-esters.  
 
A big advantage of the Fmoc-strategy is obvious: Ala, Gly, Ile, Leu, Met, 
Phe, Pro, and Val do not require side-chain protection because their 
side-chain residues are not prone to undergo side-reactions. Asn, Cys, 
Gln, and His are commonly protected with a Trt group (Figure 4, a). In 
case of Cys a protecting group is mandatory because the free thiol is 
very susceptible to acylation, oxidation, or alkylation. Even with a 
protecting group, Cys is prone to β-elimination and formation of 
piperidyl alanine in the Nα-Fmoc strategy. Asn and Gln are more stable 
to side-reactions, but a Trt group helps to avoid possible dehydratation 
in the presence of bases.  
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Figure 4 | Standard acid-labile protecting groups in the Nα-Fmoc strategy. 
a)  Trityl is applied to Asn, Cys, Gln, and His. b) Lys and Trp are protected with Boc. 
c) A tBu is attached to the acidic amino acids Asp and Glu; the hydroxy groups of Ser, 
Thr, and Tyr are also protected with a tBu moiety. d) Arg requires a special protecting 
group: Pbf is applied to suppress deguanidination and δ-lactam formation. 
 
A tBu is attached to Asp and Glu (Figure 4, c) to prevent their side-
chains from being activated in the course of the coupling reaction which 
would lead to branched peptides or intramolecular cyclization. Ser, Thr, 
and Tyr are protected likewise to avoid O-acylation or dehydration. In 
the case of Tyr, the acidity of the phenol ring, however, makes the alkyl 
protecting group less stable (see Table 1). Lys and Trp are protected 
with a Boc moiety (Figure 4, b) to avoid acylation or formation of 
branched peptides. Arg requires a special protecting group: 2,2,4,6,7-
Pentamethyl-2,3-dihydrobenzofuran-5-sulfonyl (Pbf, Figure 4, d) is used 
to avoid deguanidination and to minimize δ-lactam formation. Pbf is 
currently the best protecting group for Arg, but δ-lactam formation is 
still not completely suppressed. Moreover, in peptides with several Arg 
residues the high acid-stability of Pbf constrains the deprotection 
reaction.  
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Table 1 | List of the standard side-chain protecting groups for Fmoc-protected 
and Opfp-activated amino acids.  
 
amino acid 
derivate 
side-chain 
protecting 
group 
molecular 
weight 
[g·mol-1] 
recommended TFA 
concentration for 
cleavage[19] 
    
Fmoc-Ala-Opfp (none) 477.38 (none) 
Fmoc-Arg-Opfp Pbf 814.82 90 % (v/v), 
scavengers 
Fmoc-Asn-Opfp Trt 762.72 90 % (v/v), 
H2O, EDT 
Fmoc-Asp-Opfp OtBu 577.50 90 % (v/v) 
Fmoc-Cys-Opfp Trt 751.76 95 % (v/v), 
scavengers 
Fmoc-Glu-Opfp OtBu 591.52 90 % (v/v) 
Fmoc-Gln-Opfp Trt 776.75 90 % (v/v), 
H2O, EDT 
Fmoc-Gly-Opfp (none) 463.35 (none) 
Fmoc-His-Opfp Trt 785.77 95 % (v/v) 
Fmoc-Ile-Opfp (none) 519.46 (none) 
Fmoc-Leu-Opfp (none) 519.46 (none) 
Fmoc-Lys-Opfp Boc 634.59 25-50 % (v/v) 
Fmoc-Met-Opfp (none) 537.50 (none) 
Fmoc-Phe-Opfp (none) 553.48 (none) 
Fmoc-Pro-Opfp (none) 503.42 (none) 
Fmoc-Ser-Opfp tBu 549.49 90 % (v/v) 
Fmoc-Thr-Opfp tBu 563.51 90 % (v/v) 
Fmoc-Trp-Opfp Boc 692.63 95 % (v/v) 
Fmoc-Tyr-Opfp tBu 625.58 35 % (v/v) 
Fmoc-Val-Opfp (none) 505.43 (none) 
 
 
Some deprotection reactions require additional scavengers which 
prevent the protecting group from rebinding to the amino acid 
side-chain. For example, triisobutylsilane (TIBS) or triethylsilane (TES) 
are commonly used as scavengers in peptide deprotection solutions. 
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I.1.6. Combinatorial Synthesis 
 
Compared to oligonucleotide arrays, the combinatorial synthesis of 
peptide arrays is more difficult: Instead of only 4 monomers which are 
each based on the same phosphorylated saccharide, a minimum of 20 
different proteinogenic amino acids bearing a variety of functional 
groups is required implying a much higher combinatorial diversity. In 
general, two approaches are used to produce peptide arrays: Either, the 
peptides can be synthesized by standard SPPS and then immobilized on 
a solid support in the desired array pattern or the peptides are 
combinatorially synthesized on the support. The former is tedious and 
cost-intensive while the latter requires high repetitive coupling 
efficiencies and a deliberate synthesis strategy.  
 
The in situ synthesis of peptide arrays by lithographic methods[38-39] as 
in oligonucleotide synthesis is not marketable due to expensive 
equipment, nonstandard building blocks, labor-intensive protocols, and 
low synthesis efficiencies.[40] Therefore, peptide arrays are still laging 
behind DNA arrays in terms of complexity and density. However, the 
first fully combinatorial approach by Ronald FRANK published in 1992 
was a milestone in the development of the field. His SPOT synthesis is 
based on a spatially resolved spotting technique which uses the same 
principles as MERRIFIELD’s SPPS.[41] C-terminally pre-activated and 
N-terminally protected amino acids are applied to a pre-modified 
cellulose sheet in a distinct pattern. In the first run, the amino acids 
readily couple to functional groups embedded in the cellulose sheet. In 
the following steps the peptide sequences are elongated the same 
manner as in SPPS. Different amino acid solutions can be applied to 
any position of the array in the same run so that the peptide array is 
synthesized layer by layer instead of peptide by peptide.[42-43] Orthogonal 
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protection of the amino acids ensures that only the amino end is 
reacted with the next building block, while the side chains remain 
protected until the final deprotecting step. There are numerous 
publications on applications of peptide arrays synthesized by the SPOT 
technique,[12, 44] but such peptide arrays are still costly and limited in 
density due to the following disadvantages: Using a solvent leads to 
spreading and evaporation of the droplets on the solid support. Thus, 
commercial peptide arrays produced in situ by the SPOT synthesis only 
reach resolutions of 25 peptides per cm² (with up to 15 amino acid 
residues) at a price of 7 to 14 € per peptide,[44] which quite inferior to 
the economic efficiency of DNA arrays.   
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I.2. High-density Peptide Arrays 
 
A new approach developed in our research group “Chip-based Peptide 
Libraries” has solved the problems in synthesizing high density peptide 
micro arrays by using solid amino acid toner particles. These micro 
particles can be addressed onto a solid support either using a custom-
built laser printer[45] or a micro chip equipped with an array of pixel 
electrodes.[46] Peptide synthesis is initiated by melting the particle 
matrix and the resulting peptide quality is equivalent to standard 
synthesis from solution. Strictly following MERRIFIELD’s principle of 
orthogonal synthesis up to 280,000 individual peptides can be arrayed 
on a single solid support (22 x 21 cm², synthesis area 19.1 x 19.1 cm²). 
Moreover, an areal density of up to 40,000 peptides per cm² can be 
achieved via the micro chip approach.[46] The laser printer technology 
has already been commercialized in the company PEPperPRINT GmbH 
(Heidelberg/Germany), offering customized high-density peptide arrays 
with 700-800 different peptides per cm² (dependent on the size and 
layout of the array). 
 
I.2.1. Amino Acid Particles 
 
Amino acid micro particles have been the key invention towards the 
synthesis of highly resolved peptide arrays. The particles can be exactly 
addressed onto a solid support in high density, whereby adhesion forces 
between surface and particle make the particles “stick” at the target 
location. In contrast to the SPOT synthesis, which is limited in 
resolution due to evaporation and spreading of the solvent, the micro 
particle-based method allows for a spatial and temporal separation of 
deposition and coupling reaction. 
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The amino acid micro particles have been developed on the basis of one-
component powder toners, a common class of toner particles in 
xerography. One-component toners consist of particles, around 5-10 µm 
in size, which are comprised of approximately 90 % (m/m) of a resin 
(e.g. polystyrene-n-butylacrylate copolymers, polyester- or epoxy resins), 
5 % (m/m) (in)organic pigments, 3 % (m/m) charge control agents 
(CCAs, e.g. azo complexes), and the remaining portion of additional 
additives.[47-48]  The resin is important for the chargeability: Dependent 
on its position in the “triboelectric series”, a polymer can be negatively 
or positively charged by friction.[49] Charge control agents are added to 
stabilize these triboelectric charges which are applied to the particles in 
the printing process (see I.2.2 and I.2.3).[50] Although they account for 
only 5 % of the particle mass, additives such as pigments can have a 
big impact on the position in the triboelectric series.[51] Therefore, every 
toner has not only to be optimized in terms of color, but also in terms of 
electric charge properties.  
 
Whereas pigments are the most important additive in standard toners, 
the most important “additive” in the micro particles used for peptide 
synthesis is the amino acid. The different amino acid toners used in the 
peptide array production mainly consist of a commercial styrene acrylic 
copolymer (e.g. SLEC PLT 7552, Sekisui Chemical GmbH, 
Düsseldorf/Germany), containing approximately 10 % (m/m) of an 
Fmoc-protected and Opfp-activated amino acid (see I.1.4).[45] Dependent 
on the type of amino acid comprised and the particle diameter, the 
micro particles show different charge to mass ratios (q/m-values) which 
have to be measured and optimized by adapting the particle 
composition to fit the requirements of combinatorial synthesis (see 
I.1.6 and I.2.4).[52-54] Other additives are CCAs (e.g. Fe3+ or Al3+ naphtol 
complexes) and small amounts of a pigment (e.g. pyrazolone orange, 
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ABCR GmbH, Karlsruhe/Germany) to stabilize the triboelectrical charge 
and make the particles easy to detect. To reduce agglomeration, the 
micro particles are coated with Aerosil silica nano particles (e.g. Aerosil 
812, hydrophobic, Evonik Degussa GmbH, Essen/Germany). Most 
importantly, the resin used in the particle production has to be meltable 
at temperatures around 90 °C to give a highly viscous, but fluid 
reaction sphere. Currently, toner particles for all 20 proteinogenic 
amino acids are routinely used in the peptide array production. The 
amino acids embedded in the particles show low decay rates of less 
than 1 % per month (except arginine with 5 % per month) and coupling 
efficiencies similar to standard SPPS from solution.[45-46] Furthermore, 
no racemization from L- to D-configuration is observed even if the 
amino acid toners are heated to 90 °C for 90 min.  
The main focus in particle production lies on the size distribution of the 
micro particles. Because standard toner production techniques such as 
dispersing and extruding[47] are not feasible with labile amino acids, a 
new procedure has been developed. The components are mixed in 
solution and only briefly heated to give a homogenous matrix. The 
solvent is subsequently removed under reduced pressure. Throughout 
numerous milling and sieving steps the size distribution of the micro 
particle fraction is adapted to perfectly fit the designated use. As 
recently shown, the mean diameter influences the q/m-values and thus 
has a major impact on the quality of the deposition pattern 
(see I.2.4).[55] In general, the highest densities in a peptide array can 
only be achieved with particles smaller than the desired feature size.  
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I.2.2. Laser Printer 
 
Similar to a standard color laser printer with 4 cartridges (CMYK: cyan, 
magenta, yellow, black) the prototype of the peptide laser printer was 
equipped with 20 cartridges, one for each of the 20 proteinogenic amino 
acids. The first laser printer was constructed in 2003 on the basis of an 
OKI C7400 (OKI Systems GmbH, Düsseldorf/Germany) color laser 
printer which was enhanced with a linear stage drive and 16 additional 
cartridges (Figure 5). The cartridges had to be aligned “inline” which 
resulted in a device length of 3.2 m. As nearly all commercial laser 
printers, the OKI C7400 is, in fact, an LED (light emitting diode) printer. 
The LED technique is superior to the laser technique because it is 
precise, compact, and works without movable parts or mirrors. 
However, the term “laser printer” today refers to both building classes. 
The most critical parameters in a printer with 20 cartridges are the 
positioning mechanism and the driving software which are mainly 
responsible for the maximum resolution of the device. The first 
prototype constructed in cooperation with the group “Rapid Product 
Development” at the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering 
and Automation (IPA, Stuttgart/Germany) reached a resolution of 400 
spots per cm² which was already higher than the peptide density 
provided by means of the SPOT synthesis.[45]  
 
a b c
 
Figure 5 | Prototype of the peptide laser printer. a) OKI C7400 laser printer; b) 
Peptide laser printer (closed); c) Printing track without cartridges. 
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The second generation laser printer (Figure 6) built for the company 
PEPperPRINT GmbH (Heidelberg/Germany) was constructed as a joint 
project involving IPA (see above), KMS Automation GmbH (Schramberg-
Waldmössingen/Germany), the Technical University of Varna 
(Department of Physics, Varna/Bulgaria), and Mikrosistemi 
(Varna/Bulgaria). Compared to the first prototype, the second 
generation printer has been improved in several key aspects. To 
summarize, the cartridges were arranged to be movable in the 
z-direction so that only the currently “active” cartridge is in contact with 
the solid support. Moreover, the number of cartridges has been 
increased to 24 and each cartridge has been equipped with a separate 
motor. The driver software and the positioning mechanics were 
improved. An automated offtake for particle dust has been added to 
extract excessive particles which could cause contaminations. In 
addition, print job management and positioning processes have been 
automated based on barcodes and marks “written” in the synthesis 
glass slide with a laser. With the new features, the second laser printer 
already reaches a resolution of 700-800 spots per cm². The LED rows, 
in principle, should be capable of producing 1600 spots per cm² after 
further improvement of the device. 
 
a b
 
Figure 6 | Second generation laser printer. a) Closed printer with control center. 
b) Printing track with 24 movable cartridges, each driven by a separate motor. 
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The printing principle in both printers is the same: An organic 
photoconductor (OPC) drum is evenly charged by a primary charge 
roller (PCR, Figure 7, a). An LED row then “writes” the electrostatic 
printing pattern onto the OPC drum (Figure 7, b). The drum coating, 
which is insulating in the dark, becomes conductive upon light 
exposure: Illuminated areas on the drum are neutralized by grounding. 
Particles with the same charge as present on the OPC drum are 
selectively transferred to discharged areas (Figure 7, c). For this 
purpose particles are previously charged by friction and then 
transported from the reservoir to the OPC drum by two additional 
drums. The electrostatic pattern on the OPC drum is, thus, translated 
into the corresponding particle pattern. This pattern is subsequently 
printed onto a solid support by rolling the OPC drum over the surface 
and applying a counter voltage to the support (Figure 7, d). Other 
setups involve oppositely charged particles and OPC drums. In this 
case, the pattern written by the LED rows is a negative of the printing 
pattern because particles are transferred to remaining charged areas on 
the drum. In terms of charges, setups with both negatively and 
positively charged particles are possible.[47]  
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Figure 7 | Schematic of a laser printer. a) A primary charge roller (PCR) evenly 
charges an organic photoconductor (OPC) drum. b) LED rows generate a charge 
pattern on the OPC drum by discharging upon illumination. c) Particles with the same 
charge as present on the OPC (here negatively charged) are only transferred to 
illuminated/discharged areas. The charge pattern is translated into a particle pattern. 
d) The particles are printed by rolling the OPC drum over a solid support. A counter 
voltage can be applied to the support to overcome adhesion forces. e) A fuser melts the 
particles and secures the printing pattern. 
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I.2.3. Chip-based Synthesis 
 
In parallel to the laser printer technique, a method to generate high-
density peptide arrays on complementary metal oxide semiconductor 
(CMOS) chips has been developed.[46, 56-60] In general, amino acid micro 
particles are triboelectrically charged in custom-built aerosol chambers 
and, then, transported to the surface of a semiconductor chip. The chip 
surface is equipped with a defined grid of aluminum pixel electrodes 
which can be selectively energized. This way, potentials can be applied 
to specific pixels, whereas all other pixels remain switched off. By the 
generated electrical fields particles are attracted from the aerosol to the 
energized pixels and, thus, deposited in a defined pattern. Strong 
adhesion forces make the particles “stick” to the pixels even if the 
voltage is switched off after deposition.[56] 
Based on the data from simulations, the quality of the particle 
deposition has recently been enhanced by using a smaller fraction of 
amino acid micro particles (mean diameter: 2-3 µm) for the aerosol.[55] 
Furthermore, the setup of the aerosol generator has been simplified and 
supplemented by inserting a sieve to prevent large particle agglomerates 
from reaching the chip surface. Currently, an aerosol generator with 
20 reservoir units is used to generate high-precision deposition patterns 
for all 20 types of amino acid toners (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8 | Aerosol generator and particle deposition on the micro chip. a) Setup 
of the aerosol generator with 20 particle units. b) Deposition pattern on a micro chip. 
c) Magnification of the depostion pattern. Each pixel electrode has a dimension of 
84 x 84 µm². d) Particle covered (green) and uncovered (red) pixel electrodes. e) A 
15 µm wide grid separates the pixels (yellow).[55]  
 
 
I.2.4. Peptide Synthesis with Micro Particles 
 
Laser printer and chip-based synthesis both make use of the same 
coupling principle: After a particle pattern has been addressed to the 
surface, the particles are melted at temperatures around 90 °C and 
allowed to couple for 60-90 min (Figure 9, a, b). The melting step gives 
highly viscous reaction spheres which are not larger than the 
corresponding particle cluster. An entire deposition pattern can thus 
contain any of the 20 different monomers because there is no danger of 
mixing of the reaction spheres. In these well-defined spheres, the 
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coupling reaction between surface-bound amino groups and 
carboxyl-activated amino acids delivered from the particle takes place. 
After cooling to room temperature, unreacted amino acids and particle 
residues are washed away. Unreacted amino groups at the surface are 
subsequently “capped” by acylation with acetic anhydride (Ac2O) to 
avoid formation of wrong peptide sequences (Figure 9, c). Only after this 
step, the N-terminal protecting group, e.g. Fmoc, is cleaved from the 
newly added amino acids (Figure 9, d) and the deposition and coupling 
cycle can start anew.  
 
 
 
Figure 9 | Coupling cycle in micro particle-based SPPS. a) Clusters of micro 
particles are deposited on a desired spot or pixel electrode. b) Melting gives 
well-defined reaction spheres in which the coupling reaction takes place. c) Washing 
steps remove particle residues; unreacted amino groups on the surface are 
subsequently “capped” by acylation. d) The amino group of the lastly coupled amino 
acid is deprotected before the coupling cycle starts over with a new deposition step. 
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I.2.5. Motivation: Purification of Peptide Arrays 
 
The amount of peptide synthesized at each position of the array strongly 
depends on the coupling efficiency and on the length of the peptide. As 
mentioned before, the repetitive yield of each coupling step determines 
the overall yield of peptide. The longer the peptides become, the more 
fragments are produced among the full-length peptides. For example, in 
the synthesis of a 20meric peptide only 36 % full-length peptides can be 
expected if the repetitive coupling efficiency is 95 % (see Figure 10).  
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Figure 10 | Peptide yield in SPPS dependent on the repetitive coupling 
efficiency. With a repetitive coupling efficiency of 99 % per amino acid, 82 % of 
full-length peptides can be expected synthesizing a 20meric peptide. With a repetitive 
coupling efficiency of 98 % per amino acid, the total yield already decreases to 67 %. 
When only 95 % coupling efficiency per step is reached, the synthesis yields only 36 % 
of full-length peptides. 
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Thanks to MERRIFIELD’s protecting group strategy, the fragments can be 
efficiently capped by acylation with highly reactive Ac2O in each 
coupling cycle. Capping avoids formation of peptides with incorrect 
amino acid sequences (see Figure 11), but nevertheless, the acylated 
fragments diminish array quality and can lead to false-positive or false-
negative results in subsequent assays.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 11 | Formation of fragments in the course of SPPS. Inefficient coupling 
produces peptide fragments. These fragments are routinely capped by acylation to 
avoid formation of peptides with incorrect amino acid sequences. 
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In 2000, WENSCHUH et al. reported the synthesis efficiency of SPOT 
synthesis to be comparable to the efficiency of standard SPPS.[61] 
However, these results were obtained for 15meric peptides synthesized 
with a resolution of maximum 15 spots per cm² and it was noted that 
longer peptides resulted in a lower quality. Similar studies on peptides 
synthesized by the SPOT technique stated efficiencies ranging from 
below 40 % to more than 92 % which clearly indicates that the total 
yield per spot strongly depends on synthesis protocol as well as length 
and amino acid sequence of the respective peptides.[62-65] As a 
consequence, results obtained from in situ synthesized peptide arrays 
usually have to be further verified using HPLC purified peptides 
produced by standard SPPS. The only existing technique to purify 
peptide arrays produced by the SPOT synthesis is tedious and 
expensive: The peptides are synthesized on a cellulose sheet in 
large-scale spots and cleaved by dry aminolysis.[66-67] The spots are 
subsequently stamped out and each product is externally purified by 
HPLC.[12] Thus, each spot yields a reservoir of purified peptide which 
can be re-spotted, e.g. on a modified glass slide, in higher resolution 
than originally achieved by the in situ SPOT synthesis. Additionally, also 
re-spotting of dissolved cellulose-peptide conjugates without previous 
aminolysis is a common technique to produce peptide micro arrays on 
glass supports.[68]   
 
In spite of the fact that the purified peptides may suffice for several 
array replicas, re-spotting is extremely cost-intensive and diminishes 
the benefits from combinatorial synthesis. Moreover, external 
purification of the array members is not feasible for high-complexity 
peptide arrays as produced by the micro particle-based method (see 
I.2.4). Hence, this work presents a new method allowing for the fast 
one-step purification of such high-resolution peptide arrays which is 
currently capable of purifying arrays with up to 10,000 peptides per 
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cm². An additional advantage of the method is the transfer to a new 
support which has not undergone a complete synthesis and, thus, has 
not been stressed by the numerous coupling and washing cycles. 
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II. Concept & State-of-the-Art 
 
 
II.1. Purification Concept 
 
Purification of peptide arrays with a density of up to 10,000 different 
array members per cm² requires a concept compatible with the given 
array format: Synthesis artefacts must be removed in situ, i.e. without 
the loss of spatial information provided by the synthesis. In addition, 
the peptides have to be purified simultaneously because external 
purification of each array member would diminish the benefits gained 
from combinatorial synthesis and is not feasible for highly resolved 
arrays. Hence, a concept consisting of three basic elements has been 
developed: (1) The peptide arrays are synthesized as usual, but a 
cleavable linker is inserted between surface coating and peptide; (2) 
After the synthesis, only the full length peptides are elongated with an 
additional “key” sequence; (3) The entire peptide array is cleaved and 
transferred to a second solid support, brought into direct contact with 
the synthesis support. Only full-length peptides rebind via their “key” 
sequence which has been designed specifically to bind to the surface of 
the new solid support. This transfer step must be achieved in the 
highest possible resolution and, most importantly, without mixing of 
individual spots, i.e. without lateral diffusion.  
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Figure 12 | Concept for peptide array purification. a) The peptide array is 
synthesized on a surface which bears a cleavable linker. b) Only full-length peptides 
obtain an exclusive key sequence in the last synthesis cycle. c) The synthesis surface 
is brought into direct contact with a receptor surface while the cleavage is conducted. 
Peptides and fragments are released. d) Only full-length peptides rebind to the 
receptor surface due to a specific “lock” molecule immobilized on the receptor side. 
Fragments are removed by washing. 
 
 
In the following paragraph, state-of-the-art technologies for the 
preparation of synthesis surfaces are described. Furthermore, a brief 
introduction is given to peptide linker chemistry and surface sensitive 
analysis techniques applied in this work.  
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II.2. Synthesis Surfaces 
 
Similar to SPPS using modified polymeric beads, peptide array 
synthesis on a “two-dimensional” surface requires functional groups. 
These functional groups must be firmly anchored to the support to 
preserve spatial resolution of the array throughout the entire synthesis 
process. Furthermore, the surface coating must be inert to a variety of 
different substances including harsh reagents such as organic acids 
and bases. Standard microscopy slide glass (SiO2) is used for the micro 
particle-based peptide array synthesis in the laser printer approach.[45] 
In contrast, the CMOS micro chips are equipped with aluminum 
electrodes (Al/Al2O3, “Peptide Chip 5”).[57, 59] Both types of surfaces are 
routinely coated with polymers on the basis of methacrylates whose 
side-chains can be functionalized with amino groups. For surface 
sensitive studies, we additionally use silicon wafers which are similarly 
treated. The following chapter provides an overview of existing surface 
preparation techniques that have been applied and, in part, enhanced 
in this work.  
 
II.2.1. Cleaning & Activation 
 
Prior to surface functionalization, the surface has to be thoroughly 
cleaned in order to remove any organic or inorganic contamination. In 
addition, the upper passivating oxide layers must be “activated” to 
render them reactive. In this work, glass slides (SiO2), micro chips 
(Al/Al2O3), and silicon wafers, slices of a silicon single crystal (100) with 
a thin silicon oxide layer, are applied as substrates for peptide 
synthesis. Driven by the progress in semiconductor research, cleaning 
techniques for silicon wafers have been investigated and enhanced since 
the early 1950s.[69] In general, wet chemical cleaning using hydrogen 
peroxide solutions is wide spread. In our group, the common cleaning 
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and activation process for SiO2 surfaces (silicon wafers and glass slides) 
is based on treatment in hot piranha solution, a mixture of 
30 % (v/v) H2O2 (30 % (v/v) aqueous solution) and 70 % (v/v) 
concentrated H2SO4.[70] However, hot piranha solution is corrosive to 
metals and, therefore, inadequate to pretreat susceptible micro chips.[71] 
Instead, the micro chip surfaces are cleaned and activated by UV 
irradiation in air according to approved protocols.[72] In general, 
treatment with piranha solution or UV irradiation generates defined 
oxide layers bearing reactive hydroxy groups on SiO2 or Al2O3 
surfaces.[71, 73] Alkylchlorosilanes, alkylalkoxysilanes, and 
alkylaminosilanes are known to covalently bind to such “activated” 
surfaces forming self assembled monolayers (SAMs).[74-75] Hence, SAMs 
of organosilanes represent highly stable anchor groups for functional 
surface coatings as discussed in the following paragraph.  
 
II.2.2. Surface-initiated ATRP 
 
The first surface coatings in the micro particle-based peptide array 
synthesis were films of poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA) 
which were prepared by deposition of an olefin silane SAM, subsequent 
ozonization of the olefin, and radical graft polymerization with PEGMA 
(Mn=360 g/mol, Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim/Germany).[70] PEGMA is a 
commercial macromonomer with an average side-chain length, in this 
case, of 4 to 5 ethylene glycol (EG) units. In the course of a 
polymerization only the methacrylate backbone is polymerized whereas 
the side-chains remain unaffected. PEGMA films are characterized by a 
high density of functional groups (up to 40 nmol/cm² on a 100 nm 
thick film), intrinsic protein repelling properties, and good stability to 
chemical treatments as present in peptide synthesis.[70] The preparation 
of PEGMA films has been facilitated using the surface-initiated atom 
transfer radical polmyerization (siATRP) technique developed by HUANG 
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and WIRTH in 1997.[76] Since this development, siATRP has become a 
standard technique for graft polymer coatings.[77-80] By means of siATRP 
even our susceptible micro chip surfaces can be coated with PEGMA 
films in full control of the resulting film thicknesses.[72] First, the 
surface is activated with piranha solution or by UV irradiation. Then, it 
is silanized with a SAM of 2-bromo-N-(3-triethoxysilyl 
propyl) isobutyramide (bromine silane (1), Figure 13). The tertiary 
bromine of the silane is the starting point of a controlled radical 
polymerization, also referred to as living polymerization, which can be 
conducted with various transition metal catalysts/ligand systems.[81-82] 
The advantages of the ATRP technique include fast rates of 
polymerization, narrow molecular weight distributions, high monomer 
conversion, and precise control of the polymer composition.[83]  
In our group, the catalyst is typically a CuI salt with additional organic 
ligands such as 2,2'-bipyridine (bpy) or 
1,1,4,7,7-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA) as first described 
by WANG and MATYJASZEWSKI in 1995.[84] Further optimization of the 
brush polymer composition to meet the requirements of biological 
assays with peptide arrays led to the development of PEGMA-co-PMMA 
films.[85] These films consist of different mole fractions of PEGMA and 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) which can be controlled via the 
monomer concentration in the polymerization solution. PEGMA and 
methylmethacrylate (MMA) are statistically inserted into the growing 
polymer chain. The more MMA used the fewer PEG side-chains appear 
in the film. This reduces the number of functional groups available for 
peptide synthesis (see Figure 13), but on the other hand, provides better 
accessibility for proteins such as antibodies or enzymes.[85] If the 
hydrophilic PEG moieties are reduced, a higher contact angle and, thus, 
a more hydrophobic character of the surface is observed. However, 
nonspecific protein adsorption is efficiently suppressed even with a low 
mole fraction of PEGMA. In this work, a graft copolymer composition of 
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10 % (n/n) PEGMA and 90 %  (n/n) PMMA (10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA) 
was the standard surface coating for the peptide array synthesis 
because it has proven to be the best compromise between intrinsic 
protein repelling properties and compatibility to standard biological 
applications (i.e. reference immunostainings, see V.3.10). Independent 
of the copolymer composition, the PEG-OH side-chains are further 
modified with Fmoc-β-alanine to yield amino groups necessary for the 
peptide synthesis (see Figure 13).[70, 72, 85] 
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Figure 13 | Silanization and siATRP. a) An activated surface bearing hydroxyl 
groups is silanized with bromine silane (1); b) The resulting silane SAM acts as an 
anchor group and surface-bound initiator for the siATRP with MMA and PEGMA. The 
polymethacrylate backbone polymerized in the siATRP is only depicted schematically. 
c) Hydroxyl groups in the side-chain of PEGMA can be esterified with β-alanine to 
yield amino groups.    
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II.2.3. Cleavable Linkers 
 
Along with solid phase chemistry, numerous cleavable linkers, which 
facilitate the release of compounds from the solid support after the 
peptide synthesis, have been developed.[86-87] During the synthesis, the 
linker determines the allowable chemistry because it has to fit into the 
protecting group strategy (see I.1.3 and I.1.4) and must not release 
compounds before the synthesis has been completed. Furthermore, the 
choice of the linker also depends on the type of compound synthesized: 
The cleaving conditions may not compromise the integrity of the 
product or the yield. In MERRIFIELD’s first approach peptides were 
cleaved from the resin by saponification or, in case of halogenated 
resins, by acid halide treatment.[13] In this initial approach, the linker 
can be considered part of the solid support, because the peptide is 
directly anchored to the resin by an ester bond. However, such integral 
linkers are disadvantageous in several respects: Exact control of the 
loading is difficult, comparatively harsh chemical conditions are needed 
to cleave the product (e.g. HF), and steric and electronic properties of 
the resin can affect the cleavage reaction.[86] Thus, numerous linkers 
which allow for post-modification of the resin and for “mild” cleavage 
conditions are the current ideal. Established acid-labile compounds in 
SPPS are, for example, the WANG linker,[88] the SASRIN (super acid 
sensitive resin) linker,[89-90] the PAL (peptide amide linker),[91-92] and the 
RINK type linkers[93] (Figure 14, a-d). Besides acid-labile linkers, many 
other linkers exist which can, for instance, be released by electrophilic, 
nucleophilic, oxidative, reductive, photo-induced, or metal-assisted 
cleavage.[86-87] However, in the Nα-Fmoc strategy, weak acid-labile 
linkers are advantageous: They allow for side-chain deprotection and 
peptide cleavage in a single step and, thus, do not jeopardize peptide 
integrity. In general, slight modifications of the linker structure can 
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have a strong impact on the cleavage efficiency and stability which is 
why many variations of the described linkers exist.[86]  
 
PSPS
 
 
Figure 14 | Examples of cleavable linkers in SPPS. a-b) Standard resin-bound 
linkers that yield free acids upon cleavage. c-d) Amide-type linkers yielding peptide 
amides. e-f) Safety-catch linkers that can be destabilized and cleaved in aqueous 
media.   
 
Besides acid-labile linkers, another important group is the “safety-
catch” linkers. In general, safety-catch linkers are sensitive to 
nucleophiles, but cleavage requires at least two successive steps. First, 
the linker is destabilized. Then, the peptide can be released by 
nucleophilic attack under very mild conditions. Examples of safety-
catch linkers are the carboxy FRANK linker (2-(1-tertbutyloxycarbonyl-4-
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methyl-imidazol-5-yl)-2-hydroxy aceticacid dicyclohexylamine, Figure 
14, f) which can be destabilized by TFA treatment and cleaved in 
aqueous buffer,[94-95] or aryl hydrazine linkers (WIELAND linkers) such as 
Fmoc-hydrazinobenzoicacid (Fmoc-HBA, Figure 14, e), which can be 
cleaved by mild oxidation of the hydrazine bond and subsequent attack 
of a nucleophile.[96-103] The choice of nucleophile determines the 
functional group formed at the C-terminal end of the peptides. For 
example, cleavage in (alkaline) aqueous solutions yields carboxylic acids 
whereas cleavage with amines yields amides. The ability to achieve 
desired functional groups at the C-terminus through prudent choice of 
nucleophile, allows for precise control over the functionality of the 
resulting peptide.  
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II.3. Introduction to Surface Analytical Techniques 
 
II.3.1. UV/Vis Photospectrometry 
 
In each coupling cycle of the Nα-Fmoc strategy of SPPS the N-terminal 
Fmoc protecting group is cleaved prior to attachment of the next amino 
acid in the sequence (see I.1.3). An intermediate in the cleavage step is 
the piperidine dibenzofulvene adduct (PDFA) which has an absorption 
maximum at 301 nm (Figure 15).  
 
 
 
Figure 15 | Fmoc cleavage and PDFA formation. Deprotection of an Fmoc-protected 
amino group with 20 % piperidine in DMF yields dibenzofulvene and the free amino 
group. In presence of piperidine, dibenzofulvene forms the piperidine dibenzofulvene 
adduct (PDFA) which has an absorption maximum at 301 nm. 
 
The concentration of PDFA in the deprotection solution can be 
measured using UV/Vis photospectrometry by comparing its absorption 
to that of a blank solution. Hence, the amino group loading on the 
surface, i.e. the derivatization grade (DG) in nmol/cm2, can be 
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calculated from the concentration of PDFA in the deblocking solution. 
According to LAMBERT-BEER’s law, the DG of the surface is given by 
Equation 1.[70, 104] In our group, a basic calibration of the 
SmartSpecs Plus (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich/Germany) 
photospectrometer yielded a molar extincition coefficient of 
ε=5129 L·mol-1·cm-1 for the deblocking solution, respectively.[70, 105] 
However, other groups reported different molar extinction 
coefficients[106] and fluctuating DG values which can most likely be 
attributed to the equilibrium of PDFA and 
dibenzofulvene/piperidine.[107] Therefore, this method is not considered 
to provide absolute quantities, but values which can be compared to 
results obtained in previous works in the same manner.[105, 108]   
 
ε
⋅
= =
⋅ ⋅
n E V
DG
A d A
 
Equation 1 | Derivatization grade (DG) of surfaces calculated upon Fmoc release. 
n=amount of substance in moles, A=surface area covered with deprotection solution, 
E=extinction, V=applied volume of 20 % (v/v) piperidine in DMF, ε=extinction 
coefficient, d=path length of cuvette. 
   
To determine the DG of irregularly shaped silicon wafer pieces, the 
surface area A was calculated from the weight of the wafer piece. For 
the Si(100) wafers used in this work a conversion factor of 8.185 cm2·g-1 
has been assigned.  
 
II.3.2. Spectroscopic Ellipsometry 
 
In spectroscopic ellipsometry information about film thicknesses, 
optical constants, surface roughness, and material micro structures in 
multilayered systems is gained by measuring the polarization state of 
light.[109] A collimated polarized light beam is reflected from (or 
transmitted through) the sample surface to a detector which analyzes 
changes in polarization caused by the material. Two major advantages 
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of ellipsometry are the high sensitivity ranging from layers of single 
atoms to a few µm-thick films and the nondestructive measuring 
principle which also works under liquids.[109-110] For maximum 
sensitivity, the angle of incidence and the wavelength of the incident 
beam are controlled. This procedure is referred to as variable angle 
spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE).  
 
In general, ellipsometry uses a beam of linearly polarized light whereby 
the s- and p-components of the beam are analyzed. s refers to the light 
vector component perpendicular to the plane of incidence and p refers 
to the component parallel to the plane of incidence. The beam is 
directed to a reflecting surface so that the s and p components of the 
electrical field vector 
v
E are in phase with each other. Due to 
interaction with the material, the s- and p-components are 
phase-shifted. The s component is mostly reflected, whereas the p 
component is mostly refracted into the optically denser medium. This 
causes the projection of the electrical vector to trace out an ellipse in a 
plane perpendicular to the propagation direction of the beam. The 
azimuthal angle of the electric field vector along the major axis of the 
ellipse relative to a plane of reference, the ellipticity, and sometimes the 
handedness (right- or left-handed) of the electric vector are used to 
obtain information about the material.[109] Instead of absolute 
intensities, ellipsometry uses the ratio of reflected and incident light 
intensity R which simplifies the instrumentation. The ratio of reflected 
and incident intensity is described by the square value of the FRESNEL 
reflection coefficient r as shown in Equation 2.  
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Equation 2 | Ratio of reflected and incident light intensity R. I=intensity, 
r=FRESNEL reflection coefficient (indices: r=reflected, 0=incident, s=s-polarized, 
p=p-polarized). 
 
Furthermore, the FRESNEL reflection coefficient is linked to the 
components of the electric vector E and the refractive indices η as 
shown in Equation 3.   
 
 
 
Figure 16 | Reflection and refraction of a beam of light at the interphase 
between two media.  
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Equation 3 | FRESNEL reflection coefficients. r=FRESNEL reflection coefficient, 
E=component of the electric field vector, η=refractive index, ϑ =incident angle (indices: 
r=reflected, 0=incident, s=s-polarized, p=p-polarized, 1=medium A, 2=medium B). 
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According to the SNELL law the ratio of the sines of the incident angles is 
equivalent to the opposite ratio of the refractive indices (see Equation 4).  
 
21
2 1
sin( )
sin( )
ηϑ
ϑ η
=  
Equation 4 | SNELL law of refraction. The ratio of the sines of the incident angles is 
equivalent to the opposite ratio of the refractive indices. 
 
In the fundamental equation of ellipsometry, the FRESNEL coefficients 
are related to the amplitude factor, Ψ, and the phase factor, ∆ (see 
Equation 5).  Measurements of Ψ and ∆ are directly related to the 
material properties and can also be used to calculate the thickness of 
individual layers in multilayered systems.  
 
∆Ψ= ⋅p i
s
r
tan e
r
 
Equation 5 | Fundamental equation of ellipsometry. Ψ=amplitude factor, 
i=imaginary unit, ∆=phase factor. 
 
Ellipsometry in multilayered systems 
In real systems, multilayers and additional parameters such as surface 
roughness make an algebraic solution complicated. In multilayered 
systems, the reflected light is a superposition of all beams reflected from 
the different interphases (see Figure 17). Therefore, a regression 
analysis is required to identify unknown parameters such as film 
thickness or optical constants. 
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Figure 17 | Reflection and refraction in a three layer system. The incident beam 
is reflected and refracted at the interphase between medium A and B. The refracted 
beam in medium B is again reflected and refracted at the interphase between medium 
B and C. 
 
In the present work, ellipsometry has been employed to determine the 
thickness of organic layers on solid supports. The FRESNEL coefficients 
for such three layer systems as depicted in Figure 17 (medium A=air, 
medium B=organic layer, medium C=support) are given by Equation 6.  
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2 2
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Equation 6 | FRESNEL reflection coefficients for a three layer system. d=thickness 
of layer B with the refractive index η2, λ=wavelength (indices: 1=medium A, 2=medium 
B, 3=medium C). 
 
According to Equation 6 the thickness of medium B can be obtained by 
the phase shift of a wave which is reflected at the interphase of medium 
B and medium C compared to a wave which is reflected at the 
interphase of medium A and medium B. 
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To determine the film thicknesses of organic layers on a reflecting 
substrate, another parameter required is the refractive index of the 
organic layer. If the refractive indices of these materials are unknown, 
the CAUCHY model can be applied to parametrize the values (see 
Equation 7).[111] According to the CAUCHY model the refractive index of 
the material decreases with the square of the wavelength which is a 
good approximation as long as the material does not absorb light at the 
respective wavelength. To increase the accuracy, measurements are 
usually performed at multiple wavelengths. 
 
0 2
Y
( )η λ η λ= +  
Equation 7 | CAUCHY parametrization of the refractive index. Y=CAUCHY 
parameter. 
 
For further information on the principles of ellipsometry, the setup of an 
ellipsometer, and applications thereof reference is made to the 
literature.[109, 112] 
 
II.3.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) uses a beam of electrons to raster 
over a surface. Compared to light microscopy, the use of electrons with 
energies of typically 1-40 keV enhances the maximum achievable 
resolution. According to the DE BROGLIE relation, the wavelength of such 
high energy electrons is smaller than the length of atomic bonds, which, 
in theory, should be sufficient to display atoms. However, the electron 
beam has to be focused by a setup of electromagnetic fields which limits 
the maximum resolution.[109]  Hence, the instrument provides the user 
with a 10x–300,000x magnified image of the target and can display 
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structures and topographies in the nm range which is about 100 fold 
higher than visible light microscopy.[113]  
SEM uses interaction of the incoming electrons with surface atoms for 
imaging: Penetration of the electron beam results in an emission of 
photons or electrons from the sample which are collected and analyzed 
in different detectors. SEM works at reasonable costs and is a preferred 
starting tool for materials characterization. 
There are mainly three types of images produced in an SEM: Primary 
electron images, secondary electron images, and elemental X-ray maps. 
In general, an electron entering a sample can undergo inelastic 
scattering with atomic electrons or elastic scattering with atomic nuclei 
of the material. High-energy electrons reaching the detector are referred 
to as primary electrons. In principle, they have been scattered elastically 
at the atomic nuclei of the sample without loss of kinetic energy.  
Therefore, a primary electron is also called backscattered electron (BSE). 
However, inelastic scattering with atomic electrons and, thus, a loss of 
energy can occur before an electron has travelled from source to 
detector. Secondary electrons (SEs) are generated when a primary 
electron hits an electron in the material and transfers enough energy to 
eject it. Since energy is needed to overcome the binding energy of the 
electron in the material secondary electrons are detected at lower 
energies than BSEs. In SEM, electrons with energies of less than 50 eV, 
by convention, are referred to as secondary electrons (SE). Most of the 
SEs are emitted from the first few nm of the surface. Since there are 
three possible ways of SE emission, the group is further divided: SEIs 
are generated when the beam enters the sample, SEIIs are emitted 
when a BSE leaves the sample, and SEIIIs are produced by BSEs 
interacting with materials in the analysis chamber which are not related 
to the sample. The SE mode is the standard mode in SEM because it 
provides the best topographic information. The number of SEs produced 
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changes with the slope of the surface, whereas the change in emission 
volume is comparatively small.  
The third group of interactions is (X-ray) photon emission: When the 
primary electron collides with a core electron in the solid and ejects it, 
an electron coming from an outer shell falls back to fill the gap. The 
resultant excess of energy can either be emitted as a characteristic 
photon or excite a valence-shell electron to leave the atom. The latter is 
called an AUGER electron and is detected in the group of SEs. Photons 
emitted from surface atoms usually have energies in the X-ray region. 
Since the energy of the photon is characteristic of the element from 
which it is emitted, sorting the photons by energy provides valuable 
information on surface composition. X-ray emission in a SEM is not 
used for direct imaging but for an elemental map of the surface similar 
to XPS (see II.3.4). The spatial resolution of such X-ray maps in SEM is, 
however, limited to approximately 500 nm because the primary 
electrons can travel through a certain volume of the material and cause 
interactions at many positions.[109] 
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Figure 18 | Schematic of an SEM setup. A beam generated by an electron source is 
focused with electron optics and rastered over a sample. The incident beam causes 
different interactions with the surface atoms which are detected and used for imaging 
(primary and secondary electrons, AUGER electrons) or elemental mapping (X-rays). 
 
The setup of an SEM is arranged in a high vacuum chamber and 
comprises an electron source, electron optics, a movable sample-holder, 
as well as several detectors (Figure 18). The electron source can either 
be a thermionic (W or LaB6) or a field emission gun. Although the use of 
the SEM requires vacuum-compatible samples, operation of the 
microscope is actually very easy. Insulating samples can be studied 
with low primary beam voltages (<2 keV) or coated with a thin film of 
carbon, gold, or some other metal to avoid charge build-up.[109]  
For further information on imaging modes, detectors, electron optics, 
sample preparation, and applications, reference is made to the 
literature.[109, 113-116] 
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II.3.4. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface sensitive analysis 
technique which provides information on the chemical composition of 
matter. Based on the discovery and explanation of the photoelectric 
effect by HERTZ and EINSTEIN,[117-118] as well as the pioneering work of 
SIEGBAHN and co-workers[119-120] modern spectrometers are widely used 
in materials analysis. Besides AUGER electron spectroscopy (AES) and 
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), XPS is the one of the most 
dominant surface analysis techniques.[109] In contrast to ultra-violet 
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), which provides information on the 
character of molecular orbitals, XPS is capable of identifying atoms and 
their concentration in a defined analysis volume. The technique, which 
is also referred to as electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA), 
uses high energy photons in the form of monochromatic X-rays to ionize 
surface atoms. The kinetic energy, Ekin, of ejected electrons is measured 
by a detector. Given the energy of the X-ray photon the binding energy 
(Eb) of the electron can be calculated by Equation 8.  
 
b kinE h Eν= ⋅ −  
Equation 8 | Binding energy of electrons detected in XPS. Eb=binding energy, 
ν=frequency, h=PLANCK’s constant, Ekin=kinetic energy. 
 
The binding energy is characteristic of the orbital and atom the electron 
it is ejected from and, thus, allows for a detailed analysis of the surface 
composition. In general, Eb varies with the effective nuclear charge an 
electron “experiences” in a multi-electron atom.  
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Signals & Shifts 
In XPS, the energy of the photons is sufficient to eject electrons from 
core levels, whereas in UPS only electrons from valence levels can be 
ejected. Hence, XPS provides information which is almost independent 
of the chemical species the atom is part of. However, due to changes in 
the effective nuclear charge with different chemical environments 
electron peaks from the same orbital can show chemical shifts: The 
higher the effective nuclear charge the higher is the binding energy of 
an electron. Since the effective nuclear charge of an atom depends on 
the electronegativity of the binding partner, higher binding energies are 
detected in the presence of a more electronegative binding partner and 
vice versa. Figure 19 shows the C1s area of a PEGMA-co-PMMA film 
(see II.2.2) polymerized on a Si(100) wafer. The carboxy (C=O) C1s signal 
is shifted to higher binding energy (288.39 eV), followed by the ether 
(C-O) C1s signal at 286.06 eV. The alkylic (C-C) C1s signal was 
normalized to a binding energy of 284.60 eV. Even higher shifts than 
observed for different chemical environments can be caused by different 
oxidation states of an atom.[109] Chemical shifts are analytically useful 
because they provide more detailed information on the chemical state of 
atoms. 
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Figure 19 | Chemical shift of the C1s peak in XPS. The carboxy C1s signal of a 
PEGMA-co-PMMA film on a Si(100) wafer is shifted to higher binding energy (288.39 
eV), followed by the ether C1s signal of carbon with a single-bonded oxygen (286.06 
eV). The alkylic C1s signal was normalized to 284.60 eV. 
 
Another analytically useful effect in XPS is spin-orbital splitting. For 
example, the different energy levels of p-orbitals with j=1/2 or j=2/3 
(j=total angular momentum) result in doublet peaks. The spin-orbital 
splitting is predictable and can help to identify unknown lines in a 
spectrum. Spin-orbital splitting increases with the nuclear charge (~Z4) 
and is, thus, more prominent for heavy atoms. In addition, spin-orbital 
splitting also spin-spin splitting can occur when paramagnetic 
materials are studied. 
 
Furthermore, a spectrum often shows satellite peaks which are caused 
by interaction of electrons. In case an ejected electron hits an electron 
in a valence level and transfers energy on this second electron, it can 
either eject the second electron (shake-off electron) or excite it to an 
unoccupied higher level (shake-up electron). In both cases the 
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photoelectron loses part of its kinetic energy and appears at higher 
binding energy. The probability of such interactions is low which causes 
a low intensity of satellite peaks. However,  together with the chemical 
shift interaction with valence electrons can help to identify chemical 
states.[109] In addition, AUGER electron peaks (see 0) can appear in the 
XP spectrum. In many cases they show larger chemical shifts than core-
level peaks and, thus, help to identify unknown spectral lines. An 
additional benefit of AUGER electrons is that their energy is independent 
of the photoelectron energy. In AES no monochromatic X-rays are 
required. 
 
Spectrometer 
An X-ray photoelectron spectrometer typically consist of an ultra-high 
vacuum chamber (p<10-7 mbar), an X-ray source (typically an Al- or Mg-
coated anode which is bombarded with electrons from a high-voltage 
cathode), an X-ray monochromator, a movable sample holder, and a 
detector setup (e.g. a hemispherical sector). Mg Kα (1256.6 eV) or Al Kα 
(1486.6 eV) radiation is directed to the sample at a controlled angle of 
incidence. The informational depth in the case of polymers is typically 
in the range of 7 nm and reaches a maximum of 10 nm.[115] The spot 
size of newer instruments can be as small as 3 µm in diameter (or 
30 nm if X-rays from a synchrotron are used),[115] but is usually in the 
mm-range. If a high lateral resolution is required, techniques such as 
AES and SIMS can alternatively be applied. Furthermore, small-spot 
analysis for high lateral resolution lowers the count rate of 
photoelectrons and must be compensated by longer spectrum 
acquisition times.[115] However, XPS has the advantage of a more 
developed chemical state analysis and fewer problems in terms of 
induced sample damage.[109]  
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To avoid charge build-up and related signal shifts, the sample holder in 
XPS is grounded. The FERMI levels of the sample and the spectrometer 
are equal. As a consequence, a contact potential exists between the 
sample and the spectrometer because the work function, Φsp, of the 
spectrometer is higher than the work function of the sample. Hence, the 
work function of the spectrometer has to be considered in the 
calculation of the binding energy, as shown in Equation 9, because the 
photoelectron needs a small additional amount of energy to transfer to 
vacuum level.[115] In general, the FERMI level of the spectrometer serves 
as an internal reference for the calculation of binding energies. 
 
b sp kinE h Eν Φ= ⋅ − −  
Equation 9 | Binding energy in XPS taking into account the work function of the 
spectrometer Φsp. 
 
Quantitative Analysis 
A major benefit of XPS is that quantitative information on the sample 
composition, i.e. relative atomic concentrations, can be gained. 
Integration of the signals in ESCA after appropriate background 
subtraction provides values which correspond to the fraction of 
respective atoms in the analysis volume. Background noise arises from 
X-ray scattering and further interaction of ejected photoelectrons in the 
material. In principle, the uncertainty of quantitative measurements 
can vary up to 30 %, but individual calibration of the instrument and 
relative measurements, e.g. reference measurements of an internal or 
external standard, greatly improve the accuracy.[109] 
 
The intensity of photoelectron peaks depends on several parameters 
which must be considered in a quantitative comparison of ESCA 
features. The exact term for the intensity, IA, of a core-level electron, A, 
in XPS is shown in Equation 10.[121]  
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Equation 10 | Term for absolute signal intensity of a core-level electron A in 
XPS. σA(hν)=photoionization cross-section, D(Eb)=detection efficiency of photoelectrons, 
LA(γ)=angular asymmetry of the photoelectron intensity, J0=properties of the X-ray line 
in the detection plane, T=transmission function of the energy analyzer, NA=atomic 
density at position xyz, γ=angle between incident beam and analyzer aperture, 
φ =azimuth angle, λA(Eb)=attenuation length as a function of binding energy, 
θ=emission angle of the photoelectron. 
 
 
Since a numerical solution of this term is difficult a less complex 
equation for the signal intensity is provided in Equation 11. For a good 
approximation it can be assumed that device specific parameters such 
as X-ray line properties or detection efficiency are constant for 
measurements with the same setup. A transmission function, T(Eb), 
which describes the detection probability of photoelectrons at different 
kinetic energies is determined once experimentally and then routinely 
used to normalize spectra. 
 
A b
z
( E ) cos
A A A A b bI N ( E )T ( E )cos [1 e ]
λ θσ λ θ
−
= −  
Equation 11 | Approximation for the relative signal intensity of a core-level 
electron A in XPS. T(Eb)=transmission function of the spectrometer. 
 
Hence, for homogeneous samples atomic concentrations in the analysis 
volume can be determined by intensity ratios according to Equation 12 
given that the signals are measured under identical experimental 
conditions. 
 
A A
A b A bA A A B A B
B B
B B B B b A B B b A
( E ) ( E )I N N I
and
I N ( E ) N ( E ) I
λ λσ σ
σ λ σ λ= =  
Equation 12 | Intensity ratio and atomic concentration of two elements A and B 
in XPS. 
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In this approximation the intensity of a photoelectron peak only 
depends on ionization cross-section σ and the attenuation length, λ, of 
an electron exiting the sample. Theoretical cross-sections of electrons in 
their respective orbitals based on calculations have been published by 
SCOFIELD.[122] Attenuation lengths depend on the kinetic energy of the 
X-ray photons, the binding energy of the corresponding photoelectron, 
and the angle of emission. A common way to calculate attenuation 
lengths in alkylic monolayers is based on a linear fit introduced by BAIN 
and co-workers.[123] However, for the spectrometer used in this work an 
exponential fit according to Equation 13 showed better agreement to 
experimental data and was, thus, applied instead.[124]  
 
b594.26 E
150.43
A b( E ) 0.59 e 19.39λ
− 
 
 
= ⋅ +  
Equation 13 | Exponential fit for the attenuation length of photoelectrons in 
alkylic monolayers based on experimental data by STADLER.[124]   
 
Cross-sections and attenuation lengths for atomic orbitals referred to in 
this work are listed in V.1.4 (Table 6). For more detailed information on 
the development, principles, and applications of XPS, reference is made 
to the literature.[109, 115, 121, 125] 
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III. Results & Discussion 
 
 
III.1. Surface Chemistry A – Synthesis Surfaces 
 
This chapter provides an overview of improvements in the production of 
synthesis surfaces. The improvements were necessary to obtain 
reproducible substrates for the development of the peptide array 
purification method. Since several parameters in the substrate 
modification are still under investigation, only major considerations and 
improvements which led to the standard protocols (see V.3.1) are 
addressed. For the entire chapter it must be considered that the 
standard synthesis surfaces for the laser printer-based peptide array 
synthesis have a format of 22 x 21 cm². Therefore, only reaction 
conditions which could easily be up-scaled to this format were of 
interest. This excludes reactions which only work in small-scale using a 
permanent inert gas atmosphere (i.e. SCHLENK technique). In the second 
part of this chapter, the focus lies on the coupling of cleavable linkers 
and their compatibility with mpSPPS in hopes of providing substrates 
which allow for a controlled cleavage of array members.  
 
III.1.1. Improved Cleaning & Activation 
 
As described in II.2.1 the common cleaning and activation process for 
SiO2 surfaces (silicon wafers and glass slides) was based on treatment 
in hot piranha solution. Although applied in the early stages of this 
work, the cleaning of glass slides with piranha solution was completely 
replaced by alkaline etching with 1 M KOH in 2-propanol overnight. 
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KOH/2-propanol is easier and safer to handle than hot piranha solution 
and appears to achieve a more efficient cleaning of the glass substrates. 
The use of highly oxidative piranha solution typically produced gases 
which tended to adsorb to the surface. Hence, gas adsorption sites 
probably shielded parts of the surface and prevented efficient cleaning. 
Changing the cleaning protocol had a positive effect on the stability of 
polymer coatings especially in case of the PEGMA-co-PMMA graft 
polymers. Thicker films which occasionally tended to be torn off the 
surface in the past (see Figure 20) were stable throughout the peptide 
synthesis if KOH/2-propanol cleaning was applied. 
 
 
Figure 20 | Insufficient stability of a PEGMA-co-PMMA coating before 
implementation of KOH/2-propanol cleaning. The copolymer coating was damaged 
and partially broke away from the microscopy slide surface, probably as a 
consequence of peptide side-chain deprotection using TFA. The film damage became 
visible in a subsequent staining of the peptide array with the IRDye 800CW NHS-ester. 
Readout was performed on the Odyssey Infrared Imager.  
 
KOH/2-propanol etching was not applied to CMOS chips and Si(100) 
wafers because these smaller surfaces could be efficiently cleaned and 
activated by UV irradiation as discussed in II.2.1 and described in 
V.3.1.1.  However, if no UV equipment is available, homogenous etching 
of Si(100) wafers should be possible with 3 M KOH + 2 M 2-propanol or 
5 M KOH + 1 M  2-propanol in water as reported by ZUBEL et al.[126-127] 
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Throughout this work, all polymeric films synthesized on CMOS chips 
or Si(100) wafers were stable independent of their subsequent use. The 
polymer coatings typically reached a thickness of 50 nm and did not 
exceed a thickness of 80 nm. Besides thorough cleaning of the surfaces, 
this comparatively low polymer thickness is thought to be an additional 
reason for increased film stability.  
 
III.1.2. Silanization for siATRP 
 
As described in II.2.2, a SAM bearing a tertiary bromine is required to 
coat a substrate by siATRP. In this work, 
2-bromo-N-(3-triethoxysilyl)propyl isobutyramide (bromine silane, 
Figure 21, (1)) was routinely used. The silane is not commercially 
available and was synthesized prior to surface functionalization (see 
V.3.1.2).[58] The established protocol for the silanization with the 
bromine silane was conceived for a 10 mM solution in anhydrous 
dichloromethane.[57-58, 72] Compared to earlier protocols, the silane 
concentration had already been reduced by three quarters.[128] However, 
the synthesis of the bromine silane is labor-intensive and comparatively 
high amounts were needed to silanize the 22 x 21 cm² laser printer 
substrates. Thus, the standard protocol had been amended to a 2 mM 
solution of bromine silane and 8 mM of additional 
N-propyl triethoxysilane (PTES, Figure 21, (2)). PTES was co-adsorbed 
from the bromine silane solution which, as communicated, had no 
impact on the film thickness and composition of the polymer.[129] The 
amended protocol produced PEGMA-co-PMMA films of equal quality 
and was, thus, routinely applied in the present work. However, the 
surface initiator density is known to affect the rate of chain growth and, 
as a consequence, the resulting polymer thickness.[130-131] Hence, the 
2 mM solution probably still rendered sufficient bromine silane density 
to obtain the desired film thicknesses. To check the presence of bromine 
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atoms on the target substrates before polymerization, a piece of Si(100) 
was routinely added to the silanization reaction as an XPS reference. 
Moreover, a silanized wafer piece was also routinely processed in the 
siATRP to measure film thicknesses via ellipsometry if the target 
substrates were glass slides or micro chips. After silanization, all 
samples were routinely tempered for 2 h at 110 °C in air to achieve full 
condensation of the silanes with hydroxy groups on the surface.[72] 
Compared to the previous protocol, the “baking” step was extended by 
1 h which probably also added to the observed increase in film stability 
(see III.1.1). Figure 21 exemplarily shows the C1s, N1s, and Br3p areas 
of a bromine silane/PTES SAM on Si(100). Although low in intensity, 
the signal in the Br3p area clearly indicates the presence of bromine 
atoms on the surface. 
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Figure 21 | C1s, N1s and Br3p areas in the XP spectrum of a SAM formed by 
co-adsorption of bromine silane (1) with PTES (2). The signal in the Br3p area 
indicates the presence of the tertiary bromine silane (1) required for siATRP. 
 
For an exact analysis of the co-adsorption process, angle-resolved XPS 
measurements would be required. By varying the take-off angle θ (see 
II.3.4, Equation 11), information on the conformation of the molecules 
in the SAM could be gained because the contribution of near-surface 
groups to the signal intensity is always higher. However, the exact 
characterization of the bromine silane SAMs was not in the focus of the 
present work. Moreover, small contaminations in the C1s and N1s areas 
due to baking and air exposure (adsorption of nitrogen and carbon 
compounds from the atmosphere) probably distorted the quantitative 
information. Thus, the presence of a Br3p signal, a good stability of the 
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SAM, and reproducible polymer thicknesses (see III.1.3) were important 
for an application in siATRP.  
 
III.1.3. Improved siATRP for Synthesis Coatings 
 
In the preparation of PEGMA-co-PMMA coatings a frequent problem was 
gelation of the entire solution. Especially, in the synthesis of graft 
polymer coatings consisting of 10 % (n/n) PEGMA and 90 % (n/n) MMA, 
which were the standard surface coatings for the peptide array 
synthesis, gelation often occurred in the first hours of incubation (see 
Figure 22).  
 
a b
 
Figure 22 | Gelation of the siATRP solution. A frequent problem was gelation of the 
ATRP solution in the production of PEGMA-co-PMMA coatings. a) An entire batch of 
40 microscopy slides coated inside a Teflon container is enclosed in the polymer gel. b) 
The slides cannot be removed separately and purification is futile.  
 
However, according to the underlying protocol by STADLER et al., who 
polymerized these copolymer films on Si(100) wafers by siATRP, no 
gelation was expected.[85] In the literature protocol, the polymerization 
was conducted with CuI as a catalyst and PMDETA as a ligand, whereby 
additional tri(ethylene glycol) monomethyl ether (TEGMME) was added 
as a solvent if the PEGMA content was below 50 % (n/n). Above a molar 
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fraction of 50 % (n/n) PEGMA the polymerization was conducted in the 
pure monomer mixture. 
 
Influence of the CuI:CuII system 
The protocol by STADLER et al. had been developed based on a 
publication by KIMANI and MORATTI who, instead, used a CuI/CuII 
initiator system to efficiently control the polymerization rates of their 
ATRP.[132] CuII was applied as an inhibitor to slow down the reaction 
rates which had already been considered beneficial for the control of the 
polymerization by WANG and MATYJASZEWSKI in 1995.[133] Since then, the 
addition of CuII as a deactivating species has been extensively studied, 
but precise strategies to completely control the polymerization rates in 
siATRP are still under investigation.[80] For example, KIMANI and MORATTI 
described a three times reduced reaction rate over 24 h of 
polymerization for their CuBr/CuCl2/PMDETA (0.5:0.5:1 eq) catalyst 
system in TEGMME.[134] 
 
Influence of Ligand, Monomer, Solvent, and Initiator 
Besides the catalyst system, the ligand (PMDETA) and the solvent 
(TEGMME) also have an impact on the polymerization rate. The 
influence of PMDETA as a ligand has been intensively studied by NANDA 
and MATYJASZEWSKI, whereby a ratio of PMDETA/CuI of 1:1 or higher 
was reported to result in the highest number of active catalyst 
species.[135] Hence, a PMDETA/CuI ratio of  2:1 as applied in the 
protocol by STADLER et al. could also be a critical parameter causing 
high polymerization rates and the observed gelation. Furthermore, 
TEGMME is considered to accelerate the polymerization due to a 
coordinating effect on the inhibiting CuII species which shifts the 
equilibrium to a higher number of active CuI species.[134] A similar effect 
has been reported for the polymerization of oligo(ethylene glycol) 
methacrylates which obviously tend to coordinate CuI with their side-
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chains.[136]  This suggests that higher PEGMA concentrations can also 
accelerate the polymerization rate. Finally, as described above, the 
initiator density on the surface also has an effect on the polymerization 
rate (see III.1.2). JONES et al. found a linear relationship between 
initiator density and brush polymer thickness.[130] Taking all the above 
into account, the siATRP system intended for the production of 
synthesis surfaces in this work was very complex because every 
compound had to be considered to have an impact on the 
polymerization rate. Accordingly, all attempts to control the 
polymerization via CuII addition and variations in the TEGMME 
concentration failed. The polymerization either produced layer 
thicknesses below 10 nm (too strong inhibition) as determined by 
ellipsometry or failed due to gelation (too low inhibition).  
 
Inhibitor and Catalyst in Large-scale siATRP 
Attempts to control the siATRP were additionally complicated because 
CuCl, MMA, and PEGMA had to be used as received. Typically, CuI salts 
are purified from CuII residues prior to polymerization, e.g. by stirring in 
glacial acetic acid, filtration, washing, and storage under nitrogen.[135]  
MMA and PEGMA are stabilized with small amounts of an inhibitor 
(approximately 100 ppm in MMA and 500-800 ppm in PEGMA) such as 
monomethyl ether hydroquinone (MEHQ) which can be removed by 
distillation over CaH2 under reduced pressure.[135] However, the setup 
required for siATRP on 22 x 21 cm² glass substrates made thorough 
purification of the compounds difficult. Instead of a SCHLENK flask, 
larger containers were used in the surface modification (see Figure 23). 
Thus, large monomer quantities were needed which were difficult to 
distill with a standard laboratory setup prior to use without the risk of 
direct polymerization. Furthermore, the siATRP reaction could not be 
conducted in an absolutely inert atmosphere. The container was 
routinely evacuated in a desiccator and kept under an inert gas 
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atmosphere, but the solution had 
to be poured in in the presence of 
air which inevitably caused partial 
oxidation of the CuI catalyst. The 
presence of oxygen generates the 
inhibiting CuII species in situ as is 
visible by slight color changes and, 
thus, renders CuI salt purification 
useless. Hence, exact control of the 
CuI/CuII ratio was difficult and 
rather a “robust” protocol was 
needed to circumvent 
catalyst/inhibitor problems.  
 
Optimization of the siATRP Process 
In fact, optimization of the siATRP 
is still an on-going process. 
However, experimental results 
which were obtained in the context 
of a diploma thesis[137] and throughout this work improved the reliability 
of the siATRP system. In the following paragraph important 
modifications which led to the current protocol for synthesis surface 
preparation by siATRP (see V.3.1.4) are summarized.   
 
A replacement of the solvent used in siATRP was considered to be the 
most effective parameter to avoid gelation. siATRP can be conducted in 
both polar and nonpolar solvents, whereby, in general, higher 
polymerization rate constants were reported for polar solvents.[135, 138]   
Nevertheless, control over the reaction was always highly dependent on 
the entire system. A series of polymerizations with 10 % (n/n) PEGMA 
and 90 % (n/n) MMA was performed to investigate the effect of different 
 
 
Figure 23 | Desiccator equipped 
with a custom-built container for 
surface chemistry on 22 x 21 cm² 
glass slides. The container holds 14 
large glass slides and has a volume of 
2.5 L (unequipped). 
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solvents whereby the ratio of PMDETA:CuI was kept constant. All 
reactions were conducted in an air conditioned laboratory at room 
temperature (RT, 23 °C). In accordance with the protocol by 
STADLER et al. the ratio was initially set to 2:1 (PMDETA:CuI) and the 
monomer fraction was adjusted to 6.7 mL (63 mmol) of MMA and 
2.3 mL (7 mmol) of PEGMA.[85] Instead of using TEGMME as a solvent 
and reducing the overall monomer fraction, 11 mL of a solvent were 
added to give a total volume of 20 mL. Furthermore, the original 
amounts of 35 mg (0.35 mmol) CuCl and 146 µL (0.70 mmol) PMDETA 
were doubled with respect to the change in volume. It must be 
mentioned that for a polymerization of PEGMA and MMA, only solvents 
which equally dissolve both monomers could be used. In this 
experiment, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), acetonitrile (MeCN), DMF and 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) were used. DMSO was found to be superior to 
MeCN, DMF, and THF in terms of resulting film thickness, although the 
maximum achieved polymer thickness was only around 15 nm which is 
too low for an application as a synthesis surface.  
 
However, based on these findings the polymer thickness could be 
improved by using 10 mL of DMSO as a solvent and an additional 1 mL 
(6.3 mmol) of TEGMME as a co-ligand which is in good agreement with 
the increase of polymerization rates upon use of TEGMME observed by 
KIMANI and MORATTI.[134] With a respective ratio PMDETA:CuI:TEGMME 
of 1:1:4.5 the polymer thickness reproducibly reached about 50 nm 
which was in the required range for the peptide array synthesis. 
Variations of the PMDETA/CuI ratio from 2:1 to 0.5:1 showed no impact 
on the obtained film thickness which agrees with the findings of NANDA 
and MATYJASZEWSKI.[135] Hence, the PMDETA/CuI ratio was amended to 
1:1 to efficiently solve CuI in the polymerization solutions. Furthermore, 
a reduction of the CuI amount to 35 mg, as initially used by STADLER et 
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al. (see above, the amount was first doubled), further increased the film 
thicknesses to about 70 nm.  
 
Even higher thicknesses of about 80 nm were achieved upon doubling 
the TEGMME amount to a ratio PMDETA:CuI:TEGMME of 1:1:9. This, 
in turn, allowed for a bisection of the monomer fraction adding 
additional DMSO which still gave film thicknesses in the desired range 
of 50±5 nm. The diluted reaction mixture proved to be even less prone 
to gelation. In fact, the problem of gelation was solved with the 
described amendments. However, it must be mentioned that recent 
results still hint at dependency of film thicknesses on the monomer 
batch. Probably due to a slightly varying amount of inhibitor added by 
the manufacturer dilution may result in insufficient polymer 
thicknesses. Therefore, test polymerizations on Si(100) wafers are 
routinely conducted for every new monomer batch to find the optimum 
monomer concentration reproducibly yielding >50 nm polymer 
thickness before coating the laser printer slides or the micro chips. The 
protocol applied in the preparation of synthesis surfaces in this work 
can be found in the Materials & Methods section (see V.3.1.4)   
 
Verification of the Copolymer Composition 
The composition of the PEGMA-co-PMMA coating obtained by the 
amended protocol was verified via XPS. Figure 24 exemplarily depicts a 
quantitative analysis of the C1s area of a 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA film 
on Si(100). In theory, the peak areas CC=O:CC-O:CC-C should constitute a 
ratio of 1:1.8:3. The experimentally determined ratio of 1:1.78:2.63 is, 
thus, in good agreement with this. Hence, the film composition is not 
compromised by the amended synthesis protocol.  
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Figure 24 | Quantitative analysis of the C1s area of a 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA 
film on Si(100). The wafer was polymerized with a solution containing 10 % (n/n) 
PEGMA and 90 % (n/n) MMA which, in a statistical polymerization, should result in a 
CC=O:CC-O:CC-C peak ratio of 1:1.8.3. The experimental ratio of 1:1.78:2.63 is, thus, in 
good agreement with respect to the uncertainty in quantification in XPS. Moreover, 
small variations in the composition can be caused by variations in the PEGMA 
side-chain length which typically consists of 4 or 5 EG units as estimated on the basis 
of the number average of the molecular weight (Mn). 
 
Summary 
In summary, the use of DMSO as a solvent generally helps to avoid 
gelation. With the optimized protocol the polymerization is probably 
conducted in a range in which an excess of DMSO dominates the 
polymerization rates. This apparently makes the system more stable 
even if the concentration of some compounds slightly varies. However, 
the use of a defined CuI:CuII ratio, the use of monomers purified of 
inhibitors, and an apparatus to coat the laser printer substrates 
without the introduction of oxygen would greatly help to reduce the 
need of test runs for each new monomer batch in the future. 
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III.1.4. SAMs for the Peptide Array Synthesis 
 
State-of-the-art in the particle-based peptide array synthesis is a 
nm-scale polymeric film (10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA film, see II.2.2). This 
coating is compatible with most biological applications and bears the 
advantage of intrinsic protein repelling properties.[85] However, the 
surface composition, i.e. the right balance of protein repelling EG units 
and less sterically hindering groups, remained a crucial parameter 
throughout this work and had to be considered separately for each 
assay. In addition to the well-established copolymer coatings, SAMs 
were considered to be a potential starting point for a peptide array 
synthesis. However, the initial density of amino groups in a 
“two-dimensional” SAM is assumedly lower than in a 
“three-dimensional” graft polymer coating. This, in turn, directly affects 
the total amount of peptide that can be synthesized on a SAM. On the 
other hand, SAMs are extremely versatile and their properties can be 
changed with minimum effort.[74, 139-140] Furthermore, a peptide 
standing out from a two dimensional surface is expected to be more 
easily accessible to a reaction partner than a peptide embedded in the 
three-dimensional network of a polymeric film. Therefore, in this work 
SAMs were applied as a surface coating for the mpSPPS for the first 
time.  
 
Initial considerations 
To coat glass slides with a SAM similar to the PEG-NH2 side-chains of 
the graft polymer, a combination of two literature-based approaches 
was considered. In a SPOT synthesis approach, AST et al. pre-modified a 
cellulose sheet with epibromohydrin and opened the resulting epoxy 
group with 1,13-diamino-4,7,10-trioxatridecane (DATT) to obtain a 
homogenous amino coating.[141] Using a bifunctional compound to open 
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the epoxy rings of a 3-(glycidyl)oxypropyl trimethoxysilane (3-GPS) SAM 
was  extensively studied by PIEHLER et al. and SALES et al.[142-143] The 
technique has been further developed by MEHNE et al. to obtain 
PEG-NH2 SAMs of mixed chain length for reflectometric interference 
spectroscopy (RIfS) in the label-free detection of biomolecules.[144] 
Hence, the synthesis supports for the peptide array synthesis should be 
silanized with 3-GPS (Figure 13, a) and, then, reacted with DATT to give 
an amino terminated SAM (Figure 13, b). Compared to the PEG 
diamines used by MEHNE et al. DATT would only provide three EG units. 
However, SAMs with several EG units were reported to efficiently 
suppress nonspecific protein adsorption,[145] whereby a length of two to 
three EG units was sufficient.[146-148] In addition, considering a good 
accessibility for proteins to specificly interact with peptides in the array, 
a high protein resistance as present in case of PEG chains can probably 
also be counterproductive: If the protein resistance is too high the 
antibody could be hindered in reaching the binding site. Hence, starting 
with a short intermolecular EG3 spacer was considered logical for 
biological applications, particularly if standard blocking agents could 
additionally be applied. With respect to the terminal amino group and 
the intramolecular EG3 group the coatings were named AEG3 SAMs.  
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Figure 25 | Coating of substrates with an amino-terminated SAM. a) The activated 
substrate is silanized with 3-glycidyloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (3-GPS) which yields 
an epoxide-terminated SAM. b) Subsequent epoxide opening with 1,13-diamino-
4,7,10-trioxatridecane yields an amino-terminated surface with intramolecular EG3 
moieties. The coatings were, thus, named AEG3 SAMs. 
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First AEG3 SAMs on Si(100) and glass 
In the first trial, microscopy slides and pieces of a Si(100) wafer were 
coated. After standard cleaning and activation by KOH/2-propanol 
treatment and UV irradiation, respectively, the surfaces were incubated 
in a 30 mM solution of 3-GPS in anhydrous DCM overnight. After 
subsequent washing, the supports were reacted with a 
20 % (v/v) solution of DATT in anhydrous DMF over 48 h. Ellipsometry 
measurements on Si(100) constituted a layer thickness of 10.0±1.2 Ǻ 
after 3-GPS self-assembly and a further increase to 20.2±3.1 Ǻ after 
DATT coupling. The thickness of the 3-GPS SAM is in good agreement 
with the results by LUZINOV et al., who reported a thickness ranging 
from 7 to 10 Ǻ, whereby 10 Ǻ was thought to be closer to a complete 
monolayer.[149] A more recent publication by WONG et al. determined 
thicknesses of 11±3.5 Ǻ by ellipsometry.[150] The composition of the SAM 
was checked by XPS both on microscopy slide glass and on Si(100). 
Figure 26 shows the C1s and N1s areas of the AEG3 coatings in 
comparison with a 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA film on Si(100) which was 
functionalized with a single β-alanine as a reference 
(10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2).  
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Figure 26 | The C1s and N1s areas of AEG3 SAMs assembled on Si(100) and 
microscopy slides in comparison with a 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA film on Si(100). 
The 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA film was functionalized with a single β-alanine. As 
expected, the C1s signal of the two dimensional AEG3 SAMs is less intense than the 
signal for the three dimensional polymeric film. Surprisingly the N1s signal intensities 
of the AEG3 SAMs are similar to the N1s signal intensity of a 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA 
equipped with a single β-alanine.  
 
 
As expected, the C1s signal of the two dimensional AEG3 SAMs is less 
intense than the signal for the three dimensional polymeric film. 
However, a comparison of the N1s areas reveals that, surprisingly, the 
N1s signal intensity of AEG3 SAMs is similar to the N1s signal intensity 
of a 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA film functionalized with a single β-alanine 
(see II.2.2, Figure 13). This would mean that the amount of amino 
groups in the SAM is equal to the amount of amino groups available in 
the 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA polymer in which around 2 nmol/cm2 were 
determined by the PDBFA method (see II.3.1). However, the analytical 
depth of XPS is typically 7-10 nm (see II.3.4) meaning that in a 50 nm 
polymeric film, at maximum only the upper 20 % of the layer is 
analyzed. With the analytical techniques available in this work, it could 
not be determined to which extent PEG-side chains are functionalized 
with amino groups in the depth of the film, and how accessible such 
amino groups are in the course of a peptide synthesis.  
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Quantitative Analysis and Comparison of AEG3 SAMs 
Comparing the N1s areas of AEG3 SAMs and polymer in Figure 26, an 
important difference became apparent. The N1s signals of the AEG3 
SAMs are generally broader than those of the 
10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 film. The AEG3 N1s signals consist of at 
least two peaks, probably caused by two different chemical binding 
states. A quantification of the C1s and N1s areas of the three surfaces 
is depicted in Figure 27. The N1s area of the AEG3 SAMs consists of two 
peaks around 399 eV and 401 eV respectively. The peak at lower 
binding energy obviously appears at a similar binding energy as the 
signal of the amino group in the 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 film 
(399.13 eV on Si(100)). A quantitative comparison of both N1s peaks on 
Si(100) constitutes a N401:N399 ratio of 0.86:1. Since no other nitrogen 
species should be present in the AEG3 SAMs, the second signal at 
401 eV is thought to be caused by the secondary amine in the chain. 
The slightly smaller N1s intensity from the in-chain amine could be 
explained by higher intensities for near-surface atoms which in the 
AEG3 SAMs presumably come from free NH2 groups (see Figure 25). 
However, further angle-resolved XPS measurements would be needed to 
determine the exact SAM conformation which was not within the focus 
of this work.  
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Figure 27 | Quantitative comparison of AEG3 SAMs on Si(100) and microscopy 
slide glass with a 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 film on Si(100) in XPS. For each 
surface type the C1s and N1s areas are depicted. Peak centers are depicted in red 
figures and peak areas in black figures. Peak ratios are stated below the baseline.  
 
Comparing the N1s and C1s areas of the AEG3 SAM on Si(100) with that 
on microscopy slide glass, a higher intensity of amino peak (NN-H peak) 
in the N1s area as well as a higher CC-O:CC-C ratio of 1.49:1 is observed 
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on the microscopy slides. This finding could hint at a higher degree of 
functionalization with DATT on the microscopy slide glass.  
 
In the second step of the SAM preparation (see Figure 25, b), DATT is 
used to open the epoxides of the 3-GPS SAMs which is evidently a time 
and temperature dependent process.[141] From the molecular structure 
(see Figure 25), a theoretical CC-O:CC-C ratio of 2:1 would be expected for 
3-GPS SAMs, whereas for the AEG3 SAMs the same ratio should 
increase to 3:1. Although the experimental CC-O:CC-C ratios are generally 
lower, which in addition to the discussed angle-dependence in XPS 
probably indicates incomplete reaction with DATT, a higher intensity of 
the NN-H peak at 399 eV corresponding to a higher CC-O:CC-C ratio was 
frequently observed in the preparation of these SAMs. On the 
microscopy slide in Figure 27 the NN-H peak area was even greater than 
the corresponding area of the 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 reference 
providing sufficient evidence to indicate that a peptide array synthesis 
on AEG3 SAMs was considered technically feasible.  
 
Peptide Array Synthesis on AEG3 SAMs 
The first laser printer (see I.2.2) was capable of printing directly on 
microscopy glass slides if a mask was used to fix the slides in a 
22 x 21 cm² arrangement. Hence, microscopy slides with the new AEG3 
SAM and 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 films could be simultaneously 
applied in a peptide array synthesis to compare the surface quality. A 
reference array printed on each surface type containing permutations of 
the HA epitope (YPYDVPDYA) as well as the wild-type epitope was 
immunostained with the IRDye 700DX-anti-HA conjugate (see V.3.10). 
Thereby, synthesis, staining, and readout with the Odyssey Infrared 
Imager were simultaneously performed under the same conditions. The 
fluorescence image revealed good signals on the AEG3 SAM (Figure 
28, a), 
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whereas on the 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 film the fluorescence 
intensity was lower (Figure 28, b). It must be mentioned that at the time 
these images were 
obtained the quality of 
the 
10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA 
was below the current 
standard (for 
improvements in the 
synthesis see III.1.3).  
 
Nevertheless, the AEG3 
SAMs seemed to be an 
especially promising 
alternative for the peptide array synthesis, because they are fairly easy 
to prepare. In fact, further XPS measurements suggest that the 
NN-C-N:NN-H and CC-O:CC-C ratios are a quality criterion for the AEG3 
SAMs in regards to a peptide array synthesis. A rather small NN-C-N:NN-H 
ratio and a high CC-O:CC-C ratio come along with a high intensity of the 
NN-H peak. This, in turn, means higher functional group loading which 
is assumed to increase the overall peptide yield. A fresh AEG3-coated 
microscopy slide and a slide bearing a peptide array were analyzed by 
XPS. Both slides were from the same batch as the slide the array 
depicted in Figure 28 was synthesized on. On the unreacted AEG3 SAM, 
the measurements showed a comparatively small NN-C-N:NN-H ratio of 
0.34:1 and a high CC-O:CC-C ratio of 1.62:1 as depicted in Figure 29. On 
the array slide, the presence of peptides became visible in the C1s and 
N1s areas of the spectrum. In the C1s area, an additional carboxyl 
CC=O signal appeared at 288.19 eV and the ratio of CC-O:CC-C 
significantly changed to a higher CC-C fraction (see Figure 29). In the N1s 
area, the NN-H peak gained intensity, whereas the NC-N-C peak of the 
 
a b
 
Figure 28 | Comparison of a peptide array 
synthesized on an AEG3 SAM (a) with the same 
array synthesized on 
10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 (b). Both arrays were 
immunostained with the IRDye 700DX- antiHA 
conjugate. 
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AEG3 SAM lost intensity. Apparently, the binding energies of amino and 
amide N1s electrons in peptides are very similar. Only one peak is 
usually detected in peptide SAMs.[151] The device specific X-ray spot size 
is around 4 x 8 mm², which ensured that both peptide spots and 
untreated AEG3 SAM (“background”) were always analyzed.    
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Figure 29 | Quantitative analysis of the C1s and N1s areas of an AEG3 SAM on 
glass before and after a peptide array synthesis. The peptide array synthesis 
caused a change in signal shape. In the C1s area, an additional carboxyl (CC=O) peak 
appeared. In the N1s area, an increased intensity of the amino-signal (NN-H) was 
detected. The amide signal of the peptide bond apparently occurs at similar binding 
energy (399.78 eV) and dominates the signal intensity. Peak centers are depicted in 
red figures, peak areas in black figures. Peak ratios are stated below the baseline. 
 
Parameters Determining the Quality of AEG3 SAMs 
In the preparation of the “high-quality” AEG3 SAMs which were 
successfully applied in the peptide array synthesis (see Figure 29) an 
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amendment had been made to the preparation protocol. Instead of 
assembling the 3-GPS SAM from solution, two microscopy slides were 
coated with 50 µL of the pure substance. This was done by putting the 
clean and dry slides on top of each other with 3-GPS in between as 
suggested by MEHNE et al. (“sandwich technique”).[144] The resulting 
“good” AEG3 SAM quality (see Figure 29, reference slide) is in good 
agreement with LUZINOV et al. who reported a decreasing 3-GPS SAM 
quality as less 3-GPS was used in their solution approach.[149] 
Formation of multilayers for low 3-GPS concentrations was explained by 
a high loss of 3-GPS due to hydrolization. Therefore, it can be assumed 
that the less water is present in the solvents and the more careful the 
surfaces are dried the better is the resulting 3-GPS film quality even if 
assembled from solution. Hence, a silanization with a thoroughly dried 
Si(100) substrate and anhydrous DCM was conducted. The substrate 
was immediately immersed in the DMF/DATT solution after washing 
with dry DCM. The resulting AEG3 SAM showed a CC-O:CC-C ratio of 
2.21:1 and a corresponding high NN-H peak (see Figure 30) which was 
better than previously achieved. 
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Figure 30 | Quantitative comparison of the C1s and N1s peak areas of an 
improved AEG3 SAM on Si(100). The 3-GPS SAM was assembled after thorough 
drying of the substrate and adsorbed from anhydrous DCM. The reaction conditions 
with DATT were unchanged. Peak centers are depicted in red figures, peak areas in 
black figures. Peak ratios are stated below the baseline. 
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In the two step reaction yielding AEG3 SAMs, the assembly of the 3-GPS 
SAM is probably crucial for the overall quality of the monolayer. To 
investigate the role of DATT in the reaction, microscopy slides which 
were simultaneously coated with 3-GPS were reacted with DATT under 
different conditions. In general, the reaction time was shortened to 
14 h. Figure 31 shows a comparison of the corresponding C1s and N1s 
areas with the spectrum of the “reference” SAM which was prepared by 
the “sandwich” technique and on which a peptide array synthesis was 
apparently feasible (see Figure 29). As visible in Figure 31, the different 
reaction conditions do not influence the AEG3 SAM quality. In contrast, 
the improved 3-GPS assembly probably leads to higher signal 
intensities for all newly prepared surfaces. The reaction time can 
obviously be limited to overnight reactions (also see V.3.1.6).  
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Figure 31 | The C1s and N1s areas of AEG3 SAMs on microscopy slides. In the two 
step synthesis, the 3-GPS SAM of the three slides (red, blue, and green signals) was 
assembled from solution after thorough drying of the substrates. The slides were then 
reacted with DATT according to the stated conditions. The black line is the reference 
surface prepared by the “sandwich” technique on which a peptide array synthesis had 
been successful (see Figure 29). In summary, the reaction with DATT seems to be less 
critical than the 3-GPS assembly. 
 
Summary  
In summary, the implementation of AEG3 SAMs as an alternative 
surface coating for the peptide synthesis looks promising. The stability 
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of the AEG3 SAMs was apparently good which is in good agreement with 
WANG et al. who reported increasing stability of amino-terminated SAMs 
the longer the intramolecular spacer between head and tail group.[152] A 
high stability of the coating is crucial for the peptide array synthesis 
and subsequent biological applications. Furthermore, a high CC-O:CC-C 
ratio and a high NN-H peak in XPS are critical parameters which seem to 
hint at a high loading of functional groups. Here, the silanization of the 
substrate with 3-GPS probably determines the quality of the AEG3 
SAMs. The silanization has been extensively studied in literature, and 
was therefore not further investigated.[142, 149-150] However, up-scaling of 
the reaction to coat the 22 x 21 cm² laser printer slides is still an 
on-going process. So far, only “lower quality” coatings could be achieved 
even if higher concentrations of 3-GPS in the silanization step were 
applied. This was presumably caused by a high rest-humidity in the 
large synthesis containers (see III.1.3, Figure 23). In solving these 
problems, carefully dried substrates, solvents, and reaction containers 
as well as a further increase in 3-GPS concentration could help. 
Moreover, according to SALES et al., a synthesis of the AEG3 silane from 
3-GPS and DATT before self-assembly could also lead to an increased 
density of functional groups.[143] 
 
In this work, AEG3 SAMs were applied solely in the microscopy slide 
format. Here, high-quality SAMs could be routinely achieved as 
described above. However, regarding AEG3 SAMs as a standard coating 
for peptide array supports, further results will have to show if they can 
outperform the PEGMA-co-PMMA films. Most likely, a choice of the 
surface coating dependent on the application of the peptide array would 
be reasonable. In most cases, the right balance of intrinsic protein 
repelling properties to block nonspecific background and specific access 
of analyte molecules will be crucial. 
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III.2. Cleavable Linkers 
 
III.2.1. Choice of Cleavable Linkers 
 
In this work, an acid-labile linker and a safety-catch linker were chosen 
in regard to facilitate peptide cleavage from the array support.  
 
RAM linker 
The RINK amide (RAM) linker (Figure 14, d)[93, 153] was selected because 
amide-type linkers are, in general, easy to cleave, show good cleaving 
efficiencies, and are routinely applied in SPPS.[86-87] Furthermore, the 
Fmoc-RAM linker is commercially available as a free carboxylic acid, 
whereas ester-type linkers are typically available as resin-bound 
compounds. Thus, the RAM linker could be directly coupled to an 
amino-terminated synthesis surface using standard 
DIC/N-methylimidazole (NMI) activation (see I.1.4, Figure 3). Moreover, 
the RAM linker had been successfully used on amino-terminated 
PEGMA (PEGMA-NH2) graft coatings in previous works to release and 
characterize peptide epitopes via mass spectrometry and HPLC.[45, 105, 
108] Therefore, the RAM linker was considered to be directly applicable in 
the peptide array purification.  
 
HBA linker 
A versatile linker from the group of safety-catch linkers is Fmoc-HBA 
(Figure 14, e). The major advantage of this linker over standard 
acid-labile linkers is the mild cleaving conditions which would allow for 
various key/lock systems (including biological systems such as 
biotin/streptavidin) in the peptide transfer (see II.1, Figure 12). After 
oxidation of the hydrazine bond to the reactive diazene intermediate 
using N-bromosuccinimide (NBS)/pyridine (py), 
Cu(OAc)2/N-propylamine or Cu(OAc)2/py, the diazene bond is 
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susceptible to cleavage by nucleophiles (Nu) such as OH- in water (see 
Figure 34).[101] Furthermore, Fmoc-HBA is also commercially available 
as a free carboxylic acid that could be directly reacted with the amino-
terminated synthesis surfaces. Due to the sterically challenging benzoic 
acid, PyBOP/HOBt activation with N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA), 
as suggested by BERST et al.,[154] should be used to obtain an efficient 
loading of the support. The carboxy FRANK linker (see II.2.3, Figure 14, f) 
which had also been designed for a peptide release in aqueous 
buffers,[94] was communicated to show varying cleavage efficiencies, 
probably dependent on the first amino acid added to the chain. 
Therefore, this linker was not considered to be a candidate for the 
development of the peptide array purification method. 
  
Implementation in the Peptide Array Synthesis 
Figure 32 shows, how the cleavable linkers should be implemented in 
the synthesis strategy. After functionalization of the synthesis surface 
with amino groups either the Fmoc-RAM or the Fmoc-HBA linker 
should be coupled to the support. The linkers would then have to 
withstand the entire mpSPPS including heating steps, acylation, and 
Fmoc deprotection, until the peptides were fully assembled.   
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Figure 32 | Implementation of cleavable linkers in the peptide array synthesis. 
Starting from amino-terminated supports, either the Fmoc-RAM or the Fmoc-HBA 
linker is coupled to the surface prior to peptide synthesis. a) The Fmoc-RAM linker is 
coupled with DIC/NMI. b) The Fmoc-HBA linker is coupled using 
PyBOP/HOBt/DIPEA. c) The RAM linker is cleaved with TFA yielding peptide amides. 
d) The Fmoc-HBA linker is oxidized with NBS/py and then cleaved in aqueous buffer 
yielding free carboxylic acids. 
 
According to the purification concept (see II.1, Figure 12), the array 
members should be released after attaching a key sequence to the 
full-length array members. Both the target surface and the key/lock 
system would have to be selected on the basis of the cleavage 
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conditions. Hence, the cleavable linker would define the overall 
conditions for the purification method. In addition, the key/lock system 
would have to be compatible with the target surface. Regarding versatile 
key/lock chemistry, the HBA linker was the favored candidate because 
it should allow for cleavage in aqueous solution, whereas the RAM 
linker requires the presence of acids. 
 
III.2.2. Coupling of Cleavable Linkers 
 
To investigate the conditions of RAM or HBA linker coupling, the 
standard 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 coatings were chosen. Although 
these surfaces provide a lower amino group density per cm² than the 
pure PEGMA-NH2 coatings,[70, 85] they are reference synthesis surfaces 
on which the peptide array synthesis is routinely performed. Since the 
purification method should be mainly adapted to arrays synthesized 
with the laser printer, a variation of the synthesis surface was not 
considered reasonable. Moreover, the synthesis of the 
10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA films had been optimized to yield a 
reproducible film quality (III.1.3).  
 
After functionalization of the 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA films with 
Fmoc-β-alanine the density of amino groups was typically determined 
by the PDFA method (see II.3.1). Typical values for the DG on a 
microscopy slide (19.76 cm²), calculated with Equation 1, were varying 
between 1.5 and 2.5 nmol/cm². To couple the Fmoc-RAM linker, a 
0.1 M solution activated with 1.2 eq DIC and 2.0 eq NMI was used. For 
the Fmoc-HBA-linker, a 0.1 M solution activated with 1.0 eq PyBOP, 
1.0 eq HOBt, and 2.0 eq DIPEA was applied. In the subsequent capping 
step (see I.2.5, Figure 11), slides with the Fmoc-RAM linker were 
regularly acylated, but slides with the Fmoc-HBA linker were capped 
with the sterically hindered pivalic anhydride (PVA) to prevent acylation 
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of the HBA linker.[103]  After attachment of the respective linker, the DG 
was again calculated in the course of the Fmoc cleavage. According to 
this data, the RAM linker could be coupled to synthesis slides in up to 
90 % yield, whereas the HBA-linker gave up to 70 % yield. However the 
PDFA method was not considered to give exact quantities because a 
variation in extinctions for different samples of the same batch was 
frequently observed (also see II.3.1). Presumably, various parameters 
such as ambient conditions, handling of the samples, cuvettes, and 
pipette tips have an impact on the measured extinction. In general, the 
extinctions measured on 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA films were close to 
the detection limit of the photometer. Furthermore, the equilibrium 
between PDFA and dibenzofulvene/piperidine is assumed to affect the 
experimental results.[107] Hence, all coupling efficiencies calculated on 
the basis of the PDFA method for the 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 
coatings were considered as approximate figures which help to decide 
whether the coupling was successful or not. In the present work, only 
surfaces were applied on which a DG of >0.5 nmol/cm² after linker 
coupling was determined.  
 
In summary, both linkers could be coupled to the standard synthesis 
surface in acceptable yield. A DG of >0.5 nmol/cm² was considered to 
be sufficient for the synthesis and detection of at least 10meric 
peptides. However, the Fmoc-HBA linker typically coupled with lower 
efficiency than the Fmoc-RAM linker. In principle, the DG could have 
been calculated more precisely by using PEGMA-NH2 synthesis 
supports with higher starting densities of amino groups (up to 
40 nmol/cm²). These surfaces were applied in previous works to 
determine coupling efficiencies in the synthesis of peptides.[45, 105, 108] 
However, the PEGMA-NH2 surfaces have completely different surface 
properties, e.g. swelling behaviour, which were not comparable to the 
standard synthesis surfaces. For example, pre-swelling of the 
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PEGMA-NH2 films in DMF vapour was reported to produce higher 
coupling efficiencies which is thought to be an effect of higher film 
thicknesses and a higher amino group loading.[105] In contrast, no 
noticeable difference in coupling efficiencies upon pre-swelling of the 
approximately 50 nm-thick 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA was observed in 
the present work. In addition, pre-swelling of the polymeric films to 
obtain higher coupling efficiencies[105] was technically not feasible in the 
laser printer approach. Irrespective of this, uncertainties in the PDFA 
method were also reported for the PEGMA-NH2 surfaces.[108]  
 
III.2.3. Cleavage Efficiency of the HBA Linker 
 
As described above, HBA was the favored linker candidate because it 
would ideally allow for release of peptides under physiological 
conditions. Moreover, the cleavage with NBS/py was preferred over a 
cleavage with Cu(OAc)2 because the former was considered to allow for a 
separation of diazene formation and peptide cleavage (“safety-catch” 
route, Figure 34, a-b). This would mean that the receptor surface in the 
peptide transfer is not exposed to the NBS/py solution. However, it was 
communicated that the cleavage efficiency of the HBA linker was 
lacking compared to the cleavage efficiency of the RAM linker.[155] 
Cleaving efficiencies below 40 % were determined by the PDFA method 
(see II.3.1) in the cleavage of Fmoc-GG dipeptides from cellulose sheets 
(see Figure 33). The cleavage experiments had been conducted by a 
co-worker prior to the present work, whereby the cellulose had been 
modified according to the protocol in his PhD thesis.[105, 155] Compared 
to the 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA coatings cellulose can be modified with 
much higher amino group densities which is why cellulose is, for 
instance, applied in the SPOT synthesis.[12, 156]  
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Figure 33 | Cleavage efficiency of the HBA linker on cellulose sheets dependent 
on the pH of the buffer solution. The depicted cleavage efficiencies were determined 
prior to the present work.[155] Cellulose modification was administered according to 
established protocols.[105] Cellulose sheets were first functionalized with the HBA 
linker. Subsequently, Fmoc-GG was coupled to the cellulose. The HBA linker was 
oxidized with NBS/py and the peptides were cleaved in phosphate buffer (pH 8.0, 
0.07 M) overnight. The DG was calculated before and after the cleavage based on the 
PDFA method.  
 
Determination of the HBA Cleavage Efficiency by XPS 
Since the PDFA method was not considered to give reliable results on 
10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 films due to much lower DGs, the cleavage 
efficiency of the HBA linker was pre-examined by XPS measurements. 
Si(100) wafers were coated with a standard 
10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 film. The polymer film was subsequently 
modified with the HBA linker. To monitor the cleavage efficiency in XPS, 
a trifluoroacetyl (TFAc) moiety was directly coupled to the hydrazine 
moiety after Fmoc cleavage using trifluoroaceticacid anhydride (TFAA) in 
absolute THF. The TFAc moiety should be released upon linker 
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cleavage, whereby a loss of F1s signal intensity would indicate the 
cleavage (see Figure 34).  
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Figure 34 | Schematic of the HBA cleavage with a fluorine marker attached to 
the linker. Two routes are possible: The safety-catch route with an oxidation step and 
subsequent cleavage with aqueous buffer (Nu=OH-) or the direct route where oxidation 
and cleavage are performed in one step. a) NBS/py/DCM, b) aqueous buffer, pH 8.0, 
c) Cu(OAc)2/N-propylamine or Cu(OAc)2/py/MeOH. In both routes, TFA and nitrogen 
are finally released from the surface. 
 
Before each experiment, the modified wafer was cut into two pieces. 
One piece was kept under Ar atmosphere as a reference, while the 
second piece was oxidized. To follow the safety-catch route, the 
oxidation was conducted with a 10 mM solution of NBS and 16 mM py 
(in absolute DCM for 10min at RT) providing an excess of oxidizing 
agents over the substrate. However, with respect to the marker side-
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reactions were considered unlikely. The oxidized piece of wafer was 
again cut into two pieces. One was stored under Ar atmosphere the 
other was gently rocked in phosphate buffer (pH 8.0, 0.07 M, 
0.05 % (v/v) TWEEN 20) overnight for marker cleavage. Subsequently, 
XP spectra of all three wafer pieces were measured. Figure 35 shows the 
C1s, N1s, and F1s areas in the course of a cleavage experiment. Only a 
small decrease in F1s signal intensity was observed upon oxidation, 
whereas after overnight cleavage the signal was significantly less 
intense. In contrast, the signal intensity in the N1s and C1s areas 
remained almost unchanged. This could be explained by a high 
“background” from the surface coating which, most likely, obscures any 
changes in the relatively small signals which would indicate loss of 
carbon/nitrogen upon cleavage. However, a marginal shift of the N1s 
signal to lower binding energies was observed after cleavage which 
could be due to nitrogen release (see Figure 34).  
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Figure 35 | C1s, N1s, and F1s areas at different stages of the HBA linker 
cleavage. TFAc was attached to the hydrazine moiety as a marker. The F1s signal 
intensity only slightly decreased upon oxidation, but a significant loss was detected 
after overnight cleavage in aqueous buffer. This probably indicates a release of TFA.  
 
To determine the cleavage efficiency, the F1s and N1s signals were 
quantitatively analyzed. Determined peak areas and binding energies 
are depicted in Figure 36. Merely based on the F1s signal intensities, 
the effective release of TFAc amounted to 62 %, whereby a loss of 
around 7 % already occurred in the oxidation step. Taking the slightly 
different C1s signal intensity into account, the cleavage efficiency was 
also calculated from the F:C ratio (see II.3.4, Equation 12). Therefore, 
the overall intensity of a respective signal (AUC of the C1s and F1s area, 
respectively) was divided by the product of ionization cross-section and 
attenuation length (see V.1.4, Table 6) to obtain relative intensities.  
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Figure 36 | Quantitative analysis of the F1s and N1s areas at different stages of 
the HBA linker cleavage. Merely based on the F1s signal intensities, a cleavage 
efficiency of about 62 % was determined. However, a loss of about 7 % was already 
observed upon oxidation of the sample which means a controlled compound release of 
55 %. In the N1s area, no noticeable loss in signal intensity was observed. However, 
the N1s signal intensity was comparatively low and, thus, difficult to analyze. Most of 
the N1s signal intensity probably arose from the β-alanine modification of the surface. 
Peak centers are depicted in red figures, peak areas in black figures.    
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However, the cleavage efficiency obtained from this calculation only 
slightly varied from the previous value: 63 % of TFAc were cleaved, 11 % 
were already lost in the oxidation step (see Table 2). With respect to the 
measuring accuracy in XPS, the controlled release of TFAc amounts to 
about 50 % which is somewhat higher than the cleavage efficiency 
determined by the PDFA method (see Figure 33). Most likely, the loss of 
TFAc in the oxidation step is caused by rest-humidity which could not 
completely be avoided. However, a reproducible cleavage efficiency of 
above 50 % would make the linker a potential candidate for the peptide 
purification. The advantage of a mild cleavage would have to be traded 
off against a loss of peptide because of incomplete cleavage.  
 
Table 2 | Cleavage efficiency of the HBA linker calculated from the F:C ratio 
determined in XPS. The corresponding F1s areas are depicted in Figure 36. The 
quantification of the C1s signals is not shown.  
 
sample AUC C1s  AUC F1s  F:C ratio amount of 
TFAc cleaved  
     
reference 1472.57178 113.30789 0.02116 - 
oxidized 1525.39660 105.05450 0.01894 10.5 % 
cleaved 1503.32625 43.19780 0.00790 62.7 % 
 
In contrast to peptides, the cleavage of a TFAc moiety is probably easier. 
Since the CF3 moiety in TFAc has a strong electron-withdrawing effect, 
nucleophilic attack on the carboxy carbon is favored.  
 
To determine if the cleavage efficiencies were lower when amino acids 
were coupled to the HBA linker, the XPS experiment was repeated with 
different amino acids coupled between linker and TFAc marker. Lys, 
Phe, and Asp were coupled using a 0.1 M solution of the Opfp-activated 
amino acid in anhydrous DMF. The Opfp-esters were chosen to apply 
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the same carboxyl-activation as used in the mpSPPS. To allow for a 
direct comparison, all reactions were conducted in the same container 
except for the amino acid coupling. Moreover, pieces of the same 
modified Si(100) wafer were used. Oxidation and cleavage were 
conducted as before. Figure 37 shows a comparison of the F1s areas 
measured in this experiment with the F1s areas obtained in the 
previous experiment where TFAc was directly linked to the HBA linker.  
Obviously, the amount of TFAc was noticeably reduced if an amino acid 
was coupled to the HBA linker prior to TFAc. Although the cleavage 
apparently worked in the presence of all three amino acids, the F1s 
signal intensities were too low for a meaningful quantification of the 
cleavage efficiency.  
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Figure 37 | Comparison of the F1s areas at different stages of the HBA linker 
cleavage.  A higher F1s signal was observed if TFAc was directly attached to the 
hydrazine moiety. Coupling of Lys, Phe, or Asp as Opfp-activated compounds and 
subsequent TFAc attachment reduced the signal intensity which made a 
quantification of the cleavage efficiency difficult. However, cleavage seemed to take 
place independently of the amino acid.   
 
In contrast, no remarkable difference in the signal intensities was 
observed in the N1s areas (see Figure 38). The density of amino groups 
in the polymeric film appeared to be nearly constant. Thus, the 
decreased F1s signal intensity was assumed to arise from coupling an 
amino acid to the HBA linker. The attachment of the fluorine marker 
using TFAA was not thought to be crucial because the anhydride readily 
reacts with amino groups. Difficulties in the coupling amino acids to the 
HBA linker would stand against an application of this linker in the 
purification of peptide arrays. Considering a cleavage efficiency of 
around 60 % as determined in the previous experiment, a loss of 
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starting groups for the peptide synthesis due to difficult couplings 
would not be acceptable. Less starting groups would mean less overall 
peptide yield which was especially critical regarding the comparatively 
low DGs on 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 films (standard synthesis 
supports in mpSPPS, ~2.5 nmol/cm²). 
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Figure 38 | Comparison of the N1s areas at different stages of the HBA linker 
cleavage. No remarkable difference in N1s signal intensity was determined for 
surfaces with and without an additional amino acid between the HBA linker and the 
TFAc marker. Obviously, the density of amino groups in the analysis volume was 
nearly constant.   
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Cleavage of Spotted Peptides Using the HBA Linker 
In parallel to the XPS approach, experiments with spotted peptides were 
conducted to further investigate the HBA linker. Both 
10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 and AEG3 SAM surfaces bearing the 
HBA-linker were reacted with succinimidyl-trans-4-
(N-maleimidylmethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate (SMCC).  
SMCC introduces a maleimide function which allows for the covalent 
immobilization of peptides across a cysteine according to the well 
known principle of “click chemistry” (see Figure 39).[157-158] Thus, 
pre-synthesized peptides could be coupled to the surfaces under 
ambient conditions. Spotting of carboxyl-activated peptides from 
anhydrous solutions would have required different equipment which 
was not available in the present work. 
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Figure 39 | Schematic: Spotting of peptide arrays onto surfaces equipped with 
the HBA and SMCC linkers.  a) A 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexanecarboxyl moiety 
was coupled by reacting a surface-bound HBA linker with SMCC. b) A pre-synthesized 
peptide with a C-terminal cysteine was spotted onto the surface from phosphate buffer 
(pH 7.0, 7 mM), whereby the thiol in the cysteine side-chain added to the maleimide. 
The spot pattern could be directly checked by a 5(6)-carboxytetramethyl rhodamine 
(TAMRA, green) dye attached to the N-terminal end of the peptide. c) The peptide could 
be additionally stained with the DyLight 680-streptavidin conjugate. Here, streptavidin 
bound to a biotin moiety attached to a lysine. The fluorescence images were obtained 
with the GenePix 4000B scanner (TAMRA, displayed green) and the Odyssey Infrared 
Imager (DyLight 680, displayed red). The array layout is explained in Figure 40. 
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Subsequently, two pre-synthesized peptides with a C-terminal cysteine 
were spotted onto the surfaces from a phosphate buffer (pH 7.0, 7 mM). 
Both peptides were labelled with an N-terminal 5(6)-carboxytetramethyl 
rhodamine (TAMRA) fluorescent dye. Hence, the spot pattern could be 
checked directly with the GenePix 4000B scanner (TAMRA: λex=555 nm, 
λem=580 nm). In addition, both peptides bore a biotin attached to a 
lysine side-chain (see Figure 40). Streptavidin, a protein from 
Streptomyces bacteria, binds to biotin forming one of the strongest 
known non-covalent bonds.[159] The DyLight 680-streptavidin conjugate 
(DyLight 680: λex=682 nm, λem=712 nm) could, thus, be used to 
additionally stain the array after spotting (Figure 39, c)). Arrays stained 
with DyLight 680-streptavidin were scanned using the Odyssey Infrared 
Imager. 
  
 
 
Figure 40 | Slide and array layout of spotted peptide arrays. Each slide contained 
8 array replicas. A total of 600 (12 x 15) spots were combined in each array, whereby 4 
rows with 50 spots each were spotted in one of three concentrations. Furthermore, the 
peptide array consisted of 2 different peptides spotted in a checkerboard pattern. The 
peptides differed in a K/L exchange and were equipped with a spacer of β-alanine (“b”) 
and ε-amino caproic acid (“e”) which was required in the context of a different project.  
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The two peptides were spotted onto the modified glass slides in a 
checkerboard pattern in three different concentrations. A total of 
8 array replicas fitted on a single microscopy slide. The layout of an 
array consisted of 12 x 50 spots, whereby 4 rows of 50 spots were each 
spotted in the same concentration (see Figure 40). Both peptides were 
elongated with a spacer sequence alternately containing β-alanine (“b”) 
and ε-amino caproic acid (“e”). The spacer and checkerboard pattern of 
two slightly different peptides (exchange of exactly one amino acid) were 
required in the context of another project which is not further 
addressed here. In the present work, the peptides were chosen because 
of the two different labelling sites. TAMRA could be used to directly view 
the array after spotting. In addition, biotin would allow for a secondary 
staining if the TAMRA dye was damaged by the cleavage procedure. This 
was especially important in order to distinguish between dye loss 
(damage) and peptide loss. 
 
After peptide coupling the slides were scanned to determine the quality 
of the spot pattern. At times, an irregular checkerboard pattern was 
observed (see Figure 41, 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 slide, 
concentration 0.1 mg/mL). For instance, if a small contamination 
adhered to the needle of the spotting robot the droplet was not perfectly 
addressed to the slide. Moreover, a slightly different concentration of 
both peptides must have been applied which becomes visible by 
different fluorescence intensities in the checkerboard pattern. Since the 
SPPS-synthesized peptides were not extra HPLC purified, different 
amounts of contained TFA salts were likely to affect the weighted 
samples. However, an unsteady pattern and slightly different 
concentrations were not problematic as long as the same features 
appeared on an entire slide, i.e. on all replicas which should be 
compared. On the contrary, the slightly different pattern was often 
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helpful to identify peptides and slide orientation in the fluorescence 
scans.  
 
To test different literature-known cleavage agents for the HBA linker,[101, 
160] arrays were cut from the microscopy slides according to the layout 
(see Figure 40). Subsequently, one array of each surface type was 
treated according to the cleavage protocol and then directly stained with 
the DyLight 680-streptavidin conjugate. After scanning all arrays with 
the Odyssey Infrared Imager in one run, the pieces of one slide had to 
be glued to another microscopy slide in order to scan them in the 
GenePix 4000B scanner. In doing so, all arrays of a slide could again be 
scanned in one run. Figure 41 shows a comparison of fluorescence 
images obtained before and after exposure to the cleavage agents.  
 
In literature, the amount of cleavage agents is typically calculated from 
the amount of substrate and noted in equivalents (eq). Regarding the 
peptide arrays, an exact calculation was difficult. Therefore, an excess 
of NBS and py had been used in the XPS approach (10 mM and 16 mM 
respectively) because the TFAc marker was not at risk of oxidation. With 
respect to unprotected peptides attached to the HBA linker, the amount 
of cleavage agent was, however, reduced to avoid unwanted 
side-reactions.  Based on the highest possible DG of approximately 
2 nmol HBA per cm² (≈40 nmol per microscopy slide) it was estimated 
that around 5 nmol HBA could be cleaved per array. Thus, the cleavage 
solutions were prepared accordingly.  
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Figure 41 | Fluorescence images A) before and B-C) after attempted cleavage of 
the HBA linker. a-b) Images from the GenePix 4000B scanner, C) Images acquired 
with the Odyssey Infrared Imager. Cleavage agents: 1) none (reference washed for 2 h 
in DCM); 2) 0.5 eq Cu(OAc)2, N-propylamine, 2h;[101] 3) 2 eq NBS, 2 eq py, DCM, 
45 min; then MeOH overnight;[101] 4) 2.5 eq NBS, 10 eq py, 10 min; then phosphate 
buffer (pH 8.0, 0.07 M, 0.05 % (v/v) TWEEN 20) overnight;[160]  5) 500 eq Cu(OAc)2, 
N-propylamine. All amounts noted in eq are based on an estimated DG of 5 nmol HBA 
per array. Each array was incubated in 1 mL of the corresponding solution.  
 
The fluorescence images in Figure 41 show, that the experiment with 
spotted peptides was too imprecise to display low cleavage efficiencies. 
From the GenePix 4000B scan (Figure 41, row b) a cleavage upon 
Cu(OAc)2/N-propylamine treatment could be concluded, especially when 
a 1000fold excess of this mix was applied (Figure 41, columns 5). 
However, the secondary staining with DyLight 680-streptavidin revealed 
that the TAMRA dye is apparently damaged by the 
Cu(OAc)2/N-propylamine treatment and less peptide than expected was 
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cleaved (Figure 41, row c). Hence, the secondary staining was important 
to distinguish between damage of the dye and cleavage of the peptide. 
Furthermore, the potential decrease in fluorescence was obscured by 
high variations in the fluorescence intensity within different replicas 
and within a slide. An internal reference, e.g. a peptide which is not 
cleavable, would be helpful to normalize fluorescence intensities, but 
was technically not realizable. In the present work, the linker always 
had to be attached to the entire support. Although 
Cu(OAc)2/N-propylamine treatment seemed to be slightly more effective 
than NBS/py treatment, the HBA linker should ideally be cleaved under 
physiological conditions which is not given by Cu(OAc)2/N-propylamine 
treatment. The secondary staining with the biotin/streptavidin system 
also bore a conceptual disadvantage: If the bulky 
DyLight 680-streptavidin conjugate binds less densely i.e. requires less 
peptide per area than available after marginal cleavage the resulting 
fluorescence staining will lack in sensitivity with respect to 
cleavage-induced differences in peptide density. In summary, the 
approach with spotted peptides would have only provided reliable 
information if a near-quantitative cleavage occurred which was not the 
case in the above experiments. 
 
In spite of the difficulties, some important information was gained in 
this experiment: Peptide arrays could be spotted on the “new” AEG3 
supports, whereby the quality of the resulting pattern seemed to be 
superior to 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA surfaces in terms of homogeneity 
(see Figure 41). Although the AEG3 SAMs did not show better cleavage, 
they could be a promising support for other applications.  
 
Side-reactions in the Destabilization Step 
Regarding an application of the HBA linker in the purification of peptide 
arrays, a similar experiment with spotted peptides revealed a serious 
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disadvantage: In the destabilization step, side-reactions can occur. 
Instead of a randomly chosen sequence as in the experiment before, 
this time the pre-synthesized peptides contained the HA sequence 
(YPYDVPDYA, see Figure 42). The array was again spotted onto a 
surface functionalized with HBA linker and SMCC. In the array, three 
identical peptides with different N-terminal labels were arranged. Each 
row contained 30 spots, whereby 4 rows per peptide were spotted in 
different concentrations. One of the epitopes was equipped with a biotin 
which allowed for interaction with DyLight 680-streptavidin (see Figure 
42). Cleavage of the spotted peptides was attempted using the protocol 
which worked in the XPS experiment (10 mM NBS, 16 mM py, 
anhydrous DCM, 10 min, RT, then phosphate buffer (pH 8.0, 0.07 M, 
0.05 % (v/v) TWEEN 20), overnight). The oxidized array and a reference 
array were subsequently stained with the ATTO 680-anti-HA antibody 
(ATTO 680: λex=680 nm, λem=700 nm) according to the standard 
protocol (see Figure 42, a). No fluorescence was detected on the oxidized 
array which was first thought to be a quantitative cleavage. However, in 
a secondary staining with DyLight 680-streptavidin the peptide bearing 
a biotin was again detected (see Figure 42, b). Thus, the oxidation 
medium probably caused a side-reaction at a site which is important for 
the antibody recognition, whereas the HBA linker was not destabilized.  
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Figure 42 | Side-reactions in the HBA linker oxidation. a) Two peptide arrays after 
immunostaining with ATTO 680-anti-HA antibody. One array was treated with 
NBS/py to cleave the linker, the other array served as a reference. The antibody did 
not recognize the peptide epitope in the oxidized array. b) After the secondary staining 
with the DyLight 680-streptavidin conjugate the pattern of biotinylated peptides 
became visible. Presumably, the NBS/py treatment caused a side-reaction 
jeopardizing epitope/antibody interaction. The linker showed no remarkable cleavage. 
 
 
Summary 
In summary, the HBA linker was first considered to be a promising 
alternative to standard acid-labile linkers for a “mild” peptide array 
cleavage. However, several disadvantages were determined which 
exclude an application of this linker: A) XPS measurements revealed 
that coupling of the linker or coupling of the first amino acid to the 
hydrazine group is difficult and takes place with low efficiency. This 
would reduce the overall yield of peptide in the array synthesis. 
Moreover, the maximum determined cleavage efficiency of about 60 % is 
low and significantly adds to the peptide loss. Furthermore, cleavage 
can already take place in the destabilization step. B) The surface-bound 
linker is apparently not easy to cleave when peptides are coupled to it. 
Variation of the cleavage agent to Cu(OAc2) meant no remarkable 
improvement.  C) In the destabilization step, side-reactions can occur. A 
pre-synthesized HA epitope was not recognized by the specific antibody 
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after treatment with NBS/py. Regarding in situ synthesized peptide 
arrays, the amount of cleavage agent cannot easily be adapted to the 
actual amount of linker on the support. Therefore, such side-reactions 
would be difficult to prevent.  
 
Due to the problems in an effective and mild cleavage, the HBA linker 
was not further applied. Instead, the RAM linker was used for the 
peptide array purification. Consequences resulting for the target 
surfaces and the key/lock system will be discussed in the following 
chapters. The RAM linker is a standard linker in SPPS. As mentioned 
before, it had already been applied in the characterization of peptides 
synthesized by mpSPPS[45, 105, 108] and was therefore considered to 
effectively release peptides. Furthermore, it could be coupled to the 
synthesis surfaces in good yield (up to 90 %, see above) which was also 
important to sustain the amount of functional groups required for a 
peptide array synthesis. 
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III.3. Surface Chemistry B – Receptor Surfaces 
 
III.3.1. Membranes as Receptor Surface 
 
Initial considerations 
In the following chapter, the design of receptor surfaces for the peptide 
array transfer is discussed. As a result of the problems in applying the 
HBA linker (see III.2), the method should be further developed using the 
RAM linker. Regarding the receptor surfaces and the key/lock system 
this led to several limitations. To cleave the RAM linker, TFA in organic 
solvents must be applied. This a priori excluded biological key/lock 
systems such as biotin/streptavidin. Another major concern was the 
format of the receptor surface: In principle, the optimum target surface 
should be similar to the synthesis surface in the laser printer approach: 
The peptide arrays are synthesized on a 22 x 21 cm² glass slide which is 
afterwards cut into smaller units (e.g. microscopy slides size: 
7.6 x 2.6 cm²). The amino-terminated coating of the standard synthesis 
slides would be compatible with the attachment of various key/lock 
molecules and stability to TFA was approved (see III.1). However, a 
problem arising from the use of two rigid slides with regard to the array 
purification concept (see II.1) would be lateral diffusion. Two slides 
brought together with a fluid film in between would give rise to lateral 
diffusion due to capillary forces. Moreover, the slides would be hard to 
separate again due to capillary forces. Therefore, an application of 
flexible polymer membranes as the receptor surface was favored. In this 
context, polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) membranes have outstanding 
properties regarding their mechanical robustness, thermal stability, and 
chemical resistance. PVDF is dissolved or degraded in the presence of 
esters, ketones, or strong bases, but shows a high stability to aliphatic, 
aromatic, and chlorinated solvents.[161]  Most importantly, preliminary 
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experiments showed high stability to TFA. Due to their flexibility, the 
membranes could easily be soaked with the required cleavage medium, 
brought into close contact with the rigid synthesis support, and finally 
removed from the support again.  
 
Membrane Types and Stability 
In this work, two different PVDF membrane types were applied. Table 3 
summarizes information provided by the manufacturer (Millipore GmbH, 
Schwalbach/Germany).  
 
Table 3 | Manufacturer information on the membrane properties.  
 
membrane material pore size 
[nm] 
thickness 
[µm] 
    
Immobilon-P[162] hydrophobic PVDF 450 not available 
Durapore[163] hydrophilic PVDF 100 125 
 
Besides the different pore size of 450 nm and 100 nm respectively, the 
membranes differed in their wettability. In general, unmodified PVDF 
has a strong hydrophobic nature, but considerable effort is devoted to a 
hydrophilic modification, e.g. for filtration and water purification 
applications.[161] Correspondingly, the small pore size membrane is 
dedicated to filtration assays, whereas the larger pore size membrane is 
used in protein blotting.  Preliminary XPS measurements showed that 
the hydrophilic functionalization of the small pore size membrane 
results in an additional O1s signal, a less intense F1s signal and a 
different structure of the C1s signal (see Figure 43). This was probably 
due to surface modification with compounds containing additional C-C, 
C-O, and C=O species. Untreated PVDF typically shows only two C1s 
peaks at 290.8 eV (C-F) and 286.3 eV (C-H).[164] Although no detailed 
information was provided by the manufacturer, it was communicated 
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that the surface coating was covalently bound.[165] In the peptide array 
purification, a hydrophilic surface was favored to avoid nonspecific 
adsorption of peptide fragments in the purification step or proteins in 
subsequent immunostainings. However, the hydrophilic coating had to 
withstand TFA treatment. Incubation of a sample in 100 % TFA for 
90 min caused a decrease in F1s signal intensity, an increase in O1s 
signal intensity, and a different signal structure in the C1s area. These 
changes showed that the hydrophilic modification is altered upon TFA 
treatment, probably due to oxidation. However, no noticeable decrease 
in mechanical stability, wettability, or membrane color was observed. 
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Figure 43 | C1s, O1s, and F1s areas of different PVDF membranes. The 
hydrophobic Immobilon-P membrane showed the typical signal structure of untreated 
PVDF (black lines).[164] The hydrophilic modification of the Durapore membrane became 
visible in an additional O1s signal, a less intense F1s signal, and a different signal 
structure in the C1s area (red lines). Upon TFA treatment of the hydrophilic 
membrane the C1s signal structure changed, the F1s signal intensity further 
decreased, and the O1s signal became more pronounced. Presumably, this displayed 
oxidation of the hydrophilic modification.  
 
In addition to the stable membrane support, a TFA-compatible key/lock 
system was required. In keeping with the purification concept (see II.1) 
the peptide/lock bond must be formed while the linker/peptide bond is 
being cleaved. Furthermore, the lock molecules have to be thoroughly 
attached to the membrane during the whole process. In fact, there are 
numerous ways to functionalize PVDF membranes with other polymers, 
inorganic particles, and functional coatings.[161] For example, plasma or 
ozone activation and subsequent graft polymerization is a common way 
to obtain membranes with the desired functional groups.[161, 166-168] 
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However, combining a functional coating with a key/lock system in 
which all components are stable to TFA and, furthermore, can even 
form a bond under these conditions, was a considerable challenge.  
 
III.3.2. Sputter Coating 
 
Instead of grafting a functional polymeric film onto the PVDF 
membranes, a comparatively simple approach to enable a specific 
transfer of peptide arrays to PVDF membranes was based on the 
introduction of a thin gold layer. Gold coatings allow for the 
immobilization of peptides bearing an N-terminal cysteine, whereby the 
thiol in the cysteine side-chain forms a covalent bond to the gold 
surface.[169] In fact, the self-assembly of thiols on metal, metal oxide, 
and semiconductor surfaces is an intensively studied field and has 
diverse applications.[74, 140] Most importantly in this context, the self-
assembly of thiols on gold-surfaces was reported to take place under 
TFA-acidic conditions.[170]  
 
However, to use cysteine as a specific key, the side-chain protecting 
group had to be simultaneously cleaved with the RAM linker. According 
to the literature, Trt in cysteine requires a comparatively high TFA 
concentration of 95 % (v/v) (see I.1.5, Table 1).[19]  In contrast, the RAM 
linker was expected to quantitatively release amides in only 5 % (v/v) 
TFA in DCM.[86, 171]  
 
For the peptide array purification, samples of both hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic PVDF membranes (see Table 3) were sputter-coated in a 
standard device without pre-treatment. Sputter coating was conducted 
at 5·10-2 mbar and 60 mA for 15, 20, 30, and 35 s. According to a 
device calibration curve the sputter time was linearly linked to gold 
thickness.[172] However, this calibration was only applicable to flat 
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substrates, whereas for the porous membranes slightly different 
thicknesses were expected. Moreover, the gold thickness was assumed 
to be lower inside the pores. Therefore, the gold thicknesses listed in 
Table 4 should be considered as approximate values.  
 
Preliminary experiments showed 
that the gold coating on both 
membrane types was highly 
stable to 100 % TFA. No 
degradation or ablation was 
observed. 15 s sputtering gave a 
gray color on the membranes. 
After 20 s the membrane looked 
brown. Around 30 s sputter time 
the color turned gold brown. To 
check how densely the 
membranes were coated, XPS 
measurements were conducted. Figure 44 exemplarily shows the Au4f, 
C1s, and F1s areas of membrane samples coated for 15, 20, 30, and 
35 s in comparison with a pristine membrane. On all four 
sputter-coated membranes a strong Au4f signal consisting of the 
Au4f5/2 peak at 87.88 eV and the Au4f7/2 peak at 84.21 eV was detected. 
Furthermore, the typical C1s and F1s signals from the underlying 
membrane were noticeably attenuated. In the C1s area, the remaining 
signal was completely covered by a peak around 284.6 eV which was 
probably caused by aliphatic carbon adsorbed from the atmosphere and 
the carbon tape which was used to fix the membranes on the sample 
holder. Although a weak signal was still detectable in the F1s area, the 
signal intensity decreased with longer sputter times, indicating an 
increase in gold thickness. With regard to the analytical depth in XPS of 
maximum 10 nm (see II.3.4) the F1s signal was probably caused by gold 
Table 4 | Expected gold thicknesses in 
dependence of sputter time. The values 
were calculated on the basis of a device 
calibration on flat substrates.  
 
sputter time [s] gold thickness 
[nm] 
  
15 22 
20 30  
30 47  
35 54  
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thicknesses below 10 nm inside the pores of the membrane. Since the 
F1s signal had almost completely disappeared after 35 s of sputtering a 
dense gold coating was assumed. However, the reverse side of the 
membranes remained uncoated.  
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Figure 44 | Au4f, C1s, and F1s areas of gold-coated PVDF membranes in 
comparison with an untreated membrane. The membranes were sputter-coated for 
15, 20, 30, and 35 s. In the Au4f area, the Au4f5/2 peak at 87.88 eV and the Au4f7/2 
peak at 84.21 eV were detected. A decrease in the remaining F1s signal intensity with 
longer sputter times indicated a thicker gold film with increased sputter time. The 
signal in the C1s area around 284.6 eV is probably caused by aliphatic carbon from 
the atmosphere which adsorbed to the membrane.  
 
Furthermore, the Au coated membranes were examined by SEM. Figure 
45 shows a comparison of a gold-coated membrane with 450 and 
100 nm pore size respectively. Due to the diffuse movement of gold 
atoms in sputtering, the reverse side of the fiber-like PVDF network was 
also expected to be partly coated, especially in the upper regions.   
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Figure 45 | SEM images of gold-coated PVDF membranes with 450 nm (left) and 
100 nm (right) pore size. a-b) 5 K magnification; c-d) 10 K magnification; e-f) 30 K 
magnification.  
 
In summary, depositing a thin gold coating on PVDF was a rather 
simple way to obtain a functional coating. In principle, the coating 
should be capable of selectively binding peptides across a cysteine 
under TFA-acidic conditions. Furthermore, the gold coating was 
deposited with minimum effort. Due to their obviously good stability the 
membranes were directly applied in the purification experiments 
described in the following chapter.  
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III.4. Peptide Transfer & Purification 
 
III.4.1. Synthesis of Model Peptide Arrays with the Laser Printer 
 
The first peptide arrays for the transfer and purification experiments 
were synthesized with the prototype of the peptide laser printer (see 
I.2.2). As mentioned before, this device was capable of directly printing 
on microscopy slides if a mask was used to fix the slides in a 
22 x 21 cm² arrangement. Hence, PEGMA-co-PMMA surfaces were 
consecutively modified with three β-alanine residues as routinely 
performed for an in situ peptide array synthesis.[70] Subsequently, the 
RAM linker was coupled from solution, here yielding a DG of 
1-2 nmol/cm² of amino groups for the actual peptide synthesis (see 
III.2.2). Afterwards, the microscopy slides were pre-structured with a 
glycine pattern (see Figure 46, a). Five glycine array replicas were 
printed per microscopy slide, whereby each array contained a total of 
180 spots. Each spot was approximately 512 µm in diameter with 
1024 µm center-to-center spacing (see Figure 46). After routine 
coupling, washing, capping, and Fmoc cleavage (see I.2.4), a pre-
synthesized HA epitope (Fmoc-GGGYPYDVPDYAGGG-OH) was coupled 
to all glycine spots from solution using HOBT/HBTU/DIPEA. The 
side-chains of the peptide epitope were still protected with the standard 
acid-labile protecting groups (see I.1.5, Table 1). After Fmoc cleavage, 
cysteine was selectively coupled to 95 out of the 180 HA epitope spots in 
a second micro particle-based synthesis step. Thereby, a slightly 
modified checkerboard pattern was produced (see Figure 46, b).  
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Figure 46 | Particle deposition pattern on microscopy slides. Microscopy slides 
with a 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 coating were equipped with the RAM linker. 
a) The slides were pre-structured with glycine particles addressed with the laser 
printer. 5 array replicas were arranged per slide. Each array was formed of 180 glycine 
spots. The particle spots were subsequently melted at 90 °C in an oven to initiate the 
coupling reaction. After subsequent acylation, Fmoc cleavage, and washing steps to 
remove residues of the particle matrix, a pre-synthesized HA epitope 
Fmoc-GGGYPYDVPDYAGGG-OH was coupled to the glycine spots from solution (not 
shown). The epitope was left side-chain protected and only the Fmoc protecting group 
was cleaved. b) In a second laser printer cycle, only 95 of the 180 spots were loaded 
with cysteine particles. Thus, a specific pattern of cysteine-terminated peptides was 
generated.  
 
Only the peptides in the 95 selected spots were thus equipped with a 
thiol group for specific binding to gold surfaces. In case of a specific 
transfer, only full-length peptides from the 95 cysteine spots should 
couple to the gold-coated membrane (see Figure 46, b). Peptides from 
the remaining 85 spots without an N-terminal cysteine should also be 
cleaved but are not equipped to react with the receptor membrane. 
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III.4.2. Setup in the Peptide Array Purification 
 
In the experimental transfer setup, emphasis was placed on ensuring 
good contact between the receptor membrane and the synthesis 
support. Laying the synthesis support face-down onto the receptor 
membrane was essential to limit 
lateral diffusion and to preserve 
spatial information (see Figure 47). 
Thus, close contact was achieved by 
weighting the synthesis support. 
Moreover, the receptor membrane 
was placed on top of a filter paper 
soaked with the transfer medium 
which acted as an effective reservoir 
of the fluid. In the cleavage of side-
chain protecting groups solutions of 
TFA in DCM are commonly applied. 
Due to the fact that DCM rapidly 
evaporates, toluene was instead 
used as a solvent in this peptide 
array purification. After each 
transfer experiment, the synthesis 
support had to be carefully lifted 
from the receptor membrane. From 
time to time, the membrane stuck to 
the support and was removed with 
tweezers.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 47 | Experimental setup. 
a) The receptor membrane is placed 
on a filter paper soaked with the 
transfer medium. b) The synthesis 
slide is positioned face-down onto 
the membrane and then weighted. 
c) After the transfer the synthesis 
slide is lifted from the membrane. 
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III.4.3. Specific Transfer of Model Peptides 
 
First Transfer Experiments 
As mentioned above, the Trt protecting group of cysteine was reported 
to require 95 % (v/v) TFA as well as additional scavengers for an 
effective release.[19] However, in the routine peptide array synthesis in 
our group, 51 % (v/v) TFA, 44 % (v/v) DCM, 3 % (v/v) TIBS, and 
2 % (v/v) H2O are applied to remove the side-chain protecting group and 
have proven to be sufficient.[57-58, 173] Therefore, the first transfer 
experiments were attempted with a simple mixture of 50 % (v/v) TFA 
and 50 % (v/v) toluene. Samples of the 450 nm pore-size membrane, 
sputter-coated for 35 s, were chosen because this membrane was 
assumed to have a very dense gold-coating and a high-stability to TFA 
(see III.3.1 and III.3.2).  
 
Figure 48 shows an immunostaining with the ATTO 700-anti-HA 
antibody on a membrane (a) and synthesis slide (b) after 45 min 
transfer time. The transfer was conducted according to the setup in 
Figure 47. Specific transfer of only the cysteine-terminated peptides was 
clearly indicated by a specific fluorescence pattern on the membrane 
(see Figure 48 a and Figure 46 b). Hence, the feasibility of peptide array 
purification by specific transfer to a gold-coated membrane has been 
proved. Surprisingly, the first series of peptide transfers also revealed 
that a concentration of 10 % (v/v) TFA in toluene was sufficient to 
achieve a specific transfer. The specific pattern of cysteine-terminated 
peptides was visible, although the background was higher (see Figure 
48 c). Thus, 10 % (v/v) TFA obviously suffices to simultaneously cleave 
the linker and the Trt protecting group of cysteine. As mentioned above, 
removal of the Trt protecting group on cysteine was expected to require 
higher concentrations of TFA. The low concentration required here 
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could hint at a catalyzed Trt cleavage in the presence of the gold 
surface. However, the fluorescence signals in the transfer using 
50 % (v/v) TFA showed lower background which is why a concentration 
of 50 % (v/v) TFA was routinely applied in the following experiments.  
 
Furthermore, no remaining 
peptides were detected on the 
synthesis slide indicating 
absolute cleavage.  As a 
precautionary measure, the 
synthesis slides and 
membranes were immersed in 
50 % (v/v) TFA after the 
transfer to ensure complete 
deblocking of the side-chains 
which most likely completed 
the cleavage. Most 
importantly, the transferred 
peptide array was not removed 
from the receptor membrane 
by the additional TFA 
treatment which demonstrates 
the stability of the newly 
formed thiol/gold bonds. 
 
Improvement of the Transfer 
In general, the peptide spots 
did not seem to suffer from 
lateral diffusion. The slightly 
different spot shapes are in 
good agreement with typical 
 
 
Figure 48 | First transfer experiments. 
Peptides from the model arrays (see Figure 
46) were transferred to a gold-coated 
membrane. The membrane was sputter 
coated for 35 s which corresponds to a gold 
thickness of about 47 nm on flat substrates. 
In the case of membrane (a) and synthesis 
slide (b) 50 % (v/v) TFA solutions were used 
in the transfer. The transfer time was 
45 min. In the case of membrane (c) only 
10 % (v/v) TFA was applied in the transfer, 
but the transfer time was increased to 1 h. 
The membranes and arrays were stained 
with ATTO 700-antiHA according to the 
standard protocol. Readout and tonal value 
correction were performed with the Odyssey 
Infrared Imager.  
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variations in feature size in the particle deposition pattern (see Figure 
46, b). However, a gradient in fluorescence intensity was obvious (see 
Figure 48, a). The gradient seemed to relate to the local color variations 
of the gold-coated membrane. In the first transfer, a piece was cut from 
the edge of the sputtered 
membrane where, apparently, 
a gradient in gold density was 
present. The less intense 
spots in the fluorescence 
pattern were situated on the 
more densely coated part of 
the surface. Therefore it was 
assumed that quenching of 
the fluorescent dyes occurred, 
which is a known 
phenomenon in close 
proximity to gold surfaces.[174]  
 
More homogeneous transfers 
and better immunostainings 
could be achieved by the 
following improvements: A) 
Gold membranes with a 
minimum of 15 s and a 
maximum of 30 s sputter time 
were used (also see III.5.2). 
According to the calibration of 
the sputter coater (see III.3.2, 
Table 4) this corresponds to a 
gold thickness between 22 
 
 
Figure 49 | Improved specific transfer of 
a model peptide array to a gold-coated 
membrane. In this transfer, a more 
homogeneously metal-coated membrane was 
applied. The sputter time was 15 s which 
corresponds to 22 nm gold on a flat 
substrate. Furthermore, immunostaining 
was enhanced by additionally blocking the 
membrane with EG7-SH. a) Gly particle 
deposition pattern: The HA-epitope was 
coupled to each of these spots. b) Cysteine 
particle deposition pattern: Only HA 
peptides at these spots obtained an 
N-terminal cysteine. c) Fluorescence pattern 
after 30 min transfer, blocking with EG7-SH 
and immunostaining with the ATTO 680-
antiHA conjugate 
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and 47 nm. B) Homogeneously colored pieces from the middle of the 
sputter coated membranes were exclusively used. C) In addition to the 
routine blocking (see V.3.9), the membranes were incubated in a 2 mM 
solution of O-(2-mercaptoethyl)-O′-methylhexaethyleneglycol (EG7-SH) 
for 24 h before the immunostaining. This would serve to assemble a 
thiol with protein repelling properties at free binding-sites on the 
membrane and, thus, improve the specificity of the immunostaining.[146-
147] The EG7-SH assembly is further discussed in III.5.1. D) The 
membranes were pressed to the scanner support (Odyssey Infrared 
Imager) using a low fluorescence glass plate to avoid corrugation.  
 
Figure 49 exemplarily shows the fluorescence pattern after a transfer 
following the improved parameters listed above. The fluorescence image 
revealed strong fluorescence signals and low background. The 
immunostaining was most likely enhanced by the EG7-SH self-assembly 
which obviously did not interfere with the peptides on the membranes 
and which presumably equipped the gold-membrane with intrinsic 
protein repelling properties. Furthermore, the membrane used in this 
approach was only sputter-coated for 15 s which corresponds to 22 nm 
gold thickness on a flat surface (see III.3.2, Table 4). The transfer time 
was reduced to 30 min which seemed to suffice transferring a 
considerable amount of peptides.  
 
In fact, cleavage kinetics constitute an important parameter in the 
transfer purification, but measuring the cleavage kinetics of small 
peptide spots in complex array is challenging. A five-fold successive 
transfer from one synthesis array to pieces of the same gold-coated 
membrane was conducted to find out how fast the peptides were 
cleaved and if duplication was possible. 
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Multiple Transfers 
Each of the five successive transfers was conducted for 10 min.  
Subsequently, the membranes were immunostained and scanned in one 
run. The readout revealed decaying fluorescence intensity from the 1st 
to the 5th transfer (see Figure 50 a). To evaluate the percentage of 
transferred peptides per run the mean fluorescence intensity of all 95 
spots was quantified with the GenePix Pro Acquisition and Analysis 
Software with automated irregular feature recognition. Subsequently, 
the relative intensity per transfer was calculated on the basis of the 
intensity sum of all five transfers (see Figure 50 b).  
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Figure 50 | Five-fold transfer of peptides from a model peptide array to pieces of 
gold-coated PVDF. Each transfer was conducted for 10 min. a) The subsequent 
immunostaining revealed a specific transfer of peptides in each run, whereby the 
fluorescence intensity decreased with the replica number. b) A quantification of the 
mean fluorescence intensity of all 95 spots was performed with the GenePix Pro 6.0 
Acquisition and Analysis Software using the automated irregular feature recognition. 
The analysis showed that after the first two transfers about two thirds of the peptides 
were already transferred.  
 
The quantification shows that 45±9 % of the peptides were transferred 
in the first 10 min, followed by additional 22±4 % in the next 10 min 
(see Figure 50 b). In the 5th transfer still 8±2 % of the peptides were 
transferred, but the intensity of the fluorescence signals was noticeably 
lower compared to the background. In summary, the production of 
array replicas in the course of the array purification seems possible. 
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Especially in the first two runs, most of the peptides are transferred. 
However, the amount of peptides in the model arrays was probably 
higher than in in situ synthesized arrays. Therefore, the feasibility of 
replica production should be further investigated.  
 
III.4.4. Specific Transfer of Model Peptides in High-resolution 
 
In the specific transfer of model peptide arrays containing 180 spots 
with approximately 512 µm in diameter and with 1024 µm 
center-to-center spacing were used (see III.4.1, Figure 46). To study the 
peptide array purification method with highly-resolved arrays, the same 
model peptides were synthesized in a chip-based approach. As 
described in I.2, the chip-based array synthesis is capable of producing 
arrays with up to 40,000 peptides per cm².[46] However, the current 
CMOS chip “Peptide Chip 5” was improved in terms of particle 
deposition and, as a consequence, “only” features 16,384 synthesis 
pixels and an areal density of 10,000 peptides per cm².[59] Alanine 
particles were first deposited on every pixel of the chip using the 
improved particle deposition method (see Figure 51 a-b).[55] After the 
complete coupling and washing cycle, Fmoc-GGGYPYDVPDYAGGG-OH 
was coupled to each of the alanine-containing pixels as before. 
Subsequently, cysteine particles were deposited and coupled to the HA 
peptides in a selected pattern (Figure 51 c-e). The micro chips were thus 
equipped with a defined pattern of cysteine-containing and cysteine-free 
peptides which all had the HA epitope in common.  
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Figure 51 | Synthesis of model peptides on the micro chip. a-b) Alanine micro 
particles were deposited on each pixel electrode of the chip. Also the bond wires and 
connectors were covered with particles (particles appear yellowish). After a routine 
synthesis cycle, Fmoc-GGGYPYDVPDYAGGG-OH was coupled to each of these pixel 
electrodes (not shown). c-d) Subsequently, cysteine particles were deposited on 
selected pixel electrodes to form a defined pattern. e) The particles were melted 
without spreading onto the uncovered pixels. Thus, cysteine was only attached to the 
peptides on the selected pixels. 
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The first transfer from a micro chip was conducted following the same 
approach used with the laser-printed arrays. A gold-coated membrane 
(20 s sputter time) with 450 nm pore-size was used. However, to detect 
the peptides a different scanner was required because the pixel 
electrodes on the microchip have a dimension of 84 x 84 µm² with 
100 µm pitch. In contrast, the Odyssey Infrared Scanner has a 
maximum resolution of 21 µm per pixel which would mean only 
4-5 pixels per feature on the micro chip. Hence, the GenePix 4000B 
scanner with 5 µm maximum resolution per pixel was used. However, 
the GenePix 4000B scanner is only capable of scanning slides and uses 
different wavelengths. Therefore, the membranes in the micro chip 
transfer had to be A) immunostained with the Cy5-anti-HA conjugate 
and B) glued to a microscopy slide surface with spray adhesive (see 
V.1.6). 
 
Figure 52 shows a fluorescence image obtained after peptide transfer to 
the membrane with 450 nm pores. In principle, the specific transfer, i.e. 
the peptide array purification, was successful but in certain areas the 
fluorescence pattern was blurred (Figure 52 b-c). From the appearance 
of the blurred areas, it was concluded that either the pore size of the 
membrane or the contact between membrane and micro chip had 
caused problems in the highly-resolved transfer. Therefore, the 100 nm 
pore size membranes (see III.3.1) and a smaller quantity of transfer 
medium were applied in the next transfer. In the previous transfers, 
1000 µL 51 % (v/v) TFA had been used, whereas now 500 µL were 
applied to soak the filter paper and the membrane. Moreover, the chip 
transfer was conducted with a gold membrane that had been coated for 
30 s. In an experiment discussed in III.5.2, the Cy5-anti-HA conjugate 
had shown better fluorescence signals on these presumably more 
thickly coated membranes.  
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Figure 52 | Blurred chip transfer onto gold-coated PVDF with 450 nm pore size. 
a) Cysteine particle deposition pattern on the chip. b) Fluorescence image obtained 
with the GenePix 4000B scanner after transfer and immunostaining with the 
Cy5-anti-HA antibody. c) Close-up of the fluorescence pattern. The transfer was 
specific, but the pattern was partly blurred. Blurring was attributed to the pore size of 
the membrane and addition of too much transfer medium. 
 
In Figure 53 and Figure 54 the first and the second imprint from a 
single micro chip are depicted. In accordance with the results of the 
five-fold transfer (see III.4.3, Figure 50), the first transfer was performed 
for 15 min, and the second for 20 min. Both experiments showed highly 
specific transfer of the cysteine-terminated peptides and clear 
fluorescence signals. Moreover, even peptides from the grid between the 
pixels are clearly transferred which indicates that the transfer 
succeeded in the µm range without any signs of lateral diffusion. A 
deposition of glycine particles on the grid was rare (see Figure 51 a-b), 
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indicating that the approximately 15 µm wide grid must have been 
deposited with glycine in the melting step due to slight spreading of the 
particle mass (also see I.2.3, Figure 8). However, the grid is inevitably 
contaminated with cysteine particles and thus every peptide on the grid 
is also equipped with a key molecule during the synthesis (see Figure 
51 c).  
 
 
Figure 53 | First imprint in the specific transfer of model peptides from a micro 
chip to a gold-coated membrane with 100 nm pore size. The immunostaining 
revealed highly-specific and highly-resolved transfer on the µm-scale. Even peptides 
from the grid between the pixel electrodes which also obtained a cysteine key in the 
synthesis were transferred without noticeable lateral diffusion. This demonstrated that 
the purification method is probably capable of purifying features in the sub-µm scale. 
Peptides were stained with the Cy5-anti-HA antibody. The readout was performed with 
the GenePix 4000B scanner at 635 nm, whereby the membrane was glued to a 
microscopy slide. The corresponding cysteine particle deposition patterns are depicted 
to demonstrate the specificity and resolution of the transfer. 
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Figure 54 | Second imprint in the specific transfer of model peptides from a micro 
chip to a gold-coated membrane with 100 nm pore size. A second transfer from the 
same microchip resulted in a comparable fluorescence pattern which supports the 
feasibility of peptide array replica production. The second transfer was performed for 
20 min, whereas the first transfer had been conducted for 15 min. The readout was 
performed with the GenePix 4000B scanner at 635 nm, whereby the membrane was 
glued to a microscopy slide. The corresponding cysteine particle deposition patterns 
are depicted to demonstrate the specificity and resolution of the transfer. 
 
 
In summary, a highly-specific and highly-resolved peptide transfer from 
the micro chip was possible if the 100 nm pore size membranes were 
used. The hydrophilic coating of these membranes (see III.3.1) 
apparently caused no problems in the transfer. The smaller pore size 
rather prevented blurring of the transferred pattern. Moreover, two 
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high-quality transfers were achieved using the model peptide arrays, 
which, again, supports the feasibility of array replica production in the 
course of the purification.  
 
 
 
Figure 55 | Close-up of the HA lettering of the second imprint. Even structures 
on the 15 µm wide grid were transferred without lateral diffusion indicating that the 
transfer even of smaller features is possible. 
 
The successful transfer demonstrates that the purification method, in 
principle, allows for the purification of arrays containing 10,000 
individual features per cm². Furthermore, the transfer even of smaller 
features below 1 µm in size seems to be possible without the risk of 
lateral diffusion (see Figure 55). 
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III.4.5. Purification of in situ Synthesized Peptide Arrays 
 
To test the purification method with completely in situ synthesized 
peptide arrays instead of model peptides, a 22 x 21 cm² glass slide with 
the 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 coating was modified with the 
RAM linker. Subsequently, custom-designed peptide arrays were 
synthesized on this surface in the course of a routine peptide array 
synthesis at PEPperPRINT GmbH. Thereby the second generation laser 
printer (see I.2.2, Figure 6) was applied.  
 
The HA epitope used for the detection of the model peptides in the 
successful array transfers had been equipped with an N-terminal Gly3 
spacer (see III.4.1 and III.4.4). Here, the in situ synthesized peptides 
were elongated with an Ala2 spacer before the specific cysteine pattern 
was printed in the last synthesis cycle which meant saving one 
synthesis cycle (see Figure 56 a). A short spacer was assumed to be 
required to enable bulky proteins such as antibodies to reach the 
peptide on the membrane. At this point, all full-length peptides and 
synthesis fragments were still side-chain protected. The array 
purification was conducted in the same manner as the model peptide 
array purification. A receptor membrane with 100 nm pore size (20 s 
sputter time) was applied based on the good results in the 
high-resolution transfer using the micro chip (see III.4.4). Figure 56 
depicts the layout of an in situ synthesized test array and the 
corresponding fluorescence pattern obtained after immunostaining on 
the target membrane. 
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Figure 56 | Layout and purification of an in situ synthesized peptide array. 
a) The layout of the array contained a total of 16 x 40 spots. Two peptide epitopes were 
printed in the depicted pattern whereby only selected spots (red and green squares) 
obtained an N-terminal cysteine (HA=YPYDVPDYA and FLAG=DYKDDDDK). Thus, 
reference epitopes without an N-terminal cysteine (purple and brown squares) were 
present in the same array. To achieve a wider spot to spot spacing in the given laser 
printer raster, a tetra peptide (GDGA, grey squares) was inserted. All peptides were 
synthesized on a standard support equipped with the RAM linker. b) After transfer to a 
gold-coated PVDF membrane (20 s sputter time) immunostaining with the 
ATTO 680-anti-HA antibody (red) and FluoProbes 752-anti-FLAG (green) antibodies 
showed a specific transfer of the cysteine-terminated peptides. Compared to the 
intense HA staining the FLAG staining was almost not visible. c) Blocking the 
membrane with PVP instead of Rockland blocking buffer before the immunostaining 
and overnight incubation with the FluoProbes 752-anti-FLAG solution noticeably 
increased the obtained fluorescence intensity for both epitopes. 
 
The test array contained two peptide epitopes: HA (YPYDVPDYA) and 
FLAG (DYKDDDDK). Only a selected pattern of these epitopes was 
elongated with a cysteine in the final printing step. Accordingly, the 
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immunostaining after peptide transfer showed only the specific pattern 
of the cysteine-terminated peptides (Figure 56, b) which, in turn, 
indicated that the purification method could be applied to in situ 
synthesized arrays. However, compared to the intense HA staining, the 
FLAG staining showed very low fluorescence intensity. A lack in 
epitope-membrane distance due to the short N-terminal spacer length 
was assumed to hinder the anti-FLAG antibody in binding to the 
peptides. The spacer length is known to influence the antibody 
accessibility to immobilized peptides on gold surfaces.[175] On the other 
hand, a different quenching behaviour of the FluoProbes 752 dye 
(λex=748 nm, λem=772 nm) in close proximity to the gold surface could 
also have contributed to the low fluorescence intensity in the 
immunostaining. In a second purification transfer which was conducted 
in parallel, the receptor membrane was blocked with 1 % (m/v) 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) instead of the routinely applied Rockland 
blocking buffer. The PVP had a weight average molar mass (Mw) of  
around 40,000 g/mol which is rather low compared to the molecular 
weight of proteins in standard blocking buffers. Moreover, the 
incubation with FluoProbes 752-anti-FLAG was conducted overnight, 
whereas the staining with ATTO 680-anti-HA was performed as before. 
The fluorescence scan showed an improved staining of both epitopes 
(Figure 56, c) which could be attributed to a better accessibility of the 
peptides in the absence of bulky blocking agents. However, these are 
preliminary findings and further studies will have to focus on optimizing 
the conditions in applications of the purified peptide arrays. In 
summary, the peptide array purification method proved to be applicable 
to in situ synthesized arrays reaffirming the results obtained with the 
model peptide arrays. 
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III.5. Important Parameters in the Transfer 
 
The focus in the most recent work was placed on the development of a 
peptide array purification method and the proof-of-principle 
experiments. However, several parameters seemed to influence the 
quality of the array transfer and will need to be further optimized in the 
future. Therefore, the following chapter gives a brief overview of 
parameters which were considered to be crucial for the detection of 
peptides on the receptor membrane and the successful array 
purification. 
 
III.5.1. Blocking Agents 
 
In the transfer of peptides from the model arrays (see III.4.3), additional 
self-assembly of EG7-SH prior to routine blocking with Rockland 
blocking buffer led to an improvement in the immunostainings. The 
self-assembly of EG7-SH on the gold-coated membrane was routinely 
adopted into the peptide purification protocol and, therefore, further 
addressed in XPS. It was assumed that the EG7-SH helped to prevent 
nonspecific antibody adsorption and, therefore, decreased background 
in the immunostainings. Figure 57 shows a comparison of XP spectra 
measured on pieces of the same gold-coated PVDF membrane (20 s 
sputter time). The samples were treated with A) EtOH (reference), 
B) 2 mM EG7-SH in EtOH, C) 2 mM poly(ethylene glycol) methylether 
thiol (PEG-SH, Mn=2,000) in EtOH, and D) 1 % (m/v) PVP in water, at 
RT overnight. Besides the packing density, the arrangement of 
molecules, and the hydrophilicity of oligo(ethylene glycol) ether SAMs, 
the length of the EG chain is known to contribute to the protein 
repelling properties.[176-178] Therefore, the self-assembly of PEG-SH was 
considered to possibly render any further blocking of the membrane 
redundant.   
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Compared to the reference, the assembly of the two thiols (EG7-SH and 
PEG-SH) was indicated by an increase in O1s and C1s signal intensities 
(see Figure 57). Higher O1s and C1s signals were detected for PEG-SH 
which could be caused by the longer EG chains of these molecules. The 
adsorption of PVP was indicated by an additional N1s signal. However, 
only low amounts of PVP were probably adsorbed because the signal in 
the C1s area was approximately in the same range as the signal for 
EG7-SH self-assembly. In the F1s area, only weak signals were detected 
which indicates that the gold coating presumably covered most of the 
underlying PVDF in the analysis volume (also see III.3.2). The Au4f 
signals were attenuated by the thiol self-assembly and the PVP 
adsorption, whereby the strongest decrease in signal intensity was 
detected for the PEG-SH sample.  
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Figure 57 | C1s, N1s, O1s, F1s, and Au4f areas of gold-coated membranes with 
different surface blocking. Self-assembly of the two EG-containing thiols was 
indicated by signals in the C1s and O1s areas, whereby the higher signal was detected 
for the longer EG chain in PEG-SH (blue line). PVP adsorption caused an additional 
peak in the N1s area (green line). In general, blocking attenuated the Au4f signals, 
whereby the lowest signal was obtained for the PEG-SH sample. Only weak F1s 
signals indicated a dense gold-coating of the membrane. 
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Looking at the XP spectra, PEG-SH appears to yield the highest 
concentration of EG units on the membrane which could be connected 
with a higher resistance to protein adsorption. However, taking the 
higher number of EG units in PEG-SH (around 40-45) into account an 
even higher C1s and O1s was expected. Therefore, it can be assumed 
that EG7-SH is more densely packed than PEG-SH. Nevertheless, 
PEG-SH seemed to be an alternative to EG7-SH to achieve high protein 
resistance. However, a transfer experiment with an in situ synthesized 
array, which was conducted in parallel to the experiments described in 
III.4.5, the immunostaining showed no fluorescence signals on the 
receptor membrane which was blocked with PEG-SH instead of EG7-SH. 
Therefore, it was assumed that the coating formed by PEG-SH either 
prevented the antibodies from reaching the epitopes or displaced the 
peptides from the surface. As a consequence, blocking of the 
membranes was continued with EG7-SH. EG7-SH interfered neither with 
the transferred peptides nor with the immunostaining. The exact 
blocking potential of the EG7-SH SAM on the gold-coated membrane in 
the presence of proteins was not further addressed in this work because 
the self-assembly was obviously successful and, as mentioned before, 
the protein-repelling properties of such oligo(ethylene glycol) ether SAMs 
are well-known.[145, 178] However, an interesting task in the future would 
be the self-assembly of different protein-repelling thiols on the receptor 
membrane to study the impact on the blocking potential.   
 
Furthermore, replacement of Rockland blocking buffer with PVP seemed 
to provided better access for the antibodies if the spacer between 
epitope and cysteine was short. However, as mentioned above, these 
improvements have not been fully explored and will have to be further 
studied. 
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It must be mentioned that 
despite the specific transfer of in 
situ synthesized peptide arrays 
discussed in III.4.5, also 
nonspecific transfer can occur. 
Figure 58 shows a transfer to a 
receptor membrane with 100 nm 
pores in which also the peptides 
without cysteine became visible 
in the immunostaining (white 
circles, also see III.4.4, Figure 
56, a). In this experiment, the 
surface had only been blocked 
with the EG7-SH. No additional 
Rockland buffer was applied 
which made it likely that also 
signals within the pores of the receptor membrane were detected. The 
lack in binding specificity was attributed to insufficient washing after 
the transfer and a defective gold coating in the depth of the pores. 
However, also the pore size of the receptor membrane could play a role 
in the efficient removal of nonspecificly adsorbed peptides and synthesis 
fragments from the membrane. Purification of in situ synthesized arrays 
with a resolution of 700-800 peptide spots per cm² probably does not 
require the 100 nm pore size membranes which may hamper the 
removal on nonspecifically adsorbed species. Instead, such in situ 
synthesized arrays could be transferred to the 450 nm membrane which 
had been successfully used with the laser-printed model peptide arrays 
(III.4.3).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 58 | Nonspecific transfer of an 
in situ synthesized peptide array. The 
receptor membrane was only blocked with 
EG7 thiol after the transfer. Nonspecific 
peptide transfer became visible by signals 
of the “control” peptide epitopes without 
an N-terminal cysteine (white circles). The 
nonspecific transfer was presumably 
caused by insufficient washing of the 
membrane after the transfer or a defective 
gold coating inside the membrane pores.  
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III.5.2. Gold Thickness and Fluorescent Labels 
 
In principle, a dense gold coating is favorable with regard to a specific 
peptide transfer and an efficient blocking using EG-thiols. As mentioned 
in III.4.3 and III.4.4, the combination of gold thickness and fluorophor 
seems to affect the quality of the immunostaining. In general, the 
ATTO 680-anti-HA antibody, which was most frequently applied, 
showed good fluorescence signals if the membranes were sputter coated 
for 15-20 s corresponding to gold thicknesses between 22-47 nm on flat 
substrates (see III.3.2, Table 4). However, an experiment comparing the 
fluorescence of dyes on gold films of different thickness (20 and 30 s 
respectively) showed an interesting result. The array depicted in Figure 
56 was additionally stained with the Cy3-anti-FLAG (λex=550 nm, 
λem=570 nm) and Cy5-anti-HA (λex=643 nm, λem=667 nm) antibodies. 
A new array transfer to a receptor membrane with 30 s gold coating was 
first stained with the ATTO 680-anti-HA and FluoProbes 752-anti-FLAG 
antibodies, then with the Cy3-anti-FLAG and Cy5-anti-HA antibodies. 
The readout was conducted with the Odyssey Infrared Imager 
(ATTO 680 and FluoProbes 752) and the GenePix 4000B scanner 
(Cy3 and Cy5). Figure 59 shows a comparison of the fluorescence 
images.  
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Figure 59 | Comparison of dyes on 20 s (left) and 30 s (right) gold-coated 
membranes. a-b) Odyssey Infrared Imager scans only showed clear signals on the 
receptor membrane which had been sputter coated for 20 s (ATTO 680-anti-HA and 
FluoProbes 752-anti-FLAG antibodies). The scan of the 30 s gold-coated membrane 
revealed a high background in the 800 nm channel (green) which could be due to 
insufficient blocking. c-d) The GenePix 4000B scans revealed stronger signals of the 
Cy5-anti-HA antibody on the 30 s gold-coated receptor membrane. The Cy3-anti-FLAG 
antibody was not detected on either surface which could be due to a low accessibility, 
occupation of binding sites by the FluoProbes 752-anti-FLAG antibody, or quenching 
effects. The slightly visible “double signals” in d) were caused by accidental shifting of 
the slide in the transfer. 
 
The immunostainings showed that the ATTO 680-anti-HA and 
FluoProbes 752-anti-FLAG antibodies were clearly detectable on the 
20 s gold-coated receptor membrane but not on the 30 s gold-coated 
membrane. Here, high background in the 800 nm channel (green) was 
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visible which could be due to insufficient blocking. In contrast, the 
Cy5-anti-HA antibody in the GenePix 4000B scan showed better signals 
on the 30 s gold-coated receptor membrane which is why this 
membrane was used in the high-resolution chip transfer (see III.4.4).  
 
In summary, an efficient immunostaining appears to depend on several 
parameters: In terms of background the thickness of the gold coating, 
the blocking agents, the pore size of the membrane, and thorough 
washing are important parameters. Regarding intense fluorescence 
signals, the choice of fluorophor, the accessibility of the antibody i.e. 
the length of the N-terminal spacer attached to the peptide, and the 
distance between fluorophor and surface most likely play a role. As 
mentioned above, quenching in proximity to gold-surfaces is a known 
phenomenon.[174] However, the gold thickness in the present work could 
only be controlled via the sputter time. Variations in the gold thickness 
evidenced by slight color differences could not be avoided. To study the 
parameters summarized above, a more precise knowledge of the gold 
coating in terms of thickness and density inside the membrane pores 
would be required. 
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IV. Conclusion 
 
 
Conclusion 
The aim of the present work was to develop a purification method for 
combinatorially synthesized peptide arrays. This goal was achieved by 
transferring the peptide array to a second solid support whereby only 
full-length peptides were able to re-bind via an N-terminal cysteine. In 
general, the method is compatible with standard micro-particle based 
solid phase peptide synthesis (mpSPPS) and only few additional steps 
are required to allow for peptide purification: The solid support was 
equipped with a standard acid-labile linker, the RAM linker, which 
could be cleaved after the peptide synthesis in the course of the 
side-chain deprotection using TFA. Coupling and cleavage of the RAM 
linker proved to be easily achieved in the peptide array synthesis, 
whereas the implementation of the physiologically cleavable HBA linker 
was not successful. Furthermore, an N-terminal cysteine was added to 
the peptides in the last synthesis step. Due to the protecting group 
strategy and routine acylation steps, only full-length peptides should 
obtain this “key”-sequence which was implicitly required for the 
purification effect in the transfer. The transfer of entire arrays was 
achieved by using flexible PVDF membranes which could be soaked 
with the required TFA medium and brought into close contact with the 
synthesis support. According to the developed method, the peptide 
array is simply placed on top of such a piece of TFA-soaked membrane 
in order to simultaneously initiate the transfer the entire array as well 
as the cleavage of side-chain protecting groups. To allow for the specific 
transfer of only the cysteine-terminated peptides, the membranes were 
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additionally coated with a thin gold-layer. Peptides with the N-terminal 
cysteine could, thus, rebind across a thiol-gold bond which was found 
to be compatible with the TFA-acidic conditions. Specific transfer of 
peptide arrays could be demonstrated down to a resolution of 10,000 
peptide spots per cm². Even at such high-resolutions the array quality 
was not diminished by lateral diffusion suggesting that arrays of even 
higher resolution could be purified by this method in the future.  
 
Outlook 
In principle, the purification method can be directly applied to obtain 
high-quality and high-complexity peptide arrays. Moreover, the method 
is not limited to peptide arrays synthesized by the micro particle-based 
approach but could also be used to purify arrays synthesized by the 
SPOT technique.  
To further optimize the method with respect to the desired application 
of the peptide arrays, several tasks remain. First of all, an automation 
of the transfer process would be favorable: Although the described 
technique was applicable for the highly-resolved arrays on micro chips, 
an automation of the process would reduce the risk of shifting of the 
support. Moreover, the gold-coating of the membrane is the key 
requisite for the purification effect in the transfer of peptides because it 
allows for a specific re-binding of full-length array members. The 
gold-coating was applied by sputter coating and, thus, the film 
thickness could only be estimated by the sputter time and the resulting 
color of the gold membrane. The sputter time is a good parameter when 
flat substrates are coated, but for porous membranes a more detailed 
analysis of the gold thickness in the depth of the structure is required. 
In the present work, sputter times between 15 and 30 s corresponding 
to an approximate gold thickness of 22-47 nm on flat substrates 
showed good transfer results. However, nonspecific transfer could also 
occur which was assumed to be an effect of inhomogeneous coating in 
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the depth of the membrane pores. Furthermore, the effect of the gold 
coating on the fluorescence of standard fluorophores has to be further 
studied. In typical applications of peptide arrays, analytes are labelled 
with a fluorophor to detect interaction with the array. The presence of a 
gold surface can lead to fluorescence quenching rendering this detection 
method inefficient. Therefore, a more detailed understanding of the 
fluorescence behaviour in correlation to the gold thickness on a 
membrane is desired. In this context, also the length of spacer 
sequences at the N-terminus of the peptides is assumed to have a 
considerable impact. The distance of the binding site to the surface 
determines whether the peptide is accessible to the analyte molecules 
and whether the fluorescence of the dye can be quenched.  
Another task in the future will be the homogenization of the peptide 
amount per synthesis spot in the array. As described in the 
introduction, the amount per spot is strictly dependent on the synthesis 
efficiency which, in turn, depends on the target sequence. If there is 
always an excess of full-length peptides relative to the number of 
specific binding sites on the receptor membrane, the transfer method 
could also be used to balance the amount of peptides per spot.  
 
Although some parameters have yet to be further investigated, the 
method already yields high-quality peptide arrays in a fast and simple 
manner. The technique can be applied to any peptide array synthesized 
according to the Nα-Fmoc strategy and it allows for one-step purification 
of entire peptide libraries. Thus, this work paved the way for the routine 
production of high-purity and high-density peptide arrays. Such arrays 
can help to advance the field of genomics and biomedical research in 
the future.  
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V. Materials & Methods 
 
 
V.1. Devices & Measuring Parameters 
 
V.1.1. UV/Vis Spectrometry 
 
UV/Vis spectra were measured with the SmartSpec Plus spectrometer 
(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich/Germany). For the measurements 
disposable UV cuvettes (neoLab GmbH, Heidelberg/Germany) with a 
transparency between 220 and 900 nm were applied. To determine DGs 
according to the PDFA method (see II.3.1) the respective surface was 
typically covered with a defined volume of 20 % (v/v) piperidine in DMF. 
After 20 min incubation time at least two 100 µL samples of the 
solution were pipetted into UV cuvettes and directly measured at 
301 nm. The DG was calculated based on the extinction (see II.3.1, 
Equation 1). 
 
V.1.2. Ellipsometry 
 
Film thicknesses were measured with the M-44 multiple wavelength 
ellipsometer (J. A. Woollam Co. Inc., Lincoln, NE/USA). The samples 
were aligned at a nominal incidence angle of 75 ° to the surface normal. 
SAM and polymer layer thicknesses were determined using the 
appendant WVASE software and a single CAUCHY model layer.[111] Clean 
Si(100) wafers kept in air are usually covered with a 21-25 Ǻ thin SiO2 
layer[110, 112] on which SAMs of organo-silanes can be assembled as an 
anchor group for polymers (see II.2.2). The thickness of the polymer 
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coating in such multilayered systems was determined by measuring the 
sample against a UV-cleaned reference wafer (silicon bulk + silicon 
oxide). Assuming homogeneous molecular packing (silicon bulk + silicon 
oxide + organic layer) the CAUCHY model was used to fit the thicknesses 
of the organic layers (see II.3.2, Equation 7). 
 
V.1.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy 
 
The device was a LEO 1530 Scanning Electron Microscope (Carl Zeiss 
SMT AG, Oberkochen/Germany). SEM images were taken with support 
by Hacı Osman GÜVENC.  
 
V.1.4. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
 
The instrument used was a MAX 200 with a LHS 12 spectrometer 
(Leybold-Heraeus GmbH, Hanau/Germany) equipped with an Al Kα and 
a Mg Kα X-ray source (respective energies: 1486.6 eV and 1253.6 eV) 
and a Specs EA200 multi-channeltron detector. Measurements were 
performed with either Al or Mg anode using the standard parameters 
displayed in Table 5. Dependent on the type of material shifts in the 
peak position occurred. For example, peaks in the spectra of pristine 
PVDF membranes were shifted by up to +11 eV due to charging effects. 
Therefore, start and end energy were adapted to the peak position and 
the shape of the peak in the narrow scans. First an overview spectrum 
was measured: In case, a shift of more than 1 eV from the expected 
peak position was observed, the parameters for both start and end 
energy were adapted to the shift and the peak shape, respectively.  
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Table 5 | Standard parameters for XPS measurements 
 
start 
energy 
end 
energy 
step 
width 
dwell 
time 
pass 
energy orbital 
[eV] [eV] [meV] [ms] [eV] 
scans 
overview 1000 -4.8 400 10 96 3 
Au4f 108 63 200 40 48 20 
Br3p 200 174 200 250 48 20 
C1s 302 273 200 100 48 20 
F1s 706 676 200 40 48 20 
N1s 410 390 200 250 48 20 
O1s 541 521 200 40 48 20 
Si2p 110 89 200 100 48 20 
 
All spectra were subsequently normalized with a device specific 
transmission function because the sensitivity of the detector is 
dependent on the energy region. The spectra were then processed in the 
Microcal Origin 3.78 software (Microcal Software Inc., Northampton, 
MA/USA) with the appendant peak fitting module. All spectra measured 
on silicon wafers or glass substrates were normalized to the alkylic C1s 
signal at 284.6 eV. Spectra of PVDF membranes were normalized to the 
CH2 signal at 286.3 eV,[164] whereas spectra measured on gold-coated 
membranes were normalized to the Au4f 7/2 signal at 84.21 eV.[179] 
Integration for the quantitative analysis of the signals was also 
performed with the Origin peak fitting module. A SHIRLEY baseline 
substraction[180] taking a discontinuity at the respective peak maximum 
into account was conducted prior to integration. The cross-sections and 
attenuation lengths used for quantitative analyses according to 
Equation 12 (see II.3.4) are listed in Table 6. Measurements for 
quantitative analyses were performed using the Al anode.   
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Table 6 | Ionization cross-sections and attenuation lengths for atomic orbitals in 
spectra measured with the Al anode (X-ray photon energy: 1486.6 eV). 
 
orbital σA(Eb)[122] λA(Eb) [Ǻ] 
C1s 1.00 24.0 
N1s 1.80 21.5 
O1s 3.08 20.3 
F1s 4.43 19.7 
 
V.1.5. Sputter Coating 
 
Membranes were sputter-coated using the MED 020 Modular High 
Vacuum Coating System (Bal-Tec AG (Leica Microsystems), 
Wetzlar/Germany) in the group of Prof. Dr. SPATZ (University of 
Heidelberg/Germany). Fitted pieces of Immobilon-P and Durapore 
membranes, respectively, were arranged on the sample holder. The 
device was evacuated to less than 2 x 10-4 mbar and the argon pressure 
was set to 5 x 10-2 mbar. Sputter coating with gold was executed at 
60 mA for 15-35 s. Gold-coated surfaces were stored under argon 
atmosphere. 
 
V.1.6. Fluorescence Scans 
 
Fluorescence scans were either performed with the Odyssey Infrared 
Imager (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE/USA) or the GenePix 4000B 
Microarray Scanner (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA/USA).  
 
Odyssey Infrared Imager 
The Odyssey Infrared Imager is equipped with two solid state laser 
simultaneously providing light excitation at 685 and 785 nm. 
Accordingly, the Odyssey was used to scan samples stained with the 
ATTO 680, ATTO 700, IRDye 700DX, IRDye 800CW, and 
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FluoProbes 752 dyes. To ensure good contact between the membranes 
and scanner plate the membranes were weighted with a low 
fluorescence glass plate (Sigma-Aldrich GmbH, Steinheim/Germany). 
The Odyssey Infrared Imager was routinely set to 21 µm resolution and 
a detector intensity of 6.0. Image brightness, contrast, and color were 
adjusted in the Odyssey Application Software 3.0 (V. 3.0.21). To 
compare the fluorescence intensity measured on different membranes, 
the membranes were always scanned in one run and the entire image 
was adjusted. Quantitative analyses were performed with the GenePix 
Pro 6.0 Acquisition and Analysis Software. The images were imported 
and the automated irregular feature recognition was used to obtain the 
background-corrected mean fluorescence intensity of all spots in an 
array. 
 
GenePix 4000B Microarray Scanner 
The GenePix 4000B scanner is a microscopy slide scanner equipped 
with two solid state lasers providing simultaneous light excitation at 
532 and 635 nm. The scanner was applied to scan samples labelled 
with the Cy3 and Cy5 dyes. To scan pieces of glass slides or membranes 
the samples had to be glued to microscopy slides using Spray Mount 
(3M Deutschland GmbH, Neuss/Germany) so that the samples could be 
fixed in the sample holder. Image acquisition was performed with the 
GenePix Pro 6.0 Acquisition and Analysis Software. The scanner was set 
to a resolution of 5 µm, 33 % scan power, and PMT (photo multiplier 
tube) values of 500-700 depending on the fluorescence intensity in a 
pre-scan. Furthermore, the focus offset was adjusted for best acuity.   
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V.1.7. Spotting Robot 
 
The peptide arrays were spotted by Christian SCHMIDT (DKFZ) using the 
BioChip Arrayer (PerkinElmer Life Sciences, Boston, MA/USA) with a 
single PiezoTip. The volume per spot was set to 0.5 nL. Each peptide 
solution was prepared in filtered phosphate buffer (pH 7.0, 7 mM) and 
filled in Small Volume 384 Well Plates (Greiner Bio-One GmbH, 
Frickenhausen/Germany). 
 
V.1.8. Equipment for the Micro Chip-based Synthesis 
 
The setup for the micro chip-based peptide array synthesis consisted of 
custom-built coupling chambers with two gas valves, custom-built 
washing chambers, and Teflon shields. The design of this special 
equipment is described elsewhere in more detail.[58] Moreover, circuit 
boards and bonding wires designed at the Kirchhoff Institute for Physics 
(University of Heidelberg, Germany) and manufactured at Würth 
Elektronik GmbH & Co KG (Niedernhall/Germany) were used.  
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V.2. Materials 
 
V.2.1. Chemicals & Solvents 
 
Py (99+ %, Acros Organics) and DyLight 680-streptavidin (Pierce Protein 
Research Products) were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific 
(Geel/Belgium). KOH (p.a.) and DCM (≥99.8 %, anhydrous) were 
purchased from Applichem GmbH (Darmstadt/Germany). DMF (peptide 
grade) and TFA (99.9 %) were purchased from Biosolve BV 
(Valkenswaard/Netherlands). To obtain anhydrous DMF for large scale 
reactions the DMF was dried over molecular sieve (4 Ǻ) purchased from 
Carl Roth GmbH  (Karlsruhe/Germany). Si(100) wafers were obtained 
from Georg-Albert PVD GmbH (Silz/Germany). Fmoc-β-alanine (99.4 %) 
was purchased from Iris Biotech GmbH (Marktredwitz/Germany). 
KCl (99.5 %) and PVP (Mw=40,000 g/mol) were obtained from 
Merck KGaA (Darmstadt/Germany). DATT (≥98 %), HBTU, 
MMA (≥99 %), PMDETA (≥98 %), TEGMME (≥97 %), and the RAM linker 
were obtained from Merck Schuchardt OHG (Hohenbrunn/Germany). 
Durapore filters (0.1 µm pore size, 90 mm in diameter) and Immobilon-P 
membranes (0.45 µm pore size) were purchased from Millipore 
Corporation (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt/Germany). HOBt (anhydrous) was 
obtained from Molekula Ltd. (Dorset/UK). DMSO (≥99.8 %), 
Ac2O (≥99 %), KH2PO4 (≥99 %), NaH2PO4·2 H2O (≥98 %), and 
toluene (≥99.5 %) were purchased from Carl Roth GmbH  
(Karlsruhe/Germany). Circular filter papers (3 hw) were obtained from 
Sartorius AG (Göttingen/Germany).  
 
(3-Aminopropyl)triethoxy silane (≥98 %), 2-propanol (p.a.), 
3-GPS (≥98 %), acetone (p.a.), β-mercaptoethanol (≥99 %), 
Cu(OAc)2 (98 %), CuCl (≥99 %), DCM (p.a.), DIC (99 %), DIPEA (≥98 %), 
DMF (anhydrous, 99.8 %, used for small scale reactions), 
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EG7-SH (≥95 %), EtOH (p.a.), HBA linker (≥95 %), MeOH (p.a), 
NaCl (≥99 %), NBS (99 %), hexane (anhydrous, 95 %), NMI (>99 %), 
N-propylamine (≥99 %), PEGMA (Mn≈360 g/mol), 
PEG-SH (Mn≈2,000 g/mol), piperidine (99 %), PTES (≥98 %), 
PVA (≥98 %), SMCC (≥98 %), TFAA (≥99 %), triethylamine (≥99.5 %), 
TWEEN 20, and α-bromoisobutyryl bromide (98 %) were obtained from 
Sigma-Aldrich GmbH (Steinheim/Germany). All chemicals and solvents 
were used without further purification.  
 
Nitrogen (5.0, P200) and argon (5.0, P200) were purchased from 
Guttroff GmbH (Wertheim-Reicholzheim/Germany). For washing steps 
and buffers solely Milli-Q-filtered water (Millipore Corporation, 
Merck KGaA, Darmstadt/Germany, resistivity ~18.2 MΩcm) was used. 
 
V.2.2. Micro Chips 
 
“Peptide Chip 5” was designed at the Kirchhoff Institute for Physics 
(University of Heidelberg, Germany) and produced at ON Semiconductor 
(Phoenix, AZ/USA). 
 
V.2.3. Amino Acid Micro Particles 
 
Amino acid micro particles were produced by Dr. Simon FERNANDEZ and 
Daniela RAMBOW at the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ, 
Heidelberg/Germany). Compounds for the toner production were 
obtained from the following companies: Fmoc-protected and 
Opfp-activated amino acids (Sigma-Aldrich GmbH, Steinheim/Germany, 
and Merck KGaA, Darmstadt/Germany), polymer resin (SLEC PLT 7552, 
Sekisui GmbH, Düsseldorf/Germany), pyrazolone orange (ABCR GmbH, 
Karlsruhe/Germany), and Aerosil silica nano particles (Aerosil 812, 
hydrophobic, Evonik Degussa GmbH, Essen/Germany). For more 
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detailed information on the composition and production of the particles 
reference is made to the literature.[45-46]  
 
V.2.4. Pre-synthesized Peptides 
 
All pre-synthesized peptides were produced by Dr. Rüdiger PIPKORN and 
Mario KOCH in the Genomics & Proteomics Core Facility (German Cancer 
Research Center (DKFZ), Heidelberg/Germany).  
 
V.2.5. Buffers & Antibodies 
 
Phosphate Buffers 
Phosphate buffers were prepared with equimolar solutions of KH2PO4 
and Na2HPO4·2 H2O. The two solutions were mixed in a respective ratio 
to obtain the desired pH. If required, additional 0.05 % (v/v) TWEEN 20 
were added.  
 
PBS-T 
0.15 M phosphate buffer saline (PBS) containing additional 0.05 % (v/v) 
TWEEN 20 (PBS-T) was freshly prepared before use. 8.00 g NaCl 
(137.0 mmol), 0.20 g KCl (2.7 mmol), 1.44 g Na2HPO4·2 H2O (8.1 mmol), 
and 0.20 g KH2PO4 (1.5 mmol) were solved in water. The solution was 
adjusted to pH 7.4 with HCl and then filled up to 1 L. After filtration 
500 µL TWEEN 20 were added under constant stirring.  
 
Rockland buffer 
Rockland Blocking Buffer for Fluorescent Western-Blotting (Rockland 
buffer) was obtained from Rockland Immunochemicals Inc. (Gilbertsville, 
PA/USA) and used as received. 
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Antibodies 
The monoclonal mouse-anti-HA 12CA5 IgG antibody (anti-HA) was 
obtained from Dr. Gerd MOLDENHAUER (German Cancer Research Center 
(DKFZ), Heidelberg/Germany).  The monoclonal mouse-anti-FLAG M2 
IgG antibody (anti-FLAG) was purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich GmbH (Steinheim/Germany). Fluorescent labels were 
attached by Jürgen KRETSCHMER (German Cancer Research Center 
(DKFZ), Heidelberg/Germany) using commercial labeling kits and the 
respective protocols which were recommended by the manufacturers. 
Labeling kits for the ATTO 680 and ATTO 700 dyes were obtained from 
ATTO-TEC GmbH (Siegen/Germany). Labeling kits for the Lightning-Link 
Cy3 and Cy5 dyes and the FluoProbes 752 dye were purchased from 
Innova Biosciences Ltd. (Cambridge/UK). The IRDye 700DX labelling kit 
was obtained from LI-COR Biosciences (Lincoln, NE/USA).  
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V.3. Methods 
 
V.3.1. Preparation of Synthesis Surfaces 
 
In the present work, different solid supports with different formats were 
equipped with synthesis coatings. The derivatization of microchips 
(2 x 2 cm²) and Si(100) wafers was routinely performed in petri dishes 
(V≈50 mL). Microscopy slides were treated in batches of 40 slides in 
custom-built Teflon containers (V≈200 mL, also see III.1.3, Figure 22). 
The 22 x 21 cm² glass slides used in the laser printer were coated in 
batches of 14 slides in custom-built glass containers (V≈2.5 L, also see 
III.1.3, Figure 23). To keep oxygen- or moisture-sensitive reactions 
under inert gas atmosphere the respective containers were placed in a 
desiccator. The desiccator was typically brought to inert gas atmosphere 
before and after addition of the reaction mixture by evacuating and 
flooding with argon up to three times. Additional desiccant (Silica Gel,  
Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe/Germany) was applied for 
moisture-sensitive reactions. For silanization and siATRP two different 
containers were applied to avoid coating of the container.   
 
V.3.1.1. Cleaning & Activation 
 
Glass surfaces were cleaned and activated by overnight treatment with 
1 M KOH in 2-propanol. The surfaces were intensively washed with 
water, rinsed with acetone, and then dried in a stream of air. After 
heating to 110 °C for 30 min, the surfaces were allowed to cool to RT 
under inert gas atmosphere. 
Micro chip surfaces and Si(100) wafers were activated by UV irradiation 
for 1h in air. UV irradiation was generated with a 150 W mercury 
vapour lamp (Heraeus Noblelight GmbH, Hanau/Germany, model TQ 
150, purchased from UV-Consulting Peschl, Mainz/Germany). The 
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surface was put in about 4 cm distance from the lamp. Si(100) wafers 
were treated for 2 h, whereby the wafer was slightly disarranged each 
30 min to evenly irradiate the entire surface. After cooling to RT 
activated surfaces were directly silanized. 
 
V.3.1.2. Synthesis of the Bromine Silane 
 
2-Bromo-N-(3-triethoxysilyl propyl) isobutyramide (bromine silane) was 
synthesized according to the following protocol: 2.77 mL TEA (20 mmol, 
2.024 g) and 4.68 mL APTES (20 mmol, 4.427 g) were solved in 
anhydrous DCM (70 mL) in a nitrogen flask and cooled to -80 °C. 
Subsequently, a solution of 2.47 mL α-bromoisobutyryl bromide 
(20 mmol, 4.598 g) in anhydrous dichloromethane (30 mL) was added 
dropwise under constant stirring. After warming to room temperature, 
the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The residue was 
dissolved in anhydrous hexane (50 mL) and stirred for 30 min. 
Precipitates were filtered from the solution under inert gas atmosphere 
using a fritted funnel with a sintered glass disc (fine pore size). Then the 
solution was concentrated under reduced pressure. The remaining 
brownish oil was distilled under vacuum. The product is colorless oil. 
1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ=0.63 (t, 3J=7.5 Hz, 2H), 1.19 (m, 9H), 1.65 
(m, 2H), 1.91 (s, 6H), 3.23 (m, 2H), 3.75 (m, 6H), 6.85 ppm (s(br), 1H); 13C-
NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): δ=7.75, 18.28, 22.69, 32.62, 42.59, 58.46, 63.33, 
171.86 ppm. 
 
V.3.1.3. Self-assembly of the Bromine Silane 
 
A solution of 2 mM bromine silane and 8 mM PTES in anhydrous DCM 
was prepared and directly added to the activated dry surfaces. The 
surfaces were left to react overnight under argon atmosphere. 
Subsequently, the DCM was stepwise replaced with ethanol. The 
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surfaces were washed three times for 5 min each with ethanol, two 
times for 2 min each with acetone, dried in a stream of compressed air, 
and then baked in a pre-heated oven at 110 °C for 2 h. After cooling to 
RT the slides were either directly coated by siATRP or stored at 4 °C 
under argon atmosphere.    
 
V.3.1.4. siATRP for 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA Coatings 
 
10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA films were grafted on the silanized surfaces 
according to the following protocol: 2.88 mL PEGMA (8.75 mmol, 
3.17 g), 8.38 mL MMA (78.75 mmol, 7.89 g), 91 µL PMDETA 
(0.44 mmol, 76 mg) and 620 µL TEGMME (3.96 mmol, 650 mg) were 
mixed in 37 mL DMSO in a nitrogen flask. The solution was degassed 
by evacuating the flask and floating it with argon three times. 44 mg 
CuCl (0.44 mmol) were added in argon counter stream. The solution 
was stirred until the copper was completely solved. Meanwhile, the 
container with the surfaces was brought to inert gas atmosphere in a 
desiccator. The solution was then quickly added to the surfaces. The 
desiccator was thoroughly evacuated and flooded with argon three 
times. The polymerization was left to react for 20 h at RT. Subsequently, 
the surfaces were washed five times for 5 min each with DMSO, 
two times for 5 min each with MeOH, and two times for 10 min each 
with water. After rinsing with acetone, the surfaces were blown dry in a 
stream of compressed air and stored at 4 °C under argon atmosphere.  
 
For polymerizations on microscopy slides or laser printer glass slides 
the reaction was up-scaled to the required volume. A piece of silanized 
Si(100) was added to the reaction as a reference to determine the 
respective film thickness via ellipsometry, if the siATRP was conducted 
on glass. 
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V.3.1.5. Coupling of Fmoc-β-alanine 
 
To couple Fmoc-β-alanine to the 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-OH coatings, 
a solution of 0.1 M Fmoc-β-alanine in anhydrous DMF was prepared in 
a nitrogen flask. 1.2 eq DIC (0.12 M) was added and the solution was 
stirred for 5 min. Subsequently, 2 eq NMI (0.4 M) was added. The 
solution was directly added to the surfaces. The respective container 
was placed in a desiccator and brought to inert gas atmosphere. The 
surfaces were left to react overnight. Afterwards the surfaces were 
washed three times for 5 min each with DMF. To cap residual hydroxyl 
groups, the slides were directly incubated in a solution of 10 % (v/v) 
Ac2O, 20 % (v/v) DIPEA, and 70 % (v/v) DMF overnight. After washing 
five times for 5 min each with DMF and two times for 2 min each with 
MeOH the surfaces were dried in a stream of compressed air. Before 
further use, the Fmoc protecting groups were cleaved by incubating the 
surfaces in a solution of 20 % (v/v) piperidine in DMF for 20 min. The 
Fmoc cleavage was followed by washing three times for 5 min each with 
DMF and two times for 3 min each with MeOH. For the peptide 
synthesis, the whole procedure was repeated up to three times to 
sequentially couple β-alanine residues as a spacer to the surface. 
Derivatized surfaces were stored at 4 °C under argon atmosphere. 
 
V.3.1.6. AEG3 SAMs 
 
Assembly from Solution 
A solution of 30 mM 3-GPS in anhydrous DCM was prepared and added 
to the activated dry surfaces. The surfaces were left to react overnight in 
a desiccator under argon atmosphere. Subsequently, the surfaces were 
washed three times for 2 min each with DCM. A solution of 20 % (v/v) 
DATT in anhydrous DMF was directly added to the surfaces without 
drying. The surfaces were allowed to react overnight (or 24 h). Then, the 
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samples were washed five times for 5 min each with DMF, two times for 
3 min each with MeOH, rinsed with acetone, and dried in a stream of 
compressed air. AEG3-coated surfaces were stored at 4 °C under argon 
atmosphere.  
 
“Sandwich-Technique” 
The 3-GPS SAM could also be self-assembled on microscopy slides by 
pipetting 50 µL pure 3-GPS on an activated dry microscopy slide. The 
slide was covered with another microscopy slide and left to react for 2 h 
in a desiccator under argon atmosphere. Subsequently, the slides were 
separated and treated as described above. 
 
V.3.2. Coupling of Cleavable Linkers 
 
V.3.2.1. Coupling of the HBA linker 
 
To couple the HBA linker a solution of 0.2 M Fmoc-HBA in anhydrous 
DMF was prepared. The same volume of a solution of 0.2 M PyBOP and 
0.2 M HOBt in anhydrous was added. The solution was mixed for 5 
min. Subsequently, 0.2 M DIPEA were added. The amino-terminated 
surfaces were placed in an appropriate container, brought to argon 
atmosphere in a desiccator, and directly covered with the freshly 
prepared solution. A micro chip was usually covered with 500 µL inside 
a washing chamber, whereas microscopy slides were placed in a petri 
dish and covered with 1 mL of the solution each. After overnight 
incubation the surfaces were directly treated with a solution of 
10 % (v/v) PVA, 20 % (v/v) DIPEA, and 70 % (v/v) DMF for 30 min. The 
surfaces were washed three times for 5 min each with DMF, two times 
for 3 min each with acetone, and then dried in a stream of compressed 
air. The surfaces were either stored at 4 °C under argon atmosphere or 
deprotected for the first amino acid coupling. To cleave the Fmoc 
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protecting group, the surfaces were rocked in a solution of 20 % (v/v) 
piperidine in DMF for 30 min, followed by washing three times for 5 min 
each with DMF, two times for 3 min each with MeOH, and drying in a 
stream of compressed air.  
 
V.3.2.2. Coupling of the RAM linker 
 
To couple the RAM linker to 10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA-NH2 films a 0.1 M 
solution of Fmoc-RAM in anhydrous DMF was prepared in a nitrogen 
flask. 1.2 eq DIC (0.12 M) was added and the solution was stirred for 
5 min. Subsequently, 2 eq NMI (0.4 M) was added. The surfaces were 
placed in an appropriate container and brought to argon atmosphere in 
a desiccator. The solution was added and the desiccator was again 
evacuated and flooded with argon three times. Microscopy slides were 
usually coated in batches of 40 slides in a Teflon container, whereas 
micro chips were covered with 500 µL inside a washing chamber. After 
overnight incubation, the surfaces were treated with a solution of 
10 % (v/v) Ac2O, 20 % (v/v) DIPEA, and 70 % (v/v) DMF for 30 min. The 
surfaces were washed three times for 5 min each with DMF, two times 
for 3 min each with acetone, and then dried in a stream of compressed 
air. The surfaces were either stored at 4 °C under argon atmosphere or 
deprotected for the first amino acid coupling. To cleave the Fmoc 
protecting group, the surfaces were rocked in a solution of 20 % (v/v) 
piperidine in DMF for 30 min, followed by washing three times for 5 min 
each with DMF, two times for 3 min each with MeOH, and drying in a 
stream of compressed air.  
 
V.3.3. Coupling of SMCC & Spotting 
 
A solution of 10 mM SMCC in anhydrous DMF was prepared.  Slides 
bearing the HBA linker were placed in a petri dish, brought to argon 
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atmosphere in a desiccator, and directly covered with 1 mL of the SMCC 
solution each. After overnight incubation under argon atmosphere the 
surfaces were washed three times for 5 min each with DMF, two times 
for 2 min each with MeOH, and then dried in a stream of compressed 
air. The slides were either stored at 4 °C under argon atmosphere or 
directly incubated in phosphate buffer (pH 7.0, 7 mM) for 30 min before 
spotting.  
After the peptide spotting, the slides were allowed to react for additional 
30 min and then rocked for 30 min in a solution of 50 mM 
β-mercaptoethanol in phosphate buffer (pH 7.0, 7 mM). The slides were 
washed three times for 5 min each in phosphate buffer, two times for 
5 min each in EtOH, and then dried in a stream of compressed air.  
 
V.3.4. Cleavage of the HBA Linker 
 
Standard Cleavage 
To destabilize the HBA linker a solution of 10 mM NBS and 16 mM py 
in anhydrous DCM was prepared. The samples were placed in a petri 
dish and brought to argon atmosphere in a desiccator. Subsequently, 
the solution was added and the desiccator was gently rocked for 
10 min. The surfaces were washed three times for 2 min each with 
anhydrous DCM and then dried in a stream of argon. The surfaces were 
either directly incubated in phosphate buffer (pH 8.0, 0.07 M, 
0.05 % (v/v) TWEEN 20) to cleave the linker or stored at 4 °C under 
argon atmosphere. 
 
Alternative Cleavage 
In the cleavage of spotted peptide arrays, four literature-known cleavage 
agents were tested.[101, 160] Based on an estimated amount of 5 nmol 
HBA per array, the following reactions were conducted (also see III.2.3): 
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A) A reference array was rocked in DCM for 2 h in air.  
B) An array was rocked in 1 mL of a solution of 2.5 mM Cu(OAc)2 in 
N-propylamine for 2 h in air. 
C) An array was rocked in 1 mL of a solution of 10 mM NBS and 
10 mM py in DCM for 45 min. Subsequently, the array was 
rocked in MeOH overnight. 
D) An array was rocked in 1 mL of a solution of 15 mM NBS and 
50 mM py in DCM for 10 min. Subsequently, the array was 
rocked in phosphate buffer (pH 8.0, 0.07 M, 0.05 % (v/v) 
TWEEN 20) overnight. 
E) An array was rocked in 1 mL of a solution of 2.5 M Cu(OAc)2 in 
N-propylamine for 2 h in air. 
 
All samples were additionally washed two times for 2 min each with the 
respective solvent, two times for 2 min each with MeOH, and then dried 
in a stream of compressed air. Sample D) was washed with water 
instead of MeOH to remove residual buffer salts. 
 
V.3.5. Micro Particle-based Peptide Synthesis 
 
Micro particles containing the Opfp-activated and Fmoc-protected 
amino acids were selectively addressed onto the linker-modified 
surfaces either using the laser printer[45] or the micro chip technique[46, 
55, 58]. The arrays on microscopy slides (see III.4.1, Figure 46) were 
printed by Dr. Thomas FELGENHAUER (PEPperPRINT GmbH, 
Heidelberg/Germany) according to established protocols[45] using the 
prototype of the laser printer. The peptide synthesis on the 22 x 21 cm² 
glass slides was commissioned to the company PEPperPRINT GmbH 
(Heidelberg/Germany).[181] In the micro chip approach, the particle 
deposition on “Peptide Chip 5” was conducted by Felix LÖFFLER 
according to the published protocol.[55] After each particle deposition 
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step, the deposition pattern was checked. Then, the solid supports were 
transferred into a pre-heated oven and allowed to react at 90 °C for 90 
min under nitrogen atmosphere. After cooling to room temperature, 
unreacted amino groups were directly capped with 10 % (v/v) Ac2O, 
20 % (v/v) DIPEA, and 70 % (v/v) DMF: Microscopy glass slides were 
rocked in an excess of this mixture for 30 min, whereas micro chips 
were first treated for 5 min, then for additional 20 min with newly 
added solution. Subsequently, the surfaces were washed two times for 
5 min each with DMF and 5 min with acetone. The surfaces were either 
stored at 4 °C under argon atmosphere or directly deprotected for the 
next coupling cycle. To cleave the Fmoc protecting group, the 
microscopy slides were rocked in a solution of 20 % (v/v) piperidine in 
DMF for 20 min. Micro chips were equally treated with for 30 min. 
Subsequently, the surfaces were washed three times for 5 min each 
with DMF, two times for 3 min each with MeOH, and then blown dry in 
a stream of compressed air. The next particle deposition was performed 
or a pre-synthesized peptide was coupled from solution as described in 
the next protocol. 
 
V.3.6. Coupling of Peptides from Solution 
 
To couple the pre-synthesized HA epitope 
(Fmoc-NH-GGGYPYDVPDYAGGG-OH) to arrays of glycine and alanine 
spots, respectively, a solution of 1 mM peptide in anhydrous DMF was 
prepared. The same volume of a solution of 10 mM HOBt and 10 mM 
HBTU was added. The solution was mixed for 5 min. Subsequently, 
10 mM DIPEA were added. The surface was placed in an appropriate 
container, brought to argon atmosphere in a desiccator, and directly 
covered with the freshly prepared solution. A micro chip was usually 
covered with 500 µL inside a washing chamber, whereas microscopy 
slides were placed in a petri dish and covered with 1 mL of the solution 
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each. After overnight incubation the surfaces were directly treated with 
a solution of 10 % (v/v) Ac2O, 20 % (v/v) DIPEA, and 70 % (v/v) DMF for 
30 min. The surfaces were washed three times for 5 min each with 
DMF, two times for 3 min each with acetone, and then dried in a stream 
of compressed air. To cleave the Fmoc protecting group, the surfaces 
were rocked in a solution of 20 % (v/v) piperidine in DMF for 30 min, 
followed by washing three times for 5 min each with DMF, two times for 
3 min each with MeOH, and drying. Subsequently, the cysteine pattern 
was applied as described in the previous protocol. 
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V.3.7. Peptide Array Transfer & Purification 
 
A piece of gold-coated PVDF was put on top of a circular filter paper 
inside a petri dish (also see III.4.2, Figure 47). Filter paper and 
membrane were soaked with 1000 µL (500 µL) 50 % (v/v) TFA in 
toluene. The array was immediately placed on the membrane face down, 
weighted, and left for the desired transfer time (10-45 min). After the 
transfer membrane and array were carefully separated. The membrane 
was directly incubated in a solution 50 % (v/v) TFA and steadily rocked 
to completely cleave the side-chain protecting groups. Subsequently, 
the samples were washed five times for 5 min each with toluene, two 
times for 2 min each with DCM, one time for 2 min in EtOH, and then 
dried or immediately incubated in the respective blocking solution. 
 
V.3.8. Blocking with EG7-SH and PEG-SH 
 
After the transfer and subsequent washing steps, the gold-coated 
membranes were immersed in a 2 mM solution of EG7-SH (or PEG-SH) 
in EtOH. The membranes were incubated for 24 h, washed five times for 
2 min each with EtOH, and then 2 times for 2 min each with water. 
Subsequently, the membranes were either directly immunostained or 
additionally blocked.  
 
V.3.9. Blocking before Immunostaining 
 
To block the samples before the immunostaining either Rockland buffer 
or a solution of 1 % (m/v) PVP in PBS-T was used. The membranes were 
rocked in this solution for 60 min, washed in PBS-T for 5 min, and then 
directly immersed in the staining solution. 
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V.3.10. Immunostaining 
 
A 1:1000 dilution of the respective antibody (IRDye 700DX-anti-HA, 
ATTO 680-anti-HA, ATTO 700-anti-HA, Cy5-anti-HA, 
FluoProbes 752-anti-FLAG, or Cy3-anti-FLAG antibody) in 5 mL PBS-T 
with additional 0.1 % (v/v) Rockland buffer was freshly prepared before 
the immunostaining. The surfaces were rocked in this solution for 
60 min (or overnight), washed five times for 5 min each with PBS-T, and 
then two times for 2 min each with water to remove buffer salts. Before 
the scan the surfaces were carefully dried in a stream of compressed 
air.  
 
V.3.11. Staining with the Biotin/Streptavidin System 
 
Before the staining with the biotin/streptavidin system the surfaces 
were blocked with Rockland buffer for 60 min. A 1:10,000 dilution of 
DyLight 680-streptavidin in PBS-T was freshly prepared. The surfaces 
were rocked in this solution for 60 min, washed five times for 5 min 
each with PBS-T, and then two times for 2 min each with water to 
remove buffer salts. Before the scan the surfaces were carefully dried in 
a stream of compressed air.  
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VII. Appendix 
 
 
VII.1. Abbreviations 
 
% (m/m) mass fraction 
% (m/v) mass per volume fraction 
% (n/n) mole fraction 
% (v/v) volume fraction 
Ac acetyl moiety 
Ac2O acetic anhydride 
AEG3 SAM amino-terminated SAM with an 
intramolecular EG3 spacer 
AES AUGER electron spectroscopy 
ATRP atom transfer radical polymerization 
AU average unit 
AUC area under the curve (in XPS) 
BSE back scattered electron 
Boc tertbutoxycarbonyl moiety 
Bn benzyl moiety 
bromine silane 2-bromo-N-(3-triethoxysilyl propyl)  
isobutyramide 
CMOS complementary metal oxide semiconductor 
DATT 1,13-diamino-4,7,10-trioxatridecane 
DCC N,N’-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide 
DCM dichloromethane 
DG derivatization grade 
DIC N,N’-diisopropylcarbodiimide 
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DIPEA N,N-diisopropylethylamine 
DMF N,N-dimethylformamide 
DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide 
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid 
e.g. [latin] exempli gratia, for example 
EG7-SH O-(2-mercaptoethyl)-O′-
methylhexaethyleneglycol 
eq equivalent(s) 
Et ethyl moiety 
EtOH ethanol 
EWG electron withdrawing group 
ESCA electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis 
Fmoc 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (protecting 
group) 
3-GPS 3-(glycidyl)oxypropyl trimethosysilane 
HATU 2-(7-Aza-1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-
tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate 
HBA 4-hydrazinobenzoicacid 
HBTU 2-(1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-
tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate 
HOAt 1-hydroxy-7-aza-benzotriazol 
HOBt 1-hydroxybenzotriazol 
HPLC high pressure liquid chromatography 
h hour(s) 
i.e. [latin] id est, which means/meaning 
λem emission wavelength 
λex excitation wavelength 
LED light emitting diode 
Me methyl moiety 
MeCN acetonitrile  
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MEHQ monomethyl ether hydroquinone, 
4-methoxyphenol 
MeOH methanol 
MEK methylethylketone 
min 
MMA 
minute(s) 
methylmethacrylate 
Mn number average molar mass 
Mw weight average molar mass 
mpSPPS micro particle-based solid phase peptide 
synthesis 
NMI N-methylimidazole 
OPC organic photoconductor (drum) 
Opfp orthopentafluorophenyl moiety 
p.a. per analysis (quality grade for chemicals and 
solvents) 
Pbf 2,2,4,6,7-pentamethyl-2,3-
dihydrobenzofuran-5-sulfonyl (protecting 
group) 
PBS-T phosphate buffer saline with additional 
TWEEN20 
PCR primary charge roller 
PDFA piperidinedibenzofulvene adduct 
PEG poly(ethylene glycol) 
PEGMA poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate 
10:90-PEGMA-co-PMMA graft copolymer film consisting of 10 % (n/n) 
PEGMA and 90 % (n/n) PMMA 
PEG-NH2 poly(ethylene glycol), amino terminated 
PEG-OH poly(ethylene glycol), hydroxy terminated 
PEG-SH poly(ethylene glycol) methylether thiol 
PG protecting group 
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Ph phenyl 
piranha solution mixture of 30 % (v/v) H2O2 (30 % aqueous 
solution) and 70 % (v/v) H2SO4 
ppm parts per million 
PS polystyrene 
PTFE polytetrafluoroethylene 
PVA pivalic anhydride 
PVDF polyvinylidenefluoride 
PVP polyvinylpyrrolidone 
PyBOP benzotriazole-1-yl-oxy-
tripyrrolidinophosphonium 
hexafluorophosphate 
RAM RINK amide (linker), 
p-[(R,S)-α-[1-(9H-Fluoren-9-yl)-
methoxyformamido]- 2 ,4-dimethoxybenzyl]- 
phenoxyacetic acid 
RT room temperature (here 23 °C) 
s second(s) 
SAM self-assembled monolayer 
SE secondary electron 
SEM scanning electron microscopy (microscope) 
siATRP surface-inititated atom transfer radical 
polymerization 
SIMS secondary ion mass spectrometry 
SMCC succinimidyl-trans-4-
(N-maleimidylmethyl)cyclohexane-
1-carboxylate 
SPPS solid phase peptide synthesis 
TEGMME tri(ethylene glycol) monomethyl ether 
tBu tertbutyl moiety 
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TAMRA 5(6)-carboxytetramethyl rhodamine 
TFA trifluoroaceticacid 
TFAA trifluoroaceticacid anhydride 
TFAc trifluoroacetyl 
TFFH 1,1,3,3-tetramethylfluoro formamidinium 
hexaflurophosphate 
THF tetrahydrofuran 
TIBS triisobutyl silane 
Tm melting point 
Trt trityl moiety 
TWEEN 20 polyoxyethylensorbitan monolaurate 
(surfactant) 
UPS ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy 
UV ultra-violet 
VASE variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry 
XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
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VII.2. Amino Acid Codes 
 
Ala A alanine Leu L leucine 
Arg R arginine Lys K lysine 
Asn N asparagine Met M methionine 
Asp D aspartic acid Phe F phenylalanine 
Cys C cysteine Pro P proline 
Gln Q glutamine Ser S serine 
Glu E glutamic acid Thr T threonine 
Gly G glycine Trp W tryptophan 
His H histidine Tyr Y tyrosine 
Ile I isoleucine Val V valine 
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